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The mission of 
the Order of Malta

The origins of the Sovereign, Military and Hospitaller Order of St John
of Jerusalem, of Rhodes and of Malta – better known as the Order of
Malta – go back to the eleventh century.
When the crusaders arrived in Jerusalem in AD 1099, the Hospitallers were
administering the Hospital of St John the Baptist, which had been estab-
lished around 1048 to care for pilgrims coming to the Holy Land and for the
indigenous Christian, Jewish and Muslim population. Made a religious
Order by a bull issued by Pope Pascal II in 1113, the Order had to defend
the sick and Christian territory. Today, its mission is an exclusively humani-
tarian one, as its military role ended with the loss of its territory in 1798.

In accordance with the Constitutional Charter, the purpose of the Sovereign
Order of Malta is ‘the promotion of… the Christian virtues of charity and
brotherhood. The Order carries out its charitable works for the sick, the
needy and refugees without distinction of religion, race, origin or age.
The Order fulfils its institutional tasks especially by carrying out hospitaller
works, including health and social assistance, as well as aiding victims of
exceptional disasters and war…’ 

- The Order has a permanent presence in most countries in the world, both
developed and developing. This presence has been built up over nine cen-
turies of colourful history, in which it took part in the great exchanges
between Europe and the Mediterranean basin and the rest of the world,
gradually extending its scope to cover most of the geographical areas in
which its charitable mission could usefully be conducted

Because of its centuries-old experience and its members’ active involve-
ment in the major trends in society, the Order has been able to adapt its
resources and methods rapidly, keeping constantly up to date, to be in a
position to tackle the new and ever-growing needs for medical aid, emer-
gency relief and humanitarian mission. 
Today the Order is a major global, professional organisation in terms of the
humanitarian aid, medical care and emergency medicine it provides, in its
management of hospitals, specialised homes for dependent elderly people,
socio-medical care centres, the collection and transporting of medicines
and the training of workers and ambulance staff.

History: key dates 

1048: Jerusalem
The foundation of the Hospitallers of St.

John of Jerusalem as a monastic communi-

ty by the Blessed Gerard.

Knights of the Order care for pilgrims, the sick

and the needy, as they have done ever since.

By virtue of the Papal Bull of 1113 issued

by Pope Paschall II, the hospital of St John

is placed under the aegis of the Church,

and granted exemptions.

With the responsibilities of military defence

of the sick and the Christian territories, the

Order evolves into both a religious and mil-

itary chivalric Order.

1310: Rhodes
In 1291, with the fall of St. John of Acre,

the last bastion of Christianity in the Holy

Land, the Order is forced to leave the

island and settle in Cyprus.

It acquires territorial sovereignty on taking

possession of the Island of Rhodes in 1310.

To defend the Christian world, the Order

assembles a powerful military fleet, patrolling

the eastern seas and engaging in several

celebrated battles.

Governed by a Grand Master as Sovereign

Prince of Rhodes, together with a Sovereign

Council, it mints its own currency and estab-

lishes diplomatic relations with other States.

The Order’s knights are victorious over

numerous Ottoman attacks until, overrun by

Sultan Suliman the Magnificent with his pow-

erful fleet and large army, they are forced to

surrender on January 1st 1523 and, with the

Sultan’s recognition of their bravery, leave

the island with full military honours.

1530: Malta
The next seven years see the Order without

territory, but retaining its sovereignty, a situ-

ation which prevailed until Emperor Charles

V granted the knights the islands of Malta,

Gozo and Comino, and the city of Tripoli, as

a sovereign fiefdom. On October 26th

1530, the Order takes possession of Malta

with the approval of Pope Clement VII.

During the Great Siege between May and

September 1565, the knights rout the

Ottomans under the leadership of Grand

Master Frà’ de la Valette (who gave his

name to the capital of Malta). The fleet of

the Order of St. John (or of Malta, as they

are now known) is one of the mightiest in

the Mediterranean and plays its part in the

final destruction of the Ottomans at the

battle of Lepanto in 1571.

1798: Exile
In 1798, Napoleon Bonaparte occupies

Malta en route to his campaign in Egypt.

He meets with no resistance from the

knights, as their regulations forbid them to

fight other Christians, and thus the Order is

forced to leave the island.

By 1801, Malta is occupied by the British,

and despite the recognition of the Order of

Malta’s rights of sovereignty as enshrined

in the Treaty of Amiens (1802), it is unable

to retake possession of the island.

1834: Rome
Having resided temporarily in Messina,

Catania and then Ferrara, the Order settles in

Rome in 1834, in properties with extraterrito-

rial status: the Grand Magistry in via Condotti

and the Villa Malta on the Aventine Hill.

From this time, the Order’s original mission

of service to the poor and the sick again

becomes its main activity.

The Order carries out hospitaller and chari-

table activities during both World Wars, and

these activities are developed and intensi-

fied under the stewardship of Grand Master

Frà’ Angelo de Mojana (1962-1988) and

continue today under his successor, the

78th Grand Master, Frà’ Andrew Bertie.

21st Century
Spanning a history of almost nine cen-

turies, the Sovereign Order of Malta can

proudly claim to be the sole successor to

the Hospitaller Order of St John of

Jerusalem, recognised by the Catholic

Church in 1113.

The Order has the unique characteristic of

being both a religious and a chivalric Order

of the Catholic Church. It is the sole organ-

isation with an uninterrupted sovereignty to

have professed knights, the direct succes-

sors of its founders.
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2 THE SOVEREIGN ORDER OF ST. JOHN OF JERUSALEM, OF RHODES AND OF MALTA

These words, which form part of the Constitutional charter
of the Order of Malta, define our role in the world today. They
also describe our most fundamental principle: that we act
‘without distinction of religion, race, origin or age’ wherever
our help is needed.

This edition of the Order’s international Activity Report
includes some brief, but telling, descriptions of the ways in
which our humanitarian and medical aid services have
sought to alleviate suffering among groups affected by dis-
asters and emergencies, whether man-made or natural in
their causes.

The Report covers these activities during 2001, 2002 and
the beginning of 2003, a period during which the world
experienced the shock of the loss of more than 3000 inno-
cent lives in the terrorist attacks on the United States of
America, and of the crisis of internally displaced people in
Afghanistan, those affected by the turmoil of war in Iraq, as
well as other areas of the world.

The Report also describes the ways in which our volunteers
and medical staff responded to those most urgent of human
needs – for shelter, food, water, medicines and basic
unquestioning care. These were provided in many countries
and for many reasons: following the disastrous floods that
inundated much of Europe in 2002, after earthquakes in
Europe and South America, and to alleviate the scourge of
famine in southern Africa.

The most significant and heartening aspect of this Report is
the fact that it provides an insight into the enormous variety
of valuable work carried out by the Order’s Associations in
more than 110 countries. Selected descriptions are listed in
alphabetical order of the country in which the aid has been
provided, and according to whether such aid was in support
of humanitarian or medical needs.

None of these activities would have been possible without
the personal commitment and willingness of the Order’s
members and volunteers, or without the continued generos-
ity of its private and public donors. 

Thanks to our force of more than 80,000 permanent volun-
teers, we have been able to deliver the medical and relief
services that are our primary raison d’etre. They give unstint-
ingly of their time, their energy and their skills to support the
works of the Order in making a real and lasting difference to
the millions of people whose lives would otherwise be rav-
aged by poverty, famine, sickness or disaster. They are to be
found assisting in the aftermath of war, floods, earthquakes
and hurricanes just as they are ever willing to provide first aid
and care at large public gatherings. Their dedication also
finds them visiting the elderly and the sick in their homes,
providing meals for those who cannot prepare for them-
selves, teaching young people first aid and basic health care,
caring for underprivileged children, helping the homeless. 

Message from 
the Grand Master 

“…the Order affirms and propagates the Christian virtues of charity and brotherhood. 
The Order carries out its charitable works for the sick, the needy and refugees without 
distinction of religion, race, origin or age…”
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The term ‘mentally or physically handicapped people’ is
equally immeasurable, encompassing all those with physical
or mental impairment as a result of disease, famine, disaster
or accidents of birth. They, like every other member of the
human race, have the right to decent standards of food,
water, shelter, warmth and care. Here, our hospitaller mis-
sions include the ongoing fight against leprosy, not only in
providing medical and surgical help to sufferers but also in
working to overcome the stigma attached to this terrible dis-
ease. More recently we have extended our scope to include
HIV / AIDS, specifically to prevent this condition from being
passed from mothers to their children.

In carrying out all these works in all these countries, we seek
to operate to standards that represent the best available
practice. One of the challenges facing the Order as it moves
into the 21st century is to provide a mechanism that will
encourage the sharing of knowledge and skills between our
members, volunteers and professional staff in a way that will
enable our mission in one part of the world to benefit from
our experience in another.

To establish the challenge, we organized a conference in
Santa Cruz, Bolivia, ‘Conference of the Americas’, at the
end of 2002 to discuss ways of collaboration for increased
effectiveness in humanitarian aid in the Americas. The Con-
ference underlined the importance of establishment of unity
among the Associations, for the exchange of information
and expertise, and for the furthering of contacts and coordi-
nation. It is a theme that we now take forward as we con-
tinue to respond to the needs of the poor, the sick, the
needy and the dispossessed. 

I hope that this Report will engender a greater understand-
ing of the work of the Order of Malta throughout the world
and of our undertaking to offer humanitarian aid as part of
our Christian mission. 

Frà Andrew Bertie 
78th Grand Master of the Sovereign Military Hospitaller Order 

of St. John of Jerusalem, of Rhodes and of Malta 
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The Grand Commander, Fra’ Ludwig Hoffmann von Rumerstein, meets young friends while visiting the Order’s AIDS Hospice at Mandini, South Africa, 
December 2002, for the inauguration of a new wing providing 53 beds, and enhancements to the adjacent orphanage
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The charisma of the Order
After a thousand years of life, of struggles, of adventures,
sometimes sad, sometimes not, but above all testifying to
their Christianity and chivalry, the appeal of the Order, or its
charisma, is as valid in the twenty first century as it was in the
tenth, and it continues to take its inspiration from its origins.
The reason for which it was founded as a hospitaller Order
by Blessed Gerard in Jerusalem – ‘tuitio fidei et obsequium
pauperum’ – is still its driving force today. 

This is its history and its experience. It expresses its convic-
tion in the principle: witness to the faith and service to those
with needs of every kind – of health, well being, material
goods, joy, spiritual need. This principle is what continues to
activate the Order today and guide its future.

There is a profound and mysterious coincidence with the
Evangelist: ‘All the laws and the Prophets are in agreement
that we must love the lord our God with all our hearts and our
neighbours as ourselves’. 

God and our brothers and sisters
Faith and charity
Prayer and work
‘tuitio fidei et obsequium pauperum’.

This principle has become the motto of all Western monasti-
cism. Prayer and work are the faith in action, bringing good
to all. This inseparable combination, between spiritual reality
and material actuality is the basis of the incarnation of Christ
made man, for us and for our salvation. Man is composed of
body and soul, of spiritual and moral needs, of physical and
material demands. He is hungry both for god and bread and
expresses this hunger in the impassioned prayer which
comes down to us: ‘Father, thy kingdom come, thy will be
done on earth as it is in heaven, give us this day our daily
bread and forgive us our trespasses’. 

The Holy Father, John Paul II, defines the appeal of the Order
in this way: an authentic richness of the Church, for its evan-
gelical accord, for its extraordinary power of synthesis
between heaven and earth, for its relevance to the present in
this irreligious world, which is in great need of a decisive
presence to care for today’s social outcasts.  

Faith and charity are always the binding characteristics that
make up the Christian testimony for all those who work under
the eight-pointed white cross, the symbol of the eight Beati-
tudes, in the spirit of a Christian army. Belonging to the
Order is an honour, but it is also a call to charitable action, a
real commitment and a true vocation.

Spirituality in action
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Internally displaced persons, Afghanistan, queue up for the Order’s clinic in the north of the country. 
Here, supplies have been donated by the Grand Priory of Lombardy and Venetia
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This Activity Report summarises the medical, hospitaller and
humanitarian work of the Sovereign Military Hospitaller
Order of St. John of Jerusalem, of Rhodes and of Malta dur-
ing the years 2001 and 2002.

Within its pages can be found a multitude of practical
demonstrations of the ways in which the Order is alleviating
human suffering in all its forms by delivering humanitarian
relief, responding to emergency situations, and providing
medical and palliative care to many thousands of people
without discrimination on grounds of race, religion, political
affiliation or age.

This Report summarises the Order’s special role and current
activities. They are described in the Humanitarian Activities
section of the Report, which covers a selection from among
the Order’s charitable, or hospitaller, works around the world
during 2001 and 2002. The second section, Government,
explains how the Order is governed and lists its official activi-
ties and diplomatic missions. It concludes with a current bibli-
ography and contact information for all Associations and
Order organisations and diplomatic representations. 

The Report emphasises the Order’s strategy of providing
sustainable aid that will not only address immediate, short-
term needs but also enable those who have been suffering to
play an active role in their own recovery. It also includes
examples of the work of our many thousands of permanent
volunteers around the world in meeting the needs of mentally
or physically handicapped people: an aspect of our activities
that has been embedded in the traditions of the Order since
its very beginnings. 

Activities for the years 
2001 and 2002
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Financing 

The Priories, National Associations and Foundations of the
Order fund their medical, hospitaller and humanitarian activi-
ties from the subscriptions and donations they receive from
their members, from gifts and legacies and from fundraising
campaigns directed at thousands of regular donors. Excep-
tionally, in Italy and Austria the Grand Priories have recov-
ered their property, thereby helping to finance the Order’s
administrative expenses.

In Europe, however, many socio-medical care centres and
hospitaller establishments of the Order receive major funding
from the national health and social security systems, together
with donations from members or persons outside the Order
and subsidies from governments and large foundations. 

The financing of activities in the developing countries comes
from a variety of sources. In general it comes from the Priories
and National Associations; but for large-scale projects, or those
which call for a sustained effort over time, the National Associa-
tions concerned seek contributions from the European Union,
the specialised agencies of the United Nations or national gov-
ernments, or donations from international foundations. 

The same financing systems are employed for emergency
humanitarian aid operations, where donations requested for
a specific cause or project are absolutely vital. This is partic-
ularly true in Germany and France, where the Order can
mobilise hundreds of thousands of donors. 

The diversification of funding sources makes it possible to
deal with situations that are very different in terms of emer-
gency and scale, while remaining completely independent of
governments and public donors. 

Part-financing by public authorities, international institutions
or the major foundations calls for strict conditions on the allo-
cation of funds, with clearly defined medium- and long-term
objectives, whilst donations from members of the Order and
from individuals allow for greater flexibility in reacting swiftly
and effectively to new or different needs. 

The accounts of all of the Order’s Associations and organisa-
tions, and all its hospitaller establishments, are subjected to
regular audits by external accountants, in conformity with the
practice and legislation in force in each country. In addition to
these local inspections, all these bodies are also subject to
the overall control of the Board of Auditors of the Order of
Malta, whose seat is in the Grand Magistry in Rome.
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Latest news

Although this Activity Report covers work of the Order during 2001 and 2002, its humanitarian
and medical activities continue to have a positive impact around the world. Significant events in
2003 where the Order has provided assistance include:

Iraq The Emergency Corps of the Order
of Malta is concentrating its activities in
the rehabilitation of the Iraq healthcare
system, with relief measures organised in
Baghdad and rural areas surrounding the
capital and in Northern Iraq. The Corps
has sent a team of French doctors, nurses
and paramedics to Baghdad, while other
German members are focusing their oper-
ation on health centres in four villages in
Northern Iraq.

Afghanistan The Order’s German Associ-
ation has been selected by the United
Nations High Commission for Refugees to
take over responsibility for the rehabilita-
tion of three provinces in Afghanistan.
With funding of around US$1.5 million,
the work includes restoring water sup-
plies, village streets and health care facili-
ties as well as the organisation of income-
generating projects.

Geneva The International Hospitaller
Committee of the Order of Malta has been
established in Geneva with the role of fur-
thering the international activities and cor-
porate identity of the Order’s institutions.

Sudan In the southern Sudanese town of
Yei, the Order’s German Association has
recently opened a new clinic for sufferers of
trypanosomiasis (sleeping sickness), a wide-
spread disease in the Sudan. Since 1997,
the Order of Malta has been providing
basic healthcare services for about 300,000
people in this area, afflicted by civil war.
The Order also maintains a health centre in
Yei and runs tuberculosis and leprosy con-
trol programmes in the country. 

Sleeping sickness is advancing in many
African countries. It is fatal if not treated.
Up until now, less than ten percent of

those infected have been able to receive
medical treatment.

Democratic Republic of Congo The
Order’s German Association, supported
by funding from the German Federal For-
eign Office, has provided medicine and
clothing for 17,000 people displaced by
internal fighting.

The Dominican Republic The Order’s
Dominican Association has opened a med-
ical centre in the Monte Plata region,
north-eastern Dominican Republic, this
June. The centre, ‘El Cacique’, is equip-
ped for over 200 consultations a day, pro-
viding medical services to mothers and
children. In the east of the country, the
Association also manages and finances the
Herrera Centre, which has been provid-
ing gynaecological and paediatric medical
services for the last six years. Now moth-
ers and children from outlying areas can
count on the availability of emergency
medical personnel, modern birthing
equipment, paediatric and obstetric wings
and a department for the prevention of
uterine and breast tumours.

The centre was made possible through the
Association and a generous contribution
from Project Hope, an international, non-
profit, technical and humanitarian aid
organisation. Future plans are to focus on
education and total community involve-
ment to improve healthcare generally and
development of a preventive healthcare
culture on the local level. 

Jordan On 29 June 2003 full diplomatic
relations between the Sovereign Order of
Malta and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jor-
dan were established through the signing
of a protocol in Amman, bringing the total

number of countries sharing diplomatic
relations with the Order to 93.

Cologne Half century celebrations in
Cologne for the Malteser Hilfsdienst and 
in San Francisco for the USA Western 
Association.

In September, Malteser Hilfsdienst, the
Emergency Corps of the German Associa-
tion of the Order, celebrated its fiftieth
anniversary in Cologne, Germany, The
Grand Master, Fra’ Andrew Bertie and the
President of the Federal Republic,
Johannes Rau, attended. The Malteser
Hilfsdienst, known as the MHD, works
with the sick across the Federal Republic
of Germany, as well as with humanitarian
projects in many countries across the
globe. In October, the Grand Master and
members of the Sovereign Council joined
the Order’s Western Association in cere-
monies in San Francisco, USA, to cele-
brate the Association’s fiftieth anniversary.
Events and religious functions commemo-
rated a half-century of charitable activities
dedicated to helping the poor and sick.

Geneva In December Order representatives
joined world leaders for the World Summit
on the Information Society, called by the
United Nations to discuss how to bridge the
digital divide between rich and poor.

For more information on the Order’s
activities around the world since 
June 2003:

www.orderofmalta.org



The Grand Master, Fra’ Andrew Bertie, accompanied by the medical director of the hospital of San Giovanni Battista at la Magliana, Rome, Dott. Adriano Micci, greets a patient
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Humanitarian activities



12 THE SOVEREIGN ORDER OF ST. JOHN OF JERUSALEM, OF RHODES AND OF MALTA A young patient visits the Order’s day care clinic in southern Sudan
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Emergency relief
A unified force for good

• Emergency Corps of the 
Order of Malta

• Emergency relief around the world
• Iraq
• German Association in Africa

To victims of famine or of flood, to those dispossessed by war or by earthquake, and

to those whose lives are thrown into turmoil by natural or man-made disaster, the

Order has long held out a hand of comfort, help and support when it is most needed.

It has done so without regard to geographical or political boundaries, and without dis-

crimination on grounds of race, religion, gender or age.

During 2001 and 2002, among activities undertaken, our members, volunteers and

medical and nursing staff answered calls for emergency relief from groups as diverse

as those afflicted by floods in Eastern Europe, by hurricanes in South America and by

earthquakes in Italy and El Salvador.

In addition to providing immediate practical support in terms of food, shelter and

clothing, the Order has also sought to address the less obvious needs of those

afflicted by disaster by providing social services.



The Emergency Corps of 
the Order of Malta
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One factor is always paramount whenever emergency relief
is required: professionalism. The Emergency Corps of the
Order of Malta (ECOM) is the Order’s global aid organisa-
tion. Bringing together resources from Priories and National
Associations with expertise in this area, the Corps has the
capability to provide immediate humanitarian relief to victims.

Aided by the Order’s diplomatic relationships around the
world, ECOM’s role is firstly to assess the most immediate
needs of those caught up in a disaster situation, and then to
respond to them as promptly and effectively as possible.
This calls for rapid mobilisation of transport, equipment and
personnel, as well as equally speedy processing of any doc-
umentation needed to enable the aid to be delivered to those
who most need it.

As well as fast action, the Emergency Corps of the Order of
Malta also operates to international standards for humanitar-
ian aid (such as the Sphere Project Code of Conduct).
Where circumstances demand, the Corps also maintains its
support over longer periods.

One demonstration of the way in which the Corps is mak-
ing a positive impact on human suffering is the €1.1 million
programme of relief provided in Southern Africa since
December 2002.

ECOM’s first response was to send in a team to assess the
needs of the health sector in the rural areas of Mutare and
Bulawayo, Zimbabwe. Working with government agencies at
national level in Harare, the team identified an acute lack of
drugs as one of the most urgent issues. Accordingly, six rural
health centres in Mutare were provided with a six months’
supply of essential drugs, while three health centre buildings
in Nyangombe were repaired and rehabilitated under the
Corps’ supervision, and local water, sanitation and power
supplies were also repaired.

To combat the problem of malnutrition, the Corps enabled a
nutritional nurse to be employed for six months during which
a nutritional survey would be carried out in selected commu-
nities. In addition, fortified food was provided for 200 chil-
dren every month and supplementary food rations were sup-
plied to six hospitals.

The combination of drought, economic difficulties and the
HIV/AIDS pandemic had left half the population of Zimbabwe
with no regular access to health services and food supplies.
Of those six million people, up to one million faced the real
prospect of death from starvation and disease if aid failed to
reach them in time.

Successive years of droughts, poor harvests, floods, political
instability and the HIV/AIDS epidemic have created the
potential for a massive famine crisis in southern Africa. Most
at risk are the populations of Malawi, Zimbabwe, Mozam-
bique, Zambia, Lesotho and Swaziland. Estimates indicate
that up to 13 million people could be affected, of whom eight
million are already in urgent need of help with food.
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In Mozambique, the Corps carried out an assessment in co-
operation with the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF)
to evaluate the situation and prepare a strategy for relief. Con-
tacts were also established with relief organisations in
Malawi and Zimbabwe, and plans have been made for a
comprehensive relief programme for 90,000 people in Zim-
babwe with financial support from the German Foreign Office
and in co-operation with the two dioceses in Zimbabwe.

The end of 27 years of civil war in Angola, meanwhile, left
some two million people dependent on food aid for their daily
survival, well into 2003. In addition, the war had resulted in
large numbers of internally displaced people and had severely
damaged the infrastructure of the nation’s health system.

Everywhere the picture was the same: buildings either
destroyed by war or collapsed through neglect. Healthcare
staff were either non-existent or poorly trained, and people
were dying needlessly from curable diseases such as
malaria, diarrhoea and respiratory infections. To make mat-
ters even more difficult for everyone – including aid work-
ers – Angola had been heavily mined and many of the coun-
try’s roads and bridges had been damaged or destroyed.

These were the conditions at the end of August 2002, when
a team from the Order’s German Association arrived to
assess the humanitarian situation in the very neglected
province of Kuando Kubango in south-east Angola. Only
10% of the province was accessible from two main roads,
both of which were in poor condition. Landmines littered the
roads and surrounded the villages. Pockets of severe malnu-
trition were everywhere.

National Associations belonging to 
the Emergency Corps of the Order of Malta or with
Observer Status

Members: 

Austria, Belgium, Britain, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, 

the Netherlands, Switzerland.

Observers: 

Brazil, Czech Republic, Hungary, Mexico, Poland, Spain.

Our ambassador to Belize, Thomas Carney, 
brings donations of food and clothing to young hurricane victims 
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At that time, only three medical doctors were providing
healthcare for a population of around 620,000 people with
little equipment and few drugs. It was clearly a case for an
immediate and effective response.

Working with three partners – Caritas Menongue, a group of
four Catholic health posts and the provincial directorate of
health in Kuando Kubango – the Order provided emergency
rehabilitation and basic medical equipment for the remaining
health facilities, and supplied essential drugs for a period of six
months. In addition, supervision was provided for the rational
use of drugs and improved management of conditions such as
childhood malnutrition and communicable diseases in child-
hood (acute respiratory infections, diarrhoea and malaria).

To complement these core activities, the Order has also
worked to promote better maternal care and better record-
keeping and reporting procedures in the health centres.

As a result of its intervention in the Southern Africa crisis of
2002, the Emergency Corps of the Order of Malta provided
direct benefits to 96,000 people in Zimbabwe and 200,000
people in Angola.

While the disasters in these two countries were largely man-
made, nature was the cause of a major emergency in Central
Europe when severe floods inundated much of the Czech
Republic and Romania in August, 2002.

Here, ECOM again provided an immediate response to help
those most affected. Volunteers established a novel ‘do-it-
yourself’ store in the Melnik region, north of Prague, where
construction equipment and materials were provided free of
charge to enable vulnerable groups to begin the task of
repairing their damaged homes.

In Romania, where flooding affected some 450,000 people
– mainly in rural areas – the Romanian Relief Agency of the
Order of Malta, a volunteer corps with over 1000 members,
distributed food and non-food items to needy families.

ECOM has also played an active part in humanitarian relief
following the war in Afghanistan. When the United Nations
High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) estimated that up
to 500,000 Afghans might seek refuge in the Islamic Repub-
lic of Iran, ECOM sent exploratory teams to Iran to assess
the situation.

The Corps’ teams of medical and regional experts worked
with the government of Iran and with international and local
organisations to prepare rapid-reaction plans for providing
medical services to Afghan refugees.

The Emergency Corps of the Order of Malta (ECOM) 

interventions provided by type and country

Floods: Albania, Austria, Belize, 

Czech Republic, Germany

Refugees /Internally displaced persons: 

Afghanistan, Democratic Republic of Congo, 

Lithuania, Macedonia, Sudan

Earthquakes and Hurricanes: Democratic Republic 

of Congo, El Salvador, Ethiopia, India, Italy, Mexico

Disasters: Russia, Ukraine

Support for United Nations Peacekeeping Missions:

Afghanistan, Iraq
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RESPONSE TO FLOODING

In Albania, the Order’s National Association moved into
action in the Shkoder and Lezha areas following the severe
floods of October 2002. In addition to providing bedding
and hot meals for the victims, the Order helped to repair their
homes and sent in a medical team to assist with first aid.
When heavy snowfalls in 2002 left several mountain commu-
nities isolated in northern Albania, the Malteser Ndihmon Ne
Shqiperi (MNSH) volunteers joined other emergency serv-
ices in supplying food and medical aid to 100 families.

The Austrian Grand Priory of the Order of Malta responded
to the devastation caused by floods which inundated many
areas of the country in August 2002, working with the Red
Cross and other aid organisations to distribute urgently-
needed furniture, clothing and bedding to those affected. In
the seven weeks immediately following the floods, voluntary
members of the Order devoted a total of 20,000 hours to
this emergency relief operation, and covered 15,000 kilome-
tres transporting not only equipment but also flood victims in
need of treatment.

When Hurricane Iris struck Belize on October 8, 2001, it
devastated much of the country’s southern region, damaging
villages and destroying hundreds of acres of lowland forest
and crops. Estimates put the number of homes destroyed at
3,178 with 19,880 people affected, while damage to agricul-
ture and fisheries was more than US$55 million. 

The relief operation was a combined effort led by the Order
of Malta’s Embassy to Belize, together with the Honduran
and American Associations of the Order, the AmeriCares aid
organisation, the governments of Honduras and Belize and
the British Expeditionary Forces. AmeriCares organised an
airlift from the United States to the Order’s Ambassador to
Belize, consisting of 10,000 lbs of emergency relief and
medical supplies including tents, tarpaulins, blankets, mat-
tresses, bandages and lactated ringers. 

Emergency relief around 
the world

In many instances around the world, the Order has intervened in response 
to disasters, among the most recent being:

The hospitaller of the Honduran Association, Jorge Agurcia, 
and two  young friends in Belize.
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An additional 7,000 lbs of medical supplies from the Order’s
Honduras Association was flown by helicopter to a staging
area in Punta Gorda, from where they were distributed to
11 villages which could not be reached by land. Distribution of
the emergency relief, which also included rice, beans, flour and
canned foods, was organised by the Order under the direction
of the Belize National Emergency Management Office.

Disastrous floods also inundated parts of the Czech Repub-
lic in 2002. Volunteers and staff from the Grand Priory of
Bohemia of the Order in the Czech Republic initiated a pro-
gramme of aid to householders affected by the floods. This
included the provision of drying equipment, construction
materials, floor covering and furniture. 

Through its participation with other leading humanitarian aid
organisations in the country’s Flood Damage Monitoring
Group, the Order was able to make a highly tangible contribu-
tion to recovery from the floods for hundreds of households in
many Czech towns and cities. At the same time, volunteers
and medical staff from the newly-registered Maltezska Pomoc
P.C.S. provided first aid and medical care in evacuation cen-
tres and assembly points for flood victims.

Generous grants from the Order’s Associations in Germany
and Switzerland made possible a project to help 370 house-
holds in the badly-affected Melnik region and in South
Bohemia. Many other financial and material donations from
individuals and organisations associated with the Order in
many parts of the world enabled Maltezska Pomoc P.C.S. to
provide further aid, including vaccination shots against hepa-
titis, and replacement equipment for a flooded school.

Europe’s worst flooding for more than 100 years also devas-
tated Germany, where the economic cost was estimated at
€9.2 billion. In social terms, the cost here, as in Central
Europe, was inestimable. Some 330,000 people were
affected, including many who were temporarily displaced
from their homes. In Germany, the Order’s German Associa-
tion mobilised more than 800 volunteers who worked in 89
separate teams to support evacuations and medical care in
the most affected areas.

Relief work included setting up a provisional hospital in the
airport buildings at Dresden, providing food both for opera-
tional staff and for those displaced by the floods, as well as
help in transporting emergency supplies.

After the worst of the flooding had subsided, 42 of the volun-
teers provided pastoral and psychological after-care for
many of the flood victims.

The Malteser Hilfsdienst, the health and first aid corps of the
German Association, deployed 1000 first aid volunteers in
Saxony, where they set up a field hospital in Dresden and
provided food and social care for the next three months.

Fully trained disaster relief crews with expertise in critical
incident distress management and post traumatic stress syn-
drome provided help to the shocked victims of the flood,
many of whom had been left not only homeless, but without
their livelihoods and all their belongings. 

Summer 2002: 
Austrian volunteers help unload supplies for victims 

of the Central European floods
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Elsewhere in the region, the Order focused its attention on
providing a ‘full service package’ to three small towns. Bad
Schandau, south of Dresden, had a flourishing tourist indus-
try, but the entire area was covered in mud, including all the
hotels. In Prettin, north of Dresden, high unemployment had
resulted from the impact of the flooding on surrounding farm-
land, while in Großtreben-Zwethau, damage to the local
infrastructure had also left a legacy of unemployment.

The Order’s relief teams worked with the mayors of all three
towns to help those in greatest need, and to act as consult-
ants for the restoration of normal services in each community.

The German Association also brought in a professional con-
sultant to advise each of the three towns on improvements to
their infrastructures that would help to attract new jobs – 
a process that has continued through 2003.
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Organising help 
for Austria’s 
flood victims

In Austria, the Austrian Grand Priory mustered a team of volun-

teers to help the tens of thousands of victims of floods moving

southwards and eastwards from Salzburg (where the defences

remained firm, despite fears of imminent inundation) to devastate

towns and cities including Linz, Steyr, Perg and Krems in Lower

Austria, where the flood waters came within five centimetres of

bringing the electricity supply to a halt.

“The immediate reaction of the authorities was to commission

the army to create tented villages to accommodate the many

families forced from their homes by the rising waters,” explains

one of many willing volunteers in the Austrian Grand Priory’s

Ambulance Corps.

“As one of the relief organisations involved in responding to the

floods, our initial task was to help the people who had been

moved to these camps.”

That word ‘temporary’ was to prove significant in the weeks and

months following the initial disaster. As the immediate threat

receded, so did the provision of shelter by friends and neighbours,

often leaving then later returning to their flood-damaged homes

without beds to sleep in, chairs to sit in and kitchens to cook in.

Over a period of seven weeks, some 150 volunteers from the

Ambulance Corps acted as unpaid removal teams, using whatever

transport was at their disposal to ferry furniture and kitchen equip-

ment from central stores to the homes of those in need.

But first they had to construct a temporary extension that would

more than double the size of the storage facility at Krems, in

Lower Austria, which acted as a collecting point for second-

hand equipment donated by citizens, and new items provided

by manufacturers.

“It was hard work as none of us was used to carrying heavy furni-

ture up and down flights of stairs, but very rewarding in that the

recipients were so grateful for our help,” says the head of the Aus-

trian Ambulance Corps.

Members and volunteers from the Italian Association’s Military Corps
bring food and shelter to earthquake victims, southern Italy, 

Autumn 2002
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EARTHQUAKES AND HURRICANES

The Order’s French Association sent a team of volunteers,
including doctors, nurses and logisticians, to help victims of
an earthquake in north east India.

Further emergency relief services provided by the German
Association included the distribution of food, cooking
equipment and bedding to internally displaced people in
the Democratic Republic of Congo, participation in an
emergency nutrition programme in Ethiopia, and the provi-
sion of accommodation, food and medicine for earthquake
victims in El Salvador.
This earthquake also caused considerable damage to the
Order’s clinic in Santa Tecia. In response, the Order’s Asso-
ciation in Germany provided 1,500 Nissen huts worth
US$700,000. A small obstetric ward at a government clinic
and a kindergarten for 60 children were also built with finan-
cial support from Germany and from the Humanitarian Aid
Office, European Union (ECHO). Immediately after the earth-
quake, the German Association organised two out-patient
clinics which were able to treat 20,000 patients.

For more than a year after the disastrous earthquake that
killed tens of thousands of people in Gujarat, India, the Ger-
man Association organised a number of relief programmes
with support from local partners. One seriously affected area
was the city of Ahmedabad, where relief was provided in the
form of food and medical care.

In October 2002, the Italian town of San Giuliano di Puglia
was struck by an earthquake which killed 26 young children
and three teachers at the local primary school. The Order’s
Italian Association organised a first aid station to care for
1000 evacuees. Doctors and nurses provided emergency
medical services, and a paediatric surgery was also estab-
lished and staffed by qualified professionals.
Meanwhile, volunteers took a number of ambulances to
Casalnuovo Monterotaro, near Foggia, where the earthquake
had caused serious damage to 80% of homes. They organ-
ised a first-aid post as well as a field kitchen and a transport
service for disabled and elderly people.

The Order’s Association in Mexico provided humanitarian
aid for victims of natural disasters, notably hurricane Isador
which left a trail of destruction in its wake as it passed
through the Gulf in October 2002.

Man-made disaster struck in Russia when hostages were
seized by terrorists in a Moscow theatre in 2002. Ambulance
men from the Order’s local relief group in the city provided
on-the-spot care for relatives of the hostages, and the Mal-
teser general store – which normally provides food for poor
and needy people in the Mitrowskij district of Moscow – was
converted temporarily into a shelter where waiting relatives
could be provided with food.

When 83 people were killed and 116 seriously injured after
an airshow disaster in Ukraine during the summer of 2002,
the local Ambulance Corps was supported by members of
the German Malteser Hilfsdienst from the German dioceses
of Muenster and Paderborn. They raised enough money to
pay for antibiotics and other medicine needed urgently by
the hospitals in Lwiw.

Emergency relief provided by the United Kingdom through
the Order’s British Association during the period covered by
this Activity Report includes the provision of low-cost
heaters and cookers for families affected by the war in the
Balkans, and a £60,000 programme of aid for Kosovo
where the money was divided between the provision of new
school equipment, the re-roofing of damaged houses and
the restoration of water and electricity supplies.

Some of the damage inflicted: 
a street in Casalnuovo Monterotaro, near Foggia, southern Italy
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REFUGEES / INTERNALLY DISPLACED PERSONS

Since March 2002, a medical team from the German Asso-
ciation has been providing medical care to thousands of
refugees at a camp near Heart, in Afghanistan. With the
help of an interpreter, midwife and local staff they are running
a hospital for people displaced by war and drought from their
villages in the rural provinces of Badghis and Ghor. 
Meanwhile, other members of the German Association’s
staff evaluated the possibility of a comprehensive repatria-
tion programme for Afghan refugees. This subsequently
focused on enabling families in the Moghor district to return
to their homes and included the construction of schools and
health centres for those who had returned.

In Lithuania, volunteers from the Order gave support to
refugees and provided assistance to the children of depor-
tees from Siberia.

The Order’s Embassy in Macedonia supplied medicines,
bandages and blankets to refugees during the Kosovo crisis.
The Order’s Associations in Germany and France supplied
food and equipment which were distributed in conjunction
with staff from the Emergency Corps of the Order of Malta. 

Since then, the German Association has launched a unique
income-generation programme providing interest-free credit
to allow new small businesses to be established.

SUPPORT TO UNITED NATIONS 

PEACEKEEPING MISSIONS

Afghanistan: 
rehabilitating internally displaced persons and refugees
Since August 2002, medical teams from the German Associ-
ation’s Malteser Hilfsdienst, on behalf of the German Federal
Foreign Office, have been responsible for the medical care of
the international and local staff of the UN Assistance Mission
in Afghanistan (UN), at the invitation of the UN. The team pro-
vided the Malteser ‘Medical Start-up Kit’ – an out-patient tent
hospital for basic and emergency health care developed
specifically for UN peacekeeping missions. Under difficult
local conditions, the medical teams are also helping develop
a medical service for the Afghan police in Kabul, running first
aid courses and training days. 

Following on from its wide experience in Bosnia, the German
Malteser Hilfsdienst has been elected by the United Nations
High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) to take over the
responsibility for the rehabilitation of three provinces in
Afghanistan, to improve the reintegration of refugees or inter-
nal displaced persons. The project includes the rehabilitation
of water supply systems, village streets, health care facilities,
the organisation of income-generating projects and the cre-
ation of workshops. Among the non-governmental organisa-
tions (NGOs), Malteser Hilfsdienst has become one of the
major contractors of the UNHCR. 

Internally displaced persons, Afghanistan, 
receive help at an Order outpatient clinic
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As the war clouds gathered over Iraq in 2002 and military forces on both sides
prepared for potential conflict, another very different group of highly trained
professionals laid their own careful plans.

In their Cologne headquarters, the staff of

the Emergency Corps of the Order of Malta

(ECOM) held meetings to decide whether,

and how, to provide emergency relief to the

people of Iraq and, in particular, to the

700,000 refugees whom the United

Nations forecast would seek refuge in

neighbouring countries.

As the emergency relief organisation of the

Order, ECOM knew it had a major decision

to make: 

“After very careful deliberation, we realised

with absolutely no doubts that if there was

a war in Iraq then the Order of Malta should

be involved in providing humanitarian aid to

the civilian population,” says Ingo Radtke,

Secretary General of ECOM and director

of the foreign aid department of the

Order’s Association in Germany.

As one of the main organisations in the

Corps, the executive branch of the Order’s

French Association, the Œuvres Hospital-

ières Françaises de l’Ordre de Malte

(OHFOM), would also be actively involved

in delivering that aid, as would the 

German Association.

The immediate questions to be answered

included what the appropriate roles for

each of the two Associations would be, as

well as how – and from which country –

they should best enter Iraq.

“In a sense, our scenario planning proba-

bly mirrored that of the military forces

themselves, in that we needed to assess

what resources we had available to us,

how best they could be deployed and

what were our alternatives in terms of

logistics,” explains Ingo.

From the perspective of the German mem-

bers of the Emergency Corps, it was clear

that the Order already had a presence in

Kuwait, where the German Association had

been providing medical services to the

United Nations observation mission set up

to monitor the demilitarised zone between

Iraq and Kuwait.

“We had a logistical base in Kuwait City, as

well as staff in Basra and Umm Qasr on the

Iraqi side of the border, so we knew the ter-

ritory and were well prepared in that area,”

Ingo continues.

“We discounted entering Iraq from either

Iran or Syria as we had no experience or

involvement in either country. This nar-

rowed our choices down to Turkey – which

would put us close to Northern Iraq where

the German Association had an existing

presence supporting the Kurdish popula-

tion – and Jordan.”

Iraq

Health kits arrive in Iraq
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It was decided that the German members

of the Corps would direct their humanitar-

ian aid initiative through Turkey into North-

ern Iraq and that their French counterpart

would enter Iraq through Jordan with the

support of the Order’s Ambassador in

Lebanon, and then concentrate on provid-

ing humanitarian aid to Iraqi citizens in and

around Baghdad.

Thus, two separate teams of assessors

from the Order entered Iraq ahead of any

potential hostilities, to gain first-hand

understanding of the nature of aid that

would be most effective, and how best to

deliver it to those in greatest need.

From Turkey, the Corps sent a team which

included a doctor and a logistician with

prior knowledge of Iraq. From Jordan, a

team of Corps’ professionals undertook an

assessment of needs in Baghdad.

The philosophy of the Emergency Corps

of the Order of Malta is a simple one:

once a suitable course of action has been

agreed between the national branches

and the Cologne headquarters, each team

then becomes an autonomous unit,

reporting to the Centre and Headquarters

with regular contact being maintained

between each party.

As the year progressed and the likelihood

of conflict grew stronger, the Corps

ordered water purification equipment and

medical health kits from its contracted sup-

pliers, to be delivered on a ‘just in time’

basis. These were assembled on the Turk-

ish side of the border to be ready for imme-

diate deployment if the threat of war

became a reality.

In this way, the Order was one of the first

humanitarian aid organisations to enter Iraq

before the war, and its presence has been

maintained in the country ever since.

Each of the two teams has been responsi-

ble for finding its own accommodation, for

forging links with other humanitarian aid

partners who share the same values, and

for identifying and responding to the needs

of Iraqi citizens.

The primary thrust of the Emergency Corps

of the Order of Malta’s activities in Iraq has

been towards the rehabilitation of the coun-

try’s healthcare system, with the German

Association working in a number of North-

ern Iraqi villages and the French Association

concentrating its efforts on Baghdad and

the surrounding rural areas.

“Flexibility has to be our keyword through-

out these activities,” says the Order’s logisti-

cian for emergency services, John Freeman.

“We found the Iraqi people to be very sympa-

thetic and helpful towards us as we carried

out our geographical and demographical

assessment of the needs in different areas.

“In the north, for example, we identified a

lack of medical laboratory facilities beyond

the most basic level which was making it 

Iraqis arrive to collect food and medicines supplied by the Order’s Italian Association
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difficult for local healthcare professionals to

diagnose specific illnesses.

“As well as providing these test facilities, we

also arranged for local doctors to attend a

laboratory testing course which raised their

competence to a higher level in a way that

ensures that the help we provided was not

merely immediate, but also sustainable.”

The Order’s French Association has re-

established contact with the Saint Raphael

Hospital in Baghdad, run by Dominican

Sisters. The French Association has sent a

team of doctors, nurses and paramedics to

Baghdad along with urgently-needed med-

icines, medical appliances and a generator.

There are also plans to take a mobile clinic

to Iraq where it will provide basic health-

care for people living in rural villages

around the capital.

All of this has been carried out with the

highest degree of professionalism and in

line with international standards. As

ECOM’s Ingo Radtke explains, the delivery

of humanitarian aid now has to fulfil the

requirements of the ISO 9000 standard, to

be backed by proper infrastructures and

procedures, and, above all, to avoid provid-

ing well-intended help that actually ends up

causing harm.

“I remember standing at an airport in Mace-

donia in 1999 where foreign donors had

sent in two aircraft loaded with rice – the

one commodity that Macedonia already

possessed in abundance as the largest

exporter of rice in Europe,” he says.

“There is absolutely no point in relief goods

being flown thousands of miles into a coun-

try where the same things could be bought

just around the corner. This is why we

always make sure first of all that local mar-

kets are either available, or can be restored

with our help.

“It is not foreseen that we will remain in Iraq

beyond 2003 as the immediate emergency

phase is now over.”

Unloading supplies for local Iraqi citizens 
by an ECOM team
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The German Association is currently

working around the world in support of

over 120 projects. In the field of health-

care alone, these projects include a pro-

gramme of HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis

diagnosis in Kenya, aid for sleeping sick-

ness and tuberculosis in the Sudan and a

number of health programmes for mothers

in Mozambique.

Approximately six million people in 

Zimbabwe (almost half the population)

face food shortages as well as insufficient

income and other entitlements to be able to

meet their minimum food requirements

throughout the remainder of the year.

Up to the end of 2002, the German Associ-

ation delivered 62.5 tons of food items to

the St. Anne’s Hospital in Brunapeg, Zim-

babwe. In addition, the hospital received

medicine for the treatment of malaria, diar-

rhoea, illnesses of the respiratory tracks

and HIV/AIDS-related illnesses as well as

injections, cannulas and dressing material.

Another eight tons of medicine were

brought to five mission hospitals in Manica-

land. In Zimbabwe, more than six  million

people – half of the population – are

threatened by death due to the severe

hunger crisis. 

In Angola, the German Association

launched a new project to distribute medi-

cine and medical instruments to state

health centres, Catholic health posts and

local health agents in the province of

Kuando Kubango. The Association’s staff

have been overseeing the rehabilitation of

health centres as well as the formation and

training of local staff. 

Angola has faced 27 years of civil war

throughout the country. With the end of

the fighting in April 2002, the extension of

the humanitarian crisis became more and

more visible in this country. 

In Kuando Kubango in the southeast of

Angola, there are just three hospitals and

three doctors for the medical care of more

than 620,000 people. In this region, the

German Association has been active in

building up basic health care structures,

fighting malnutrition among children, bring-

ing health services to the most vulnerable

population, and supplying essential drugs. 

Healthcare support is also being provided

by the German Association in Cambodia,

Vietnam, Albania and Serbia.

In Democratic Republic of Congo the

Association runs 600 health posts in the

east of the country.

The German Association in Africa 

Ariwara, Africa: the German Association 
has provided equipment for purifying 
the local water supply
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An international perspective

The provision of expert medical help to alleviate disease and suffering has always

been a fundamental role for the Order. These medical and hospitaller activities were

continued and extended during 2001 and 2002.

Both years saw active and sustainable healthcare being provided by doctors, nurses and

support staff employed by the Order around the world, concentrating particularly on those

areas where access to modern professional healthcare is either limited, or non-existent.

The Order takes care of the national leprosy programme in Cambodia and assists in lep-

rosy relief in other countries, especially in Argentina and Brazil. Recently, CIOMAL, an

Order foundation in Geneva, extended its programmes further, to include devoting its care

also to the treatment of pregnant women with HIV, in order to prevent infection between

mother and child. Initial programmes have been started in Mexico and Argentina.

In various areas in Africa which have been affected by armed conflicts, such institu-

tions have been taken over for a short time, rehabilitated or advised. In the district of

the Great Lakes, as well as in Kerala, India, the Order supports the setting up of basic

public health services.

An important contribution, organised and run by the French Association, is the system

for the collection and sorting of medicines. This important activity is approved by the

World Health Organisation. 

On many occasions, the Order, through the German relief service, has taken over the med-

ical care of UN peace missions (Central America, Kuwait, East Timor and the Balkans).

• An international perspective
• Medical activities
• Distribution of medicines
• Leprosy
• Handicapped people
• The volunteers
• HIV/AIDS
• Palliative care
• Alzheimer’s disease
• The Ambulance Corps of 

the Order of Malta
• Hospitals and care centres

Medical and 
hospitaller activities



The Order’s Grand Priory in Austria sends regular ship-
ments of food, clothing, furniture and money to help needy
people in Romania.

In Albania, the Order is working with a humanitarian non-
governmental organisation, Malteser Ndihmon Ne Shqiperi
(MNSH), to deliver health and social services to vulnerable
groups in the Shkoder and Lezher prefectures. The organisa-
tion also provides a basic medical service to a number of
poverty-stricken mountain communities which previously had
no doctor, no pharmacy, no ambulance service and no
money to buy medicines. 

As an example of sustainable aid, the Order volunteers also run
regular training courses in first aid, and in association with the
National Associations of the Order in Italy, Austria, Germany
and Hungary, organise regular summer camps for children.

During 2002, the Order’s Association in Argentina provided
support for premature babies at risk.

The Australian Association’s involvement with the Mt Sion
Centre for the Blind in Goroka, Papua New Guinea, has
included the donation of surgical instruments as well as pro-
fessional support provided by a Sister of Our Lady of the
Sacred Heart who is a qualified optometrist, and who has
helped to train locally-based staff in eye care and supervised
the provision of affordable spectacles for the poorer sections
of the local community.

The Order’s Association in Belgium has worked in partner-
ship with other organisations to restore the Centre Hospital-
ier Roi Baudouin, which is located in the most deprived area
of Kinshasa. At home, volunteers help the homeless in two
‘La Fontaine’ houses, in Brussels and Liege. The ongoing
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projects offer facilities for basic hygiene, hairdressing and a
health check. The organisation of these services is run by
trained volunteers - each house has 65 - together with the
house director,  nurse and social worker. Between January -
June 2003, 10,000 of these services were carried out. 

For over 10 years, a team of young volunteers has offered a
two-week camping holiday at three venues to children living in
care homes in Belgium. Children suffering from neglect or who
are victims of physical or psychological violence have the pos-
sibility of a holiday in the countryside, surrounded by trained
young people who provide a structured, caring environment. 
September 2001 saw the start of construction work on a new
renal health centre in El Alto city (La Paz), Bolivia, with support
from the Order, as well as from the Spanish Agency of Interna-
tional Co-operation, the Spanish Association and a number of
Spanish aid agencies. As part of this enormous undertaking,
the Bolivian Association enabled a team of doctors and nurses
to attend a training course in dialysis in Paraguay.

Another major achievement by the Order in Bolivia has been
the provision of sophisticated medical equipment for the
Arco Iris Hospital, which cares for some of the 30,000 street
children in La Paz, as the result of generous donations raised
by Ambassador William Walsh and both the Western USA
and Bolivian Associations of the Order. With further dona-
tions still to come, the total amount provided by the Order for
this purpose will reach US$1,400,000.

Young volunteers from the Brasilia and Northern Brazil Asso-
ciation have been helping healthcare professionals who are
carrying out tests and vaccinations within the local community.
In the south of the country, the Sao Paolo and Southern Brazil 

Medical activities

Caring for the sick, the needy and the poor has been central to the work of the
Order of Malta for more than 900 years. The following activities typify the
scope and breadth of the Order’s general medical activities around the world.
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Association continues to provide medical support through the
Sao Paolo Health Centre Cruz de Malta.

Through its foreign aid programme, the Canadian Association
was involved in a safe motherhood project in Nigeria, and sup-
ported the foundation of a 40-bed medical facility in Bolivia.

A number of medical centres supported by the Order in Chad
are providing much-needed care for local people, while in
Chile, members of the Order are working with abandoned eld-
erly people and providing care for disadvantaged children and
those dependent on oxygen for life support.

The Columbian Association has been working firstly with the
Spanish Association to establish a 70-bed shelter for those
forced to leave their homes in rural areas of Colombia to
seek specialised medical attention in the capital, and sec-
ondly with the National Ophthalmologic Foundation and San
Carlos Hospital to bring the benefits of modern laser equip-
ment to people who could otherwise not afford it.

July 2001 saw the inauguration of the Premature Infants Sec-
tion of the National Children’s Hospital in Costa Rica, with sup-
port from the Order’s Association in that country. 

The activities of the Order’s Cuban Association included the
provision of medicines and medical equipment to the island. 

The principal project undertaken by the Order’s Association
in the Dominican Republic has been a much-needed
mother and child clinic in the city of Santo Domingo.

The French Association assumed responsibility for the hos-
pital of St Jean de Nyombe in Cameroon, and acquired a site
in Ecuador. Other recent projects include the expansion of
surgical facilities at a hospital in Togo, and the rehabilitation
of the obstetrical service of a hospital in Mali.

As one of the largest Associations in the Order and a major
charitable organisation in its own country, the German Asso-
ciation has 35,000 active volunteers, 11,000 employees and
900,000 supporters. Between them, they have continued to
run a large number of hospitals and to provide first aid train-
ing and services.

In the field of healthcare alone, these projects include a pro-
gramme of HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis diagnosis in Kenya, aid
for sleeping sickness and tuberculosis in the Sudan and a
number of health programmes for mothers in Mozambique.

Projects undertaken by the Association in Guatemala included
the distribution of medicines, benefiting 1,410 institutions dur-
ing 2003, as well as home visits by medical volunteers, assi-
tence for the homeless and orthodontic services for children in
regional day care centres.

A health project in Haiti, set up twenty years ago by a knight
of the American Association, orthodontist Dr Jeremiah
Lowney and his wife Virginia, has, among its many aspects,
focused on child survival through community participation.
The project, which is carried out in the area around Jeremie,
has been evaluated as an international model. Started as the
Haiti Health Foundation, assisting a population of 35,000 in
a child survival/maternal health programme, it has now
expanded to providing health care, self-help development
projects, and hope to over 200,000 people in the area and
its surrounding mountain villages. In 2002, the American
Association provided a major grant to the Foundation. 

Helping the homeless in France; a clinic for the handicapped, France



Meanwhile, the Maltese Centre in St. John of Jerusalem
Behind the Walls, in Poznan, continued to provide facilities for
the early diagnosis of breast cancer in women. During 2002,
more than 4,890 patients were seen, and more than 500 biop-
sies were performed. In the same year, volunteers including
physicians and consultants, gave their services to the centre.
In addition, the Association supported the work of two cen-
tres in Katowice offering help to young people suffering from
drug abuse, and to the St John Hospice Care in Olsztyn
where patients receive palliative care.

The Order’s Relief Corps in Serbia has implemented a num-
ber of projects to support social and medical welfare in the
former Republic of Yugoslavia.
Medical equipment and supplies were provided to the Insti-
tute of Oncology in Sremska Kamenica, the General Hospi-
tal in Surdulica and to the NGO, ‘Zivotna Pomoc’ in Vranje.
Meanwhile, patients at the Neuropsychiatry Hospital in Vrsac
received donations of fresh vegetables, fruit and cheese
through the German Association, which also provided baby
food for infants in three areas of Serbia.

In Equatorial Guinea, the Spanish Association has opened a
day care centre for mental patients and has continued to
finance a village in Mikomeseng which enables leper patients
to live with their families while receiving day care at a nearby
leper hospital.
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The Order’s Association in Honduras provides logistical
support for the CapeCARES medical volunteer teams pro-
viding basic medical care in rural communities.

The Order’s volunteer corps in Lithuania (Maltos Ordino
Pagalbos Tarnyba), has continued to grow strongly to form a
network for delivering social and humanitarian aid in which
recent activities have included:
- Running three social pharmacies and supporting seven

homes for old and handicapped people
- Running first-aid training courses
- Supporting and caring for handicapped children, espe-

cially those with sight and hearing problems.

The Order’s Association in Malta provides a meals-on-
wheels service for the sick and elderly in Gozo, and has also
inaugurated a programme of occupational model building for
patients in Gozo General Hospital.

In Mexico, the National Association has a programme to
‘Save a Child from AIDS’ as one of its special activities. The
Order’s Associations in Panama and in the Philippines
have continued to distribute medicines to the poor, as well
as food, clothing and nutritional drinks to the needy. 

In Poland, the Order’s National Association provided sup-
port for a home in Krakow for children in need of special
care, and for a day centre for mentally retarded people in
Puszczykowo, where task therapy is provided for patients.

Cooperative activities: transporting medical supplies in South America
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In the United Kingdom, the British Association has been sup-
porting a growing number of healthcare initiatives around the
world, as well as at home. These include the refurbishment of
a clinic in Romania, supporting the work of an old people’s
home in the remote village of Boka, Serbia, and providing
medical training in an HIV/AIDS hospice in South Africa.

As a further extension of the Federal Association’s clinics pro-
gramme in the United States of America, a mobile medical
programme known as ‘A Mission of Mercy’ has been under-
taken to provide a mobile medical service to the uninsured
working poor in western Maryland and southern Pennsylvania. 

Meanwhile, copies of a guide prepared and donated by a
member of the Order were distributed to clinics with advice
on how to make best use of available funds in providing
access to medication and supplies.

The Order’s Association in Uruguay launched ‘Plan Invierno’
in 2001 as a programme to help homeless people. The
Association is also active in supporting the sick in the Hospi-
tal Saint Bois.

Christmas Day 2002, St Anne’s old people’s home, San Francisco.
The Regent of the Sub Priory of Our Lady of Philermo and 

Chancellor of the USA Western Association, Antonio Sanchez-
Corea, organises the bakery with members and friends
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Distribution of medicines

The collection, sorting and redistribution of medical supplies to communities
in need has always been an important aspect of the Order’s work. 
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The Grand Priory of Austria has continued to collect, sort and
distribute medicines and medical equipment to hospitals,
homes for elderly people and nurseries in Eastern Europe.

During 2001 and 2002, the Order’s Association in Belgium
continued to deliver medical supplies to Belarus, Romania and
the Democratic Republic of Congo, where the Association has
also worked in partnership with other organisations to restore
the Centre Hospitalier Roi Baudouin, which is located in the
most deprived area of Kinshasa.

The Association in Colombia brought help to thousands of
needy people thanks to donations of medicines and supplies
from the AmeriCares Foundation and from pharmaceutical
companies including Boehringer Ingelheim and Novartis. 

The Order’s National Association in France continued to sup-
ply new or unused medicines to meet the needs of deprived
populations in many other countries. This activity is coordi-
nated through the Association’s pharmaceutical centre in Ver-
sailles, near Paris, where 119 voluntary pharmacists are sup-
ported by some 2,350 other volunteers in 85 sorting centres
around the country. In total, 180 tons of medicines were
shipped overseas during 2001 and another 134 tons in 2002.

In Guatemala, local centres coordinate the distribution of
both medicines and food to those in need.

The Order’s Association in Honduras continued to distrib-
ute medicines and food to poor and needy people in and
around the country’s main centres of population. Beneficia-
ries include parish and community organisations, private not-
for-profit foundations, primary health clinics, state hospitals, 

nutritional centres, hospices for AIDS patients, and centres
for abused women and children, as well as public schools
and homes for the elderly.
Among donor organisations are the Order’s National Associ-
ation in France, the Meehan Foundation, Food for the Poor
Inc and AmerciCares. The economic impact of this project is
some US$2.4 million per annum.

The Panamanian Association made donations of medical
and pharmaceutical supplies to a number of hospitals, health
centres, day care centres, orphanages and other institutions
throughout the Republic.

The Order’s Association in the Philippines has also contin-
ued to distribute medicines to the poor, as has the National
Association in Poland, where more than 10,000 prescrip-
tions were fulfilled during 2002.

And in the United States of America, the Federal Asso-
ciation has continued to provide regular twice-yearly sup-
plies of pharmaceuticals, free of charge, to 13 hospitals and
clinics around the US. These have helped to alleviate much
suffering from arthritis, asthma, diabetes and cardiac condi-
tions among those who would otherwise have had very
restricted access to medicines.

Medicines are delivered to the local population by the Order’s volunteer teams, Belize
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Leprosy

The National Associations of the Order in several countries, including
Germany, France, Spain and Switzerland are engaged in providing medical
and palliative care for sufferers from leprosy, either through their own
endeavours or through their membership of CIOMAL, 
an Order foundation in Geneva.
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FIGHTING LEPROSY 

Hansen’s disease, or leprosy, has afflicted humanity since bib-
lical times, and continues to blight the lives of more than one
million people in South East Asia, Africa, and Latin America.

Its main targets are the skin and nerves, although other organs
may be involved – particularly the hands, feet, face and eyes.
Because the nerves are attacked, patients may be unable to
feel when they get injured or burn themselves, and the result-
ant wound may lead to ulcers. In addition, muscle weakness
and paralysis may occur, along with deformities to – or even
the loss of – fingers and toes, as well as blindness.

The Order, through CIOMAL, an Order foundation in Geneva,
is playing an active part in the fight against leprosy in many
countries, and through many initiatives.

The principles that guide the Order in its fight against leprosy
include free access to multi-drug therapy for all sufferers, the
reinforcement of early screening, the prevention of – and reha-
bilitation from – disabilities, and the training of medical and
paramedical staff in helping the sick to care for themselves.

The national Associations of the Order in several countries,
including Germany, France, Spain and Switzerland, are all
engaged in providing medical and palliative care for sufferers
from leprosy, either through their own endeavours or through
their membership of CIOMAL.

In Phnom Penh, Cambodia, CIOMAL’s Kien Khleang Centre
provides a free rehabilitation service for people suffering from
leprosy, and also serves as a national training centre for patients
suffering from the complications and handicaps associated with
the disease.

Between January and June 2001, the Centre admitted
149 patients while a further 270 benefited from outpatient
consultation. The Spanish Association finances annual
international courses in leprosy at the Fontilles Leper Hos-
pital in Alicante. In Equatorial Guinea, they finance the
maintenance and improvements to the facilities of the
leper village which is adjacent to the Mikomeseng leprosy
hospital and where almost 100 leprosy patients live with
their families, receiving day care in the hospital.

In Thailand, the Don Bosco Centre helped former sufferers
to be reintegrated into society, and also enabled children of
patients affected by Hansen’s disease to return to school.
The Order’s fight against leprosy also extends to Africa, Latin
America and Cuba, through donations that are helping to
make a real difference. In Senegal, for example, the Institute of
Applied Leprology of Dakar treated 171 in-patients and 1,733
out-patients during 2001, while in the same year the Picos
programme in Brazil provided advice to 2,000 people – and
saw the total number of new cases fall by almost 50 per cent.

Leprosy outpatients in Cambodia
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Dr Stephen Griffiths is a Zimbabwean citizen, born of British missionary parents, who is devoting his career to
the urgent and continuing fight against leprosy. Having taken part in the government’s leprosy control
programme in Mozambique, and coordinated the activities of the leprosy Commission in Zimbabwe, Zambia and
Mozambique, he is now working in Cambodia as Medical Coordinator for CIOMAL, an Order foundation in
Geneva and Technical Adviser to the International Leprosy Control Commission.

It was on a field visit to a remote village
in Cambodia that Dr Stephen Griffiths
first met Mao Rithy. What puzzled him
was the fact that this young and appar-
ently healthy 19-year-old was still at
home at 10 o’clock in the morning.

“To my astonishment, as soon as I
asked him why this was he started to
cry. Holding up a clawed hand, he told
me that he wanted to be at school but
the other students were afraid of him
and the head teacher had asked him not
to attend any longer,” Dr Griffiths recalls.

Mao was invited to attend the leprosy
hospital established by CIOMAL in
Phnom Penh where tendon transplant
surgery gave him a more normal-look-
ing and better functioning hand. Under
CIOMAL’s socio-economic rehabilita-
tion programme, arrangements were
made for Mao to take a year’s voca-
tional training course in electronics –
where he distinguished himself as one
of the top students.

Mao’s story has the happiest of all end-
ings: he has just returned to his home
village where he has become a valued
member of the community running his
own electrical repair shop.

His experience also exemplifies two
underlying issues surrounding leprosy:
that the social stigma attached to lep-
rosy can be as debilitating as the dis-
ease itself, and that both medical and
surgical intervention can transform the
lives of those affected.

The current programme of diagnosis
and treatment in Cambodia began in
1993 as the country returned to some
semblance of stability after many
years of war. Since then, the number
of new cases has fallen from an
annual peak of 2,300 in 1997 to its
current level of around 800, of which
perhaps 200 to 300 will involve lep-
rosy-related disabilities.

In relation to the size of the country’s
population, that still represents the
highest incidence of new cases in 
the whole of South East Asia and indi-
cates the importance of CIOMAL’s
work in Cambodia.

“Our approach is to find leprosy patients
as early as possible in the progression
of the disease,” says Dr Griffiths.

“Through multi-drug therapy we can
prevent the bacillus that causes the dis-
ease from affecting the skin and nerves.
This not only minimises the incidence of
permanent disablement but also pre-
vents the transmission of the disease to
other members of the community.

“Because of the war that has gripped
Cambodia for so long, there remains a
large backlog of patients who have not
had an early diagnosis, and have been
left with nerve damage and other com-
plications. CIOMAL estimates that
between 5,000 and 6,000 people have
disabilities related to leprosy, and this
number is being added to each year.”

It is for this reason that CIOMAL
established the hospital in Phnom
Penh where patients can receive ten-
don transplants and physiotherapy to
help them lead more normal everyday
lives. This surgical treatment extends
to eyes, where leprosy can affect the
nerves that control the closing of the
eyelid and also those that supply the
cornea with sensation.

Transforming lives in Cambodia
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“In these cases there is a very real risk
of blindness, and a leprosy patient who
has lost the sensation in hands, feet
and eyes is a very disabled person
indeed – unable to feel their way when
walking, or to tell when they have food
in their hand,” explains Dr Griffiths.

In 2002, CIOMAL gave consultations
to more than 1,000 outpatients and
over 300 in-patients, and also provided
surgery for 120 patients. The 38-bed
hospital is staffed by three doctors as
well as nurses and ancillary staff, caring
for an average of between 40 and
50 patients at any one time.

One of them was a young woman
called Srei Toich, who was referred to
the hospital because of the foul-
smelling ulcer on one of her feet that
had left her shy and withdrawn to the
point where she shied away from con-
tact with other people.

It transpired that she was one of four
sisters – three of whom suffered from
leprosy – being looked after by their
widowed mother in a small rural vil-
lage. Life was not good for them. Their
neighbours, caught up in the age-old
fear of leprosy, not only called them
names but stoned them and forced

them to move to an isolated hut out-
side the village boundary.

CIOMAL provided surgery to straighten
Srei’s foot and help her to walk more
normally, but it was the caring and intel-
ligent example set by Bou Sophal, head
of the organisation’s socio-economic
unit in Cambodia, that further trans-
formed the lives of the entire family.

When Srei’s rehabilitation was com-
plete, Bou accompanied her back to
the village where – watched by a
crowd of some 300 of their neigh-
bours – Bou asked Srei’s mother to
prepare food which he then ate with
the family in the open air.

“By acting normally and talking to the
villagers, Bou reassured them that
there was nothing to fear from contact
with the family,” Dr Griffiths explained.

“Srei is now much more outgoing, and
the family has been accepted back
into the community where they are
now once again treated as equals.”

A CIOMAL doctor visiting patients in Thailand
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Order organised pilgrimages to Svata Hora (Holy Mountain)
and Velehrad within the republic itself, and also to Lourdes.
In France and Germany, the national Associations organ-
ised their annual pilgrimages to Lourdes, as well as to
national shrines.

Programmes organised by the Order for handicapped chil-
dren and adults are running in rural Guatemala. 

In Holland, the Dutch Association sent a group of 12 handi-
capped young people and 15 helpers to the international
summer camp in Hungary in 2002, and also organised its
own national camps for handicapped children, and for the
children and grandchildren of members of the Order.

In Honduras, the Order has continued to develop the Volun-
teer Corps founded in the year 2000 to provide a reserve
team of young volunteers equipped with basic first aid skills
to render assistance and relief support in the event of a nat-
ural emergency such as an earthquake or a hurricane.

In Italy, the Grand Priory of Lombardy and Venetia arranged
a four-day training programme for volunteers on pilgrimages,
while the Order’s Association in Latvia organised summer
camps for handicapped and socially-deprived children.

The Order’s Association in Macedonia continued to pro-
mote an aid programme for severely handicapped children in
Demir Kapia, near Skopje, by providing medicines, clothing
and other goods for the patients.

A group of disabled people, accompanied by volunteers and
members of the Order’s Association in Poland took part in a
pilgrimage to Lourdes. The Association was also involved in
the International Summer Camp for the Disabled in Hungary,

The International Year of Volunteers, in 2001, was
embraced wholeheartedly by the Order through its Asso-
ciations in many parts of the world. During that year, as
every year, and subsequently, the Order’s 80,000 trained
volunteers took part in a wide variety of activities includ-
ing emergency relief work, ambulance and first-aid
duties, and the provision of social services to the needy.

Many of the trained volunteers provided particular care for
handicapped people through a programme of summer
camps and pilgrimages.

The Austrian Grand Priory organised annual pilgrimages to
Lourdes in both years, and in 2002 enabled a party of 30
handicapped young people to take part in a spiritual pro-
gramme at the Basilica of Sonntagsberg in Lower Austria.
The Grand Priory also organised a pilgrimage to Rome, the
highlight of which was an audience with the Holy Father. Other
special events for handicapped people included the Malteser
Wildwater Camp, and a boat excursion on the River Danube.
Young handicapped people took part in canoeing competi-
tions on the river Salzach under professional instruction.

The Order’s Association in Canada enabled a number of pil-
grims with special needs to take part in World Youth Day,
which was held in Toronto between 22 and 28 July, 2002. 
It was attended by an estimated total of 850,000 young peo-
ple. Volunteers from the Association organised a large tent
which provided shelter and support for some 3,000 pilgrims
suffering from heat exhaustion and illness during the event,
which culminated in a papal visit by His Holiness John Paul II.
In the Czech Republic, volunteers and members of the
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Handicapped people

A tradition of voluntary care for handicapped people lies at the very heart of the
Order’s mission today, just as it has done since our foundation more than
900 years ago.



and organised a cadet camp for a group of young people
from Krakow and Wieliczka.

In Spain, the Order’s National Association organised an annual
summer camp in Cadiz for physically and mentally handicapped
young people, while in the United States, the American Asso-
ciation organised its annual pilgrimage to Lourdes. 

The Western Association in the USA also organised a Lour-
des Day in San Francisco for people who were unable to
travel to Europe. The day included a rosary procession to a
Lourdes Grotto, where Mass was celebrated.

Volunteers from the Federal Association in the USA contin-
ued to devote countless hours of their own time to the serv-
ice of others. Projects ranged from running soup kitchens,
providing picnics for the homeless and hosting social events
for the elderly to providing free medicines to low-income sen-
iors and providing residential care for the frail and elderly.
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Going skiing with the help of volunteers from the French Association

Learning 
how to live life: 
The American Association describes 
a nationally acclaimed initiative

Ten years ago there were no centres for the seriously mentally ill

in America’s Mid West, until the American Association’s Dan and

Rosemary Kelly founded the Rose Hill Center in Michigan. When

their son was stricken with schizophrenia, the experience led

them to discover what the seriously mentally ill can achieve if they

are given the chance. The results obtained through a sympathetic

combination of medication and therapy were very encouraging. 

The Kellys recognised the need for such an establishment. They

searched for initial funding from Order members, educational

and health care professionals, corporations and individuals, and

formed an active board of directors, Order members among

them, to set the project going. Today the Rose Hill Center

counts the Order of Malta as one of its largest donors. At the

Centre’s tenth anniversary in September 2002, friends, families

and donors had an opportunity to see at first hand all that has

been accomplished. 

Since its establishment, over 400 individuals have graduated

from the Center, which offers a unique residential treatment and

rehabilitation programme for the seriously mentally ill. The

nationally acclaimed programme is based on the philosophy

that people learn to live life by living it and its goal is to assist

the residents to achieve their highest level of function and inde-

pendence. Necessary skills for future independent living are

taught from the time of admission and there is an emphasis on

the development of friendships and the re-establishment of

important family relations. Rose Hill has a 372-acre campus

which includes greenhouses, a barn, farm buildings and an

Educational and Therapy Center. 

‘Rose Hill has come a long way in a short time,’ says Dan Kelly.

‘We are proud that our programme has become one of the best

of its kind in the country.’ 

Rose Hill
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A tradition of voluntary care for handicapped people lies
at the very heart of the Order’s mission today, just as it
has done since our foundation more than 900 years ago.
The aims today are to improve the quality of life of handi-
capped people so that they can retain their independ-
ence, and to facilitate their integration into society. Inter-
vention can come in a material, moral or spiritual form: it
may involve treatment, participation in pilgrimages or
recreational activities such as the regular programme of
summer camps organised by many of the Order’s
National Associations.

The work undertaken to assist the handicapped on pilgrim-
ages, in the summer camps, and in the Order's many hos-
pices and care centres the world over, owes its effectiveness
to the thousands of volunteers who give of their time and
energy to help those not able to help themselves, or who suf-
fer some form of affliction. Today, the Order has over 80,000
volunteers who, together with our  members, make up a formi-
dable humanitarian support force. The volunteers who work in
healthcare areas are all trained in first aid or other aspects of
healthcare. In their everyday lives, some are healthcare pro-
fessionals, but many are not, coming from all walks of life and
all areas of activity. They train in groups and work in small
teams. Their spirit and commitment are remarkable. The
Order salutes them.

The volunteers: 
professionalism and commitment
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Youth pilgrimage in Lithuania – summer 2002

The year was 1979 and Peter Loyd, an Englishman who is now the Hospitaller of the
Order’s British Association, felt trapped in a spiral of grief following the tragic and
untimely death of his wife.

The experience that released him, just as

it has done for countless millions of oth-

ers, was a pilgrimage to Lourdes in the

French Pyrenees.

“For the first time I stopped thinking about

myself and started thinking about others

who, like me, were there for a similar sort of

private reason. By the time my week was

over, I felt spiritually refreshed. It was quite

an extraordinary experience,” says Peter.

Since then, he has returned to Lourdes 20

times and now helps to organise the two

annual pilgrimages for members of the

Order’s British Association and volunteers

– one the first week in May, and the other

for younger people later in the summer.

The main pilgrimage each May is given

over to the Order’s Associations from

many parts of the world, when Lourdes

reverberates to the sight and sound of

thousands of members and volunteers,

joining together in a constantly moving

pattern of prayer, of quiet contemplation

and of animated chatter.

The volunteers are divided into three equal

teams, each taking turns to help and support

those who need it. The sight of a captain of

industry gently guiding an elderly lady on her

frail way to the bathroom is not uncommon.

Nor is the babble of lively conversion an

unusual sound – particularly during the

annual Pilgrimage party where the more out-

going take turns to entertain the others.

It is, as he says, an extraordinary experience.

An extraordinary experience
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The National Associations of the Order in several coun-
tries, including Germany, France and Switzerland, are all
engaged in providing medical and palliative care for suf-
ferers from HIV, either through their own endeavours or
through their membership of CIOMAL, an Order founda-
tion in Geneva.

The primary focus on HIV is to protect against vertical infection
by providing mothers with access to screening, pre-natal ther-
apies and treatments against infections in mother and child.

In Mexico, where some 150,000 people were reported to be
infected by the HIV virus in 2001, CIOMAL has been working
in a programme that goes beyond the basic provision of anti-
retroviral medicines to prevent the virus from passing from
mother to child.

Elements in the programme, which is being carried out in
conjunction with the Order’s Mexican Association, the
National Institute of Perinatology and the AmeriCares aid
organisation, include counselling and testing services as well
as the promotion of birth by caesarean section.

During 2001, the programme took a number of infected
women into care – all of whom gave birth to healthy children.
The Order’s National Association in Argentina introduced
programmes of care for people suffering from HIV/AIDS,
while the German Association continued to operate a pro-
gramme of HIV/AIDS diagnosis in Kenya.

HIV/AIDS: 
helping mothers and infants

HIV/AIDS is an epidemic entirely of our times – and one that has already
claimed the lives of an estimated 19 million people worldwide. 

Continuing the healthcare tradition
As the HIV/AIDS pandemic continues to ravage many of the
world’s most needy communities, a group of medical staff
and volunteers in the Republic of South Africa is providing
an example of how the Order is responding to one of the
most urgent crises of the modern age.

The Brotherhood of Blessed Gérard, named after the
founder of the Order of Malta, has established a healthcare
centre and hospice for AIDS patients in Mandini, where it
provides beds, day care places and children’s places for
mothers and children infected by the virus.

In addition, the Brotherhood runs an education pro-
gramme about HIV/AIDS, and in conjunction with local
social workers and doctors, provides advice on proper
standards of infant care.
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Paco, listened to his problems, his story

and his needs.

This chance encounter - the citizen was a

knight of the Order - became the impetus

for an initiative through which Paco and

hundreds of other neglected and disturbed

people are being shown care and compas-

sion by volunteers from the Order’s Natio-

nal Association in Spain.
They leased space in a local apartment

building, and while some donated furniture

and kitchen equipment, others began

preparing hot meals for the many needy

people in an area characterised by a high

proportion of immigrants, drug addicts and

lonely elderly people.

This latter-day ‘soup kitchen’ now operates

on every weekday of the year except in

August, providing hot meals and welcome

respite for people who would otherwise go

hungry. The volunteers have added a weekly

distribution of basic clothing to their serv-

ices, and are considering the possibility of

running language lessons for immigrants.

More than that, they offer spiritual comfort

and friendly human contact to those who

would otherwise remain shunned by society.

To most passers by, Paco was just another

AIDS-ridden drug addict from whom they

turned their faces as they walked the

streets of San Blas, a poverty-stricken

district of Madrid.

They shied away at the sight of his ragged

appearance, from the sound of his dis-

eased lungs and the smell of his bedrag-

gled clothes. Some even suspected Paco

of being a convicted murderer.

Then just one of Madrid’s citizens looked

beyond Paco’s rags, filth and infirmities to

see the human being within. He talked to

extraordinary compassion in Madrid

South Africa: the Order’s HIV/AIDS Hospice cares for afflicted mothers and their babies

Paco’s story:
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PALLIATIVE CARE

The Order provides palliative care to people suffering from
life-inhibiting conditions in many parts of the world. Such
care is always provided with compassion, and with respect
for each person’s dignity.

The Argentinian Association runs a hospice for terminally ill
patients in Buenos Aires and provides palliative care for
them. In Australia, the National Association of the Order
continued to provide medical services and palliative care to
communities in Papua New Guinea, the Philippines and Fiji.
Within Australia itself, the Association provided palliative
care in Melbourne, and supported the Hospice Home care
Service at Mt Olivet Hospital, Queensland.

Volunteers from the Belgian Association of the Order of
Malta took special training courses in palliative care, to work
alongside the medical and care teams in a new unit at the
Albert 1st and Queen Elizabeth Institute (St Luc University
Clinics) in Brussels. The unit has 68 beds and offers the best
and most advanced techniques for patients suffering from
geriatric illnesses, or in need of palliative care. The volun-
teers provide a daily presence of a profound Christian
approach which gives comfort at a particularly difficult time
of life both for the sick and for their families.

In Britain the work of the Order in this area continues to
grow. The Order of St John Care Trust, established 13 years
ago, provides assistance for elderly people, both at home
and in the Homes run by the Trust across Britain. 

The Order’s National Association in Germany also provides
palliative care through hospices, with around 100 volunteer
groups caring for terminally ill people at home, and in 11 care
homes, while in Lithuania, the Order established five cen-

tres to co-ordinate the work of volunteers in providing pallia-
tive care in the homes.

The Association in Poland provided support for a hospice for
terminally ill patients.

In partnership with Novi Sad Humanitarian Centre, Renov-
abis and the Order’s German Association, the Serbian
Association took part in a project which provided medical
and palliative care to elderly and needy people in Novi Sad
and surrounding villages.

ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

The Order continued to provide care for sufferers from
Alzheimer’s disease – which remains the most common
cause of dementia in the world – and to offer counselling
and support to their families.

In Britain, treatment of the disease is part of the care offered
in the many homes for the elderly which are run in partner-
ship with the Order of St.John.  

The Canadian Association supported the development of an
Alzheimer project in Ottawa through the training of volun-
teers, and undertook voluntary work with patients at a hos-
pice in Montreal.

In France, the Villa Helios St Jean in Nice cares for elderly
sufferers of Alzheimer’s disease and over 2001-2002,
demand to take in residents increased substantially. The Villa
now looks after 84 residents. 

Palliative care /
Alzheimer’s disease
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The Oeuvres Hospitalières Françaises de

l’Ordre de Malte (OHFOM), the hospitaller

works of the Order’s French Association,

extend around the world and embrace activi-

ties from first-aid services and the redistribu-

tion of medicines to specialised centres for

leprosy research and treatment.

The organisation has over 650 employees,

more than 5,000 trained volunteers and

11,000 fund raisers and collectors of medi-

cines for distribution to the sick and needy.

The Association’s ambulance corps pro-

vides first-aid services at around 1,000 cul-

tural, sporting and religious events in

France each year, while a team of medical

specialists and volunteers known as ‘Malta

Hope’ works with the Order’s international

aid unit to provide emergency aid for vic-

tims of humanitarian crises.

More than one quarter of all ambulance

corps trainees in France attend one of four

training centres run by the French Associa-

tion, where they follow a programme lead-

ing to the nationally-recognised Ambulance

Corps Certificate.

In addition to its first-aid activities, the

Association also runs a number of hospi-

tals, care homes, clinics and day-care cen-

tres in France, Africa and the Middle East.

In Lebanon, for example, medical centres

and dispensaries provide care for more

than 200,000 people regardless of their

cultural or religious backgrounds.

The collection and redistribution of medi-

cines approaching their ‘best by’ date con-

tinues to be an important and ongoing

aspect of the Association’s work. Each year,

several hundred tons of medicines and med-

ical supplies are collected at 70 centres

throughout the country before being distrib-

uted around the world by a team of 2,000

volunteers, including 100 pharmacists.

The French Association has long been

involved in the worldwide fight against lep-

rosy, a disease which still affects some 2,000

victims each day. It founded, and still funds,

the Applied Institute of Leprology in Dakar,

Senegal, one of the largest international cen-

tres for research and training in Leprology.

It also runs a number of specialist leprosy

clinics in Africa, Asia and South America,

as well as the leprosy unit at the Saint-

Louis Hospital in France.

At home, the Association is involved in 11

care centres in France, with 4 centres for

the physically and multi-handicapped; one

for the mentally handicapped; 2 centres for

patients with autism; 2 for patients who are

socially handicapped; one for elderly peo-

ple with Alzheimer's disease and one for

the homeless. Outside France, the Associ-

ation has established centres for children

with physical disabilities in Ecuador, Syria

and Bulgaria, and recently helped to set up

a new centre for autistic adults in Greece.

The Association has also recently launched

a programme through which 60 volunteers

organise, on a weekly basis, outings for pen-

sioners at the famous Institution Nationale

Les Invalides, Paris. The initiative, which has

proved to be very popular, arranges for the

pensionnaires to visit sporting and cultural

events and places of interest. 

A snapshot of French activities

First aid treatment in a local clinic, France



Since then, ambulance corps have been established by the
Order in almost 40 countries, notably Austria, France, Ger-
many and Hungary. 

In Austria, for example, the Order provides an ambulance
service for patients in the Vienna, Innsbruck and Graz areas,
while trained volunteers from the Order regularly act as addi-
tional crew members aboard ambulances operated by other
organisations, including the Red Cross and the Johanniter
Ritter Orden.

The Order’s National Association in France provides accred-
ited training courses for 500 ambulance volunteers each
year through its four schools in Garches, Brest, Bordeaux
and Toulon. Each full-time course lasts three months, leading
to a certificate of competence. 

The ambulance services provided by the Malteser Hilfsdienst
(MHD), of the German Association, have been operating for
many years, and in this, their 50th year of activity, the Presi-
dent of the Republic affirmed in Cologne that the services to
the region of the Order’s German Association had provided
‘active support without which it would not be possible to
ensure social structure and aid services.’

46 THE SOVEREIGN ORDER OF ST. JOHN OF JERUSALEM, OF RHODES AND OF MALTA

The Ambulance Corps 
of the Order of Malta

Ambulances bearing the distinctive eight-pointed Maltese Cross have been providing
essential first-aid services since 1938, when the Order’s National Association in
Ireland became the first to form its own dedicated ambulance corps.
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An ambulance of the Order’s Austrian MHDA in Lower Austria, summer 2001

As spectators shout encouragement to their

favourite horse at one of Ireland’s frequent

race meetings, they are helping to save lives.

The Ambulance Corps of the Order’s National

Association in Ireland provides and charges

for first-aid services at events which the public

pays to attend. 

It is a tradition that stretches back to the found-

ing of the Ambulance Corps in 1938, where,

in Ireland as in other countries, the Order pro-

vides its services on an entirely voluntary and

self-supporting basis.

Each of the Ambulance Corps’ 80 units

– which operate in over a hundred communi-

ties – is responsible for its own fund-raising,

and also, within certain parameters, for the

ways in which that money is used.

“It probably wouldn’t work any other way,”

observes Commander Peadar Ward, Director

of the Ambulance Corps in Ireland.

“While some units might receive individual

grants from local health boards for specific

pieces of new equipment, such as the auto-

matic external defibrillators we are introducing,

most of the funds we need are raised through

the provision of commercial services such as

first aid coverage at commercial events.”

The Ambulance Corps has to tender against

other providers on a commercial basis provid-

ing services to equal or exceed the standards

expected.

Typical sources of funds include the horse

races, football matches, open air concerts and

the annual ploughing matches that attract

enormous crowds.

The balance between services that earn

money and those provided free of charge in

accordance with need is roughly equal. This

enables the volunteers to gain varied experi-

ence – in many cases inspiring them to follow

full-time careers in healthcare – and to provide

their first-aid expertise free of charge at com-

munity events.

Most recently, at the 2003 Special Olympics,

volunteers manned 20 ambulances to provide

first-aid cover for athletes and spectators alike,

while on the tiny western islands of Clare

Island, Inishboffin and Inishmean, the Ambu-

lance Corps is providing rapid-response med-

ical care, otherwise not available to these iso-

lated populations.

Racing to the rescue: Ireland

The Irish Association’s Ambulance Corps 
are present at race meetings every week
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In addition to its work in the field, the Order runs or supports –
either totally or in part – a large network of hospitals, clinics, med-
ical centres and dispensaries. Hospitals run primarily or exclu-
sively by the Order include those in Europe – especially in Ger-
many, France, England and Italy – and also in Asia, the Middle
East, Argentina, the United States, Southern Africa and Australia.

Several of these hospitals provide palliative care for termi-
nally ill people, a service that the Order also extends through
hospices and at patients’ homes.

In Milot, Haiti, the Sacre Coeur Hospital (part of the CRUDEM
Foundation Center for Rural Development of Milot, which is
actively supported by the Order’s three American Associa-
tions), has supported the local population and its neighbouring
settlements, a population of 25,000, since its founding in 1986.

Recent additions greatly improved facilities, thanks to funds
provided by the American Association, with a separate paedi-
atric division donated by members of the Order in St Louis, Mis-
souri. The hospital now has 65 beds and two operating rooms.
A Nutrition Centre serves two free meals daily for up to 100
malnourished preschoolers. There is an educational pro-
gramme for the children between their mealtimes. Another 500
primary school students receive their education under the aus-
pices of CRUDEM. A programme for street children is also
operating under the Order of Malta flag. In 2002, over 30,000
patients were treated at the hospital; 1,000 operations were per-
formed; more than 500 babies were delivered. The hospital now
includes seven physicians and a dentist, and 98 general staff.

In addition to the medical centres and the hospitals it runs in
France, the French Association also operates hospitals and
dispensaries in Benin, Togo and Senegal. As a joint activity

of the whole Order, a maternity hospital is run in Bethlehem,
Palestine, under the operational responsibilities of the
French Association. Since 1990, more than 29,000 babies
have been born there. In Senegal and Cambodia the Order
runs special hospitals for leprosy sufferers. 

Leprosy relief has long been one of the main works of the
Order in the Third World. This is undertaken by a number of
national associations, including that of France through the
Institut de Léprologie Appliquée, and through CIOMAL, an
Order foundation based in Geneva, whose members
include, among others, the national Associations of the
Order in Germany, France and Switzerland.

In Italy, the Order runs specialised institutions for the care of
diabetics, and there is a similar institution in Prague, in the
Czech Republic, for children. Most of the Order's outpatient
clinics are in Lebanon and El Salvador. These institutions
were founded during the civil wars in these countries and are
now an important part of their national health systems. 

There are medical centres in Poland, Hungary, the USA, the
Dominican Republic, Brazil, Peru and South Africa. Further-
more, in developing countries, many hospitals, medical cen-
tres and dispensaries are supported – and at times
directed – by the Order. In various areas in Africa, which
have been affected by armed conflicts, such institutions have
been taken over for a short time, rehabilitated or advised. 

Hospitals and care centres
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The Order runs 10 care centres in the

Lebanon, looking after hundreds of patients

every day. The centres, set up by the Order’s

Ambassador to the Lebanon and his collab-

orators and administered by the Fondation

pour les ‘Oeuvres Libanaises de l’Ordre de

Malte’, are run by religious congregations

and staffed by Lebanese doctors.

The longest established care centre is the

Centre de Zouk Mikaël at Kesrouan, a cen-

tral area of Lebanon, set up in 1957 and run

by the Daughters of Charity as a first aid

and emergency medical Centre. The Centre

at Kobayat was established in 1987 and is

now largely supported by the Order’s

French Association. The most recent addi-

tion to the care programme is a first-aid

Mobile Unit, offered to the Order’s Ambas-

sador by the United Nations and based at

Ain El Remm in the south. The Unit’s run-

ning costs are now funded through the con-

certs given by the much-respected pianist,

Miguel Angel Estrella. 

The 10 centres handle 250,000 medical

cases each year; each centre is equipped

with its own pharmacy and medicines.

Focus on the Order’s presence in Lebanon
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The hospital of San Giovanni Battista, la Magliana

A young patient
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It is also a hospital in transition, following

the signing of an agreement between the

Order’s Italian Association and the Italian

National Health System under which San

Giovanni Battista retains its status as a reli-

gious hospital but also one which now pro-

vides a public service to the population of

Rome and its surrounding area.

A new scanner of the latest generation has

recently been installed, as have new ecog-

raphy machines which use sonar technol-

ogy – similar to that developed for sub-

marines – to explore the hidden depths of

the human body. 

New hydrotherapy pools are planned, as are

further improvements designed to retain its

status as a specialist rehabilitation centre.

All of this is enabling the hospital to provide

rehabilitation services for patients recover-

ing from a wider variety of conditions. In

addition to its traditional work in neurologi-

cal areas, San Giovanni Battista is now

receiving patients recovering from acciden-

tal injuries and consideration is being given

to caring for those recovering from chronic

heart and lung conditions and from cancer.

DEVELOPMENTS IN 2002
When the Order’s Association of Italian Knights opened San Giovanni Battista hospital, la Magliana, in Rome in
1972, it created the only neuro-rehabilitation facility in the city. Today, San Giovanni Battista provides 240 beds,
including a 10-bed coma unit, and a broad array of specialist facilities to help rebuild the lives of those
recovering from medical conditions or accidents that have left them physically or mentally incapacitated.

San Giovanni Battista’s specialised facili-

ties, such as the scanner and ecography

machines, are also made available to patients

at the 12 diabetic centres run by the Italian

Association in Rome and other parts of Italy.

These care for some 45,000 diabetic

patients each year and form the largest com-

bined facility of their type in the country.

In response to Italy’s national shortage of

trained nurses, San Giovanni Battista has

recently re-opened its Nursing School after

a period of some years. The school pro-

vides training for the European programme,

which includes three years at university as

well as practical experience on the wards

at la Magliana.

The families of patients undergoing rehabil-

itation can also take part in an educational

programme designed to help them provide

appropriate care for their loved ones when

they return home.

The hospital has a staff of some 350 doc-

tors, nurses and ancillaries, including 70

skilled rehabilitation technicians. Between

them, they provided specialised care for a

total of 66,083 patient bed days during

2001, and a further 66,524 patient bed

days in 2002.

Among those many patients, one particular

story calls for special mention. In early

2002, a young pregnant woman was admit-

ted to the coma unit where she remained

for seven months, giving birth to a baby

daughter without regaining consciousness.

Yet her first words on emerging from her

coma were “How is my little girl?”

“Both mother and daughter are continuing

to do well, and it is moments like these that

make all our work seem worthwhile,” said a

spokesman for the hospital.

Rome: Specialised care at 
San Giovanni Battista, la Magliana
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The Holy Family Hospital in Bethlehem,

Palestine, is a joint project of the whole

Order of Malta under the operational

responsibilities of the Oeuvres Hospital-

ières Françaises de l’Ordre de Malte

(OHFOM). Since 1990, more than 29,000

babies have been born there. The hospital

provides indispensable service in the area,

and offers pregnant women of the region

the only possibility to give birth to their

babies under good medical conditions. The

first goal of the hospital has been, is, and

will always be to provide high quality mater-

nity care for all who come, regardless of

race, religion, culture or social condition.

American and European specialists have

confirmed that the hospital has an excellent

western European standard. Due to the

continuing unstable political situation and

the very tight economic situation, the need

for the hospital’s  services has increased.

Palestine has no national medical service,

and thus hospital management costs are

entirely paid by the Order. The patients are

asked to pay what they can afford. For

those unable to pay anything, charges are

reduced or waived.

The heavy burden is borne by the French
Association, assisted by the National Associ-

ations in Germany, USA, Ireland and

Switzerland and by the European Union.
More recently the Holy Family Hospital Foun-

dation, an organisation created by members

of the Order in the United States, has been

collecting funds for the hospital, which, in

recent years, has generously contributed to

guarantee the hospital’s functionality.

A brief history
In 1882 the Daughters of Charity bought a

large plot of land in Bethlehem for an 80-

bed hospital. By an 1892 Firman, the Turk-

ish Sultan gave them a licence to build and

maintain it. 

Later, the Turkish Authorities gave the hos-

pital tax exemption within the Mytilene and

Constantinople Agreements signed with

the French Government. 

The Holy Family Hospital opened in 1895,

and grew into a busy general hospital, pro-

viding medical, surgical and maternity facili-

ties for the population for almost 100 years. 

In 1985 the hospital was forced to close

due to political and social factors associ-

ated with the Arab/Israeli conflict. 

The same year, answering the crisis, the

Order reopened one wing as a 28-bed

maternity unit, with help from the European

Union for renovation and equipment.

On 26th February 1990, the first baby was

born there. 

In 1997 an extension was added:  two

extra delivery rooms, a second operating

room, nine extra beds and a neonatal unit.

Again, the European Union generously

helped in funding the equipment. 

During 2001, 277 babies were taken 

care of in the neonatal unit, and 1839

were delivered. 

In April 2001, the hospital received an

equipped mobile clinic, generously

donated by the O’Neil Foundation, United

States of America. It allowed the team to

bring medical and social care to the

doorsteps of the patients subsisting in

poverty in remote hillside communities lack-

ing basic services. Unfortunately, the hospi-

tal has recently been unable to 

operate this mobile clinic because of the 

current situation. 

A bigger and much needed outpatient facil-

ity was opened in July 2001. Even with the

dramatic conditions prevailing in Bethle-

hem now, the maternity unit still operates

on a basis of five deliveries per day. 

Bethlehem:
maternity care at the
Holy Family Hospital

Bethlehem - Ambulances go out into the neighbourhood 
to collect expectant mothers
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“We have been under curfew since Novem-

ber 22, 2002. Military patrols scour the city

day and night, battering down the doors of

homes as they search for young resisters.

“This tragic, traumatic situation generates a

very strong psychological pressure that is

felt by all of us, and we ask: why so much

suffering in Bethlehem, the city of peace?

“Our mothers are in anguish for their hus-

bands and children. While they are here,

anything could be happening to their fami-

lies or to their homes.

“Those of us running the hospital have had

to find ways of continuing our work in car-

ing for the mothers and their babies

despite all these difficulties. Every member

of our staff has fulfilled their responsibilities

with courage and devotion, in the interests

of the hospital and of our patients.

“Bringing the staff to work depends on

transport provided by one of our sisters

and two of our technicians. More than

once, one of our young drivers has been

arrested by soldiers brandishing their

machine guns, and it is difficult to remain

silent in the face of such courage.

“Our general services have never stopped.

In the laundry, staff work selflessly to pro-

vide us with clean linen, while our kitchen

staff have been living in the hospital perma-

nently throughout this traumatic period to

make sure we always have food to eat.

“When bread cannot be brought in, one of

the Sisters kneads the dough for our own

loaves, while fresh vegetables, fruit and

other food are smuggled into the hospital

by our Sisters of Karem Aïn, who do our

shopping for us.

“With all the innumerable obstacles in our

way, it is little wonder that the number of

births has gone into freefall. In 2000, there

were 3,200 babies born in the hospital, but

by 2002 this figure had fallen to only 1,617.

“We all have confidence in Providence

that the little flower of hope will bloom and

that Bethlehem will be once more the city

of peace.”

For more information:

www.holyfamilyhospital-bethlehem.org

The Holy Family Hospital is run by a highly qualified team of 90: 

specialists 8 

resident doctors 6 

nurses 45 

paramedical staff 5 

administration staff 5 

other support staff 7 

29,000 deliveries with no maternal mortality, since February 1990 

The only Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (ICU) in Bethlehem 

Highly qualified staff 

The only hospital in Palestine recognised by the RCOG in London for training doctors 

1,617 deliveries during the year 2002 

More than 15,000 outpatient consultations per year 

Total budget of the hospital for the year 2002 US $ 1,817,000

Contribution given by the Order Malta US $ 1, 208,000

A happy event at the Holy Family Hospital,
Bethlehem. Since 1990, 29,000 babies

have been born here 

New lives are beginning each day in Bethlehem, the city that was the birthplace of Christianity itself. But these
are troubled times in the Middle East, and since November 2002 the Hospital of the Holy Family, directed by the
Order’s Association in France and the Congregation of the Daughters of Charity, has been providing maternity
services for the mothers of Bethlehem under a military curfew. Sister Sophie Boueri describes the anguish
– and the hope – shared by her colleagues and the new mothers for whom they are caring.

Caring under fire
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Consulting with a student in a paediatric clinic, Thailand

A consistent aim of the Order is to ensure that the humanitarian aid it provides is

delivered in a sustainable manner, so that those in immediate need are better able to

maintain their recovery from a particular circumstance and that the benefits of our

intervention can continue to be felt over the long term.

This is the philosophy that underpins our programmes of training and education,

which are designed to ensure that not only are our own staff and volunteers properly

equipped to help people in need, but that the skills and experience within the Order

are transferred to others in a way that will diminish the causes of need.

• Creating and sustaining
professionalism

• Training and education around
the world

• Improving the standard – 
training in Germany and Ireland

Training and education
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The German Association’s MHD runs first aid training courses 
throughout the year. This one took place in Afganistan

The Order operates to accepted national and international
standards for the provision of first aid, emergency relief and
humanitarian aid. In this way, we gain the assurance that
whatever we do will be done effectively and to the greatest
benefit of the people we help.

As one of the world’s oldest charitable institutions – founded
950 years ago in Jerusalem – we are committed to remain-
ing ‘modern by tradition’ by seeking to align our services to
the needs of the time, and to deliver them with the most
appropriate means of the time.

Here again, training and education play essential roles in
updating the skills of existing volunteers, as well as establish-
ing or enhancing those of newcomers to the Order.

The provision of first aid – whether in response to an emer-
gency situation or at public events – has long been an impor-
tant element of the Order’s work. Here, every volunteer must
undergo a continuing programme of training to achieve cer-
tificates representing various levels of competency.

Creating and sustaining professionalism
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Boys and girls in the Solomon Islands learn English and
basic mathematics, as well as practical skills, through the
Marist Mission in Wainoni Bay, organised by the Australian
Association. Boys are taught basic carpentry, plumbing and
motor maintenance, while core subjects for girls include
sewing, weaving and cooking.

The Order’s National Association in France provides three
nationally accredited training programmes for ambulance
drivers, preparing them for the certificate of competency
awarded by the country’s health ministry.

In 2002, the Italian Grand Priory of Lombardy and Venetia,
organised a four-day training programme for volunteers pro-
viding first aid and other support to pilgrims. 

Another unusual provision of training was undertaken by the
Order’s volunteer corps in Lithuania, which gave lessons
and organised competitions for wheelchair dancers.

In Poland, a total of more than 3,500 volunteers have now
been trained in first aid over the past ten years, including
many at a number of permanent training centres established
by the Order’s Polish Association.

Medical training for an HIV/AIDS hospice in South Africa
was provided by members of the British Association during
2002. Two trained members spent time at the St Gerards
Care Centre training local staff in first aid and neonatal ambu-
lance services for a population of which 88% is HIV positive.

Over the past two years, the Western Association in the
USA has created an inspirational programme of early reli-
gious education for disadvantaged children attending
Catholic Elementary Schools in northern California. This
‘Growing the Faith’ project covers three schools in San Fran-
cisco, Martinez and Gilroy, and has met with great success.

On a wider front, the Order’s emergency relief organisation,
the Emergency Corps of the Order of Malta (ECOM), organ-
ised a successful operational training workshop in Lucerne,
Switzerland, for humanitarian aid workers.

The Order’s German Association has developed a project,
largely funded by Renovabis, through which volunteers are
being trained in providing home care for needy elderly peo-
ple in Serbia.

And in Thailand, co-operation between the German National
Association and an HIV/AIDS self-help group in Mae Sariang
district is providing a combination of health education and direct
support for HIV/AIDS orphans by paying their school fees and
providing school uniforms, books and lunch for one year.

Training and education 
around the world

Among examples of the wide-ranging training and education activities
undertaken by the Order during 2001 and 2002 are:
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Improving the standard:
training in Germany and Ireland
Without its army of 80,000 permanent volunteers, the Order would be wholly unable to deliver its programme of
medical, humanitarian and emergency relief works.
Yet each of those volunteers needs to be able to respond to the various situations they might face with the
appropriate knowledge and skills, and to do so with a high standard of professionalism.

While many of the Order’s volunteers
gain their competence and experience
through their professional careers in
medicine, nursing and paramedical
services, others require training through
programmes delivered by the Order
through its Grand Priories, Sub Priories
and National Associations.

Together with the Austrian Grand Priory,

the German and Irish Associations have a

special experience.

In Germany
Within the Malteser Hilfsdienst (Relief

Corps) of the German Association, some

250,000 receive training in basic first aid

every year. Because this training is a pre-

requisite for obtaining a driving licence in

Germany, the participants pay 20€ for this

two-day course, which is delivered by the

Association’s own team of trainers.

Stefan Markus, who runs the first aid train-

ing programmes in Germany, organises the

team of 3,500 trainers who, as volunteers,

work long hours to deliver the courses

wherever in the country they are required.

“Courses cover a number of levels, from

basic first aid through advanced first aid to

a specific two-year programme for para-

medics,” he explains.

“We also run a number of training schools

offering one year of full-time instruction, in

which the second consists of gaining prac-

tical experience. We also offer refresher

courses, which are compulsory every two

years for company first-aiders.

“Ours are the only courses in Germany to

include training in how to deal with violence,

by providing some practical guidance on

how best to calm and resolve the situation.”

The courses in Germany are run to stan-

dards set by the International Guidelines

for Reanimation (set by the European

Resuscitation Council), while those in

other countries will be to the particular

national standard, such as those published

by the American Heart Association.

The German Association also provides

training for first aid instructors in Russia and

Poland, and supplies training material to

several other countries including Romania.

Training also has to be tailored to a particu-

lar need – in Kosovo, for example, the lack

of basic medical care facilities dictates an

emphasis on providing the services of a

small surgery, rather than on resuscitation –

and to particular age groups.

For first-aiders working with kindergarten-

age children, Stefan worked with the

Order’s Youth Department to develop a

guide called ‘Adventure: Help’ which

included 1,000 pages of information cover-

ing all aspects of first aid.
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In Ireland 
In Ireland, while the Order’s Ambulance

Corps is entirely self-funding and run

exclusively by volunteers, the level and

standard of training echoes that within

state-run organisations.

Its management staff includes a chief

medical officer, chief nursing officer and

chief ambulance officer who once a year

attend a weekend residential course

where they consider and plan the future

strategy for the Corps.

First aid training is delivered by the Corps’

own trainers, and while the programmes

they use are developed in-house they are

often adopted as the national standard.

This was the case with the course for first

aid training in the workplace, which is now

recognised as the official standard in Ire-

land, and seems likely to be repeated with

another course developed by the Ambu-

lance Corps to train and accredit ‘first

responders’ in advanced first aid.

“We regard it as better to be at the fore-

front of standards-setting, rather than to be

led by others,” says Commander Peadar

Ward, Director of the Order’s Ambulance

Corps in Ireland.

“The whole area of training is very central to

what we do, particularly in terms of ongo-

ing management and leadership training for

our own people.”

During 2002, the Corps’ fleet of ambu-

lances travelled over 300,000 miles in the

course of their voluntary work. Volunteer

members undertook over 4,000 first aid

duties and 3,000 community care duties. A

highlight among 2003 activities has been

their assistance at the Special Olympic

World Games, held in June, where Corps

volunteers and members put in over

10,000 hours providing first aid and ambu-

lance services.

Medical first-aider auxiliaries attend refresher courses
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The Grand Master, Fra’ Andrew Bertie, chairs the Conference of the Americas, Bolivia, November 2002, 
assisted by the Grand Chancellor, Jacques de Liedekerke and the Grand Hospitaller, Albrecht Boeselager 
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• Diplomatic initiatives for
humanitarian aid 

• Diplomacy with a 
humanitarian perspective

• Diplomacy in the Order: 
a personal view

Suffering has many faces, and takes many forms. Its causes are also manifold:

poverty, ignorance, war, famine, flood, disease, terrorism, oppression as well as natu-

ral and man-made disasters, all create the conditions for human misery that the Order

strives to relieve.

Wherever it is needed, and for whatever the reason, our work in providing humanitar-

ian aid is facilitated through the diplomatic relations that exist between the Order and

93 national states, and through official relations with six European governments. We

also work through our permanent observer missions to the United Nations, at perma-

nent representative level with the European Commission, and with other intergovern-

mental and international organisations.

Humanitarian diplomacy
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The Order’s Diplomatic Corps is appointed by the Grand
Master and the Sovereign Council. The Ambassadors take
up their responsibilities as soon as their credentials have
been presented.
Ambassadors’ missions are strictly humanitarian, totally vol-
untary and always impartial. They exist to smooth the way for
the Order’s 11,500 members, 80,000 permanent volunteers
and 11,000 doctors, nurses and other healthcare profession-
als, to deliver humanitarian aid in accordance with the need.
Using their skills in diplomacy and negotiation, they help to
ensure that aid can be delivered promptly and effectively,
working with the National Associations of the Order where
they exist in a particular country, or taking responsibility for
co-ordinating aid activities where they do not.
The Order has a policy of active relations with the major inter-
national organisations involved in humanitarian work, seeking
to operate in partnership with key international players and
both government and non-governmental organisations.
In this context, the Order is playing an increasingly active
part in the consultation and planning processes, to which it
can contribute its extensive experience, its familiarity with the
situation in the field, and its own particular form of expertise.
During 2001 and 2002, the Order has concluded new Co-
operative Agreements with Bolivia, Costa Rica, Ecuador,
Italy, Romania and Spain. These agreements will facilitate
the provision of humanitarian aid as and when it may be
needed in these countries.

The Order’s Ambassador to the Philippines has played a sig-
nificant role in forging strong relationships between the
Order and the International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC), as well as the United Nations High Commission for
Refugees (UNHCR) and the United Nations Children’s Fund
(UNICEF). This is in addition to the work of the Ambassador
and his colleagues in distributing medicines regularly to
needy organisations in the Philippines.
A Health Agreement between the Order and the Republic of
Costa Rica was signed in July 2001 by the Order’s Ambas-
sador and the Costa Rican Minister for Foreign Affairs.
In Russia, a new social centre was opened in Moscow in
2002 in the presence of the Order’s Ambassador and the
German Association President. 

Diplomacy with a human perspective
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Although the Order of Malta is a religious lay Order, it is a subject
of international public law. It maintains diplomatic relations with
93 countries, with permanent missions to the United Nations in
New York, Geneva, Paris, Rome and Vienna as well as to the
European Commission and other international organisations.

In humanitarian activity, the Sovereign Order has the advantage
of its own diplomatic corps. The role of the Order’s ambassa-
dors is a combination of traditional diplomacy, negotiation skills
and the ability to develop humanitarian activities.

Ambassadors for the Order are frequently recruited from the
ranks of professional diplomats leaving active service. 
They assume their responsibilities as soon as their creden-
tials are presented. 

Ambassadors’ missions are strictly humanitarian. In countries
without a National Association, the ambassador is also respon-
sible for coordinating hospitaller activities with other National
Associations active in the country of the diplomatic mission.

The development of the Order’s relations with international
organisations, an acknowledgement of its position and role
in the world, enables it to strengthen its special contribution
to action in the humanitarian arena.

In Geneva, Ambassador Pierre-Yves Simonin (former Swiss
Ambassador to Israel, Belgium and NATO) works in an envi-
ronment which includes the main United Nations agencies
concerned with human rights and international humanitarian
law, in particular the International Committee of the Red Cross
and the United National High Commission for Refugees.

In Vienna, Ambassador Helmut Liedermann (former Austrian
Ambassador to Belgrade and Moscow) actively participated in
the campaign for prohibition of the use of antipersonnel mines. 

In Brussels, Ambassador Philippe de Schoutheete (former
Belgian Ambassador to Madrid and former Belgian Perma-
nent Representative to the European Union) is accredited to
the European Commission, which is the world’s principal
humanitarian aid donor. He monitors the programmes and
services offered by EuropeAid and the European Community
Humanitarian Office (ECHO). ECHO has maintained partic-
ularly active partnership relations with the Order, most
notably during the Balkan crisis.

In Rome, Ambassador Guiseppe Bonanno di Linguaglossa
is the Order’s Permanent Observer to the Food and Agricul-
ture Organization (FAO) and to the World Food Programme
(WFP) of the United Nations.

The Order’s diplomats, when asked to intervene or partici-
pate in efforts to prevent conflicts, carry out a delicate and
important task. In the case of hostage-taking, or in other seri-
ous crises such as the events in Cambodia and the Lebanon,
the Order’s representatives could act successfully. The
Order has also acted to protect humanitarian relief workers
in areas of conflict and natural disasters, and for those work-
ing in leprosy programmes. 

The Order is politically neutral and completely independent,
which qualifies it to conduct peace-making, mediation and
cooperative activities, in cooperation with the United Nations.
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Diplomatic initiatives 
for humanitarian aid 
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A total of 14 statements were made during 2001 and 2002
by the Order’s Permanent Observer Mission to the United
Nations in New York: at meetings of the UN General Assem-
bly, the Economic and Social Council, the High Commis-
sioner for Refugees, the Special Committee and Working
Group on Peacekeeping Operations, the Commission on the
Status of Women, the Human Rights Committee and Special
Sessions on Children, Racism, HIV/AIDS and Terrorism.

The Mission also attended panels, lectures and other special
activities of the United Nations, and coordinated the atten-
dance to the Monterrey Summit and the United Nations
Madrid Conference on Aging Persons.

Twenty-six Information Notes were sent to all the Permanent
Representatives and Permanent Observer Missions to the
United Nations, with 148 reports addressed to the Grand
Magistry. The Grand Chancellor of the Order, Jacques de
Liedekerke, visited the Mission in April 2002.

Forty-six legal studies on the Order, including general infor-
mation about its activities, have also been produced, as well
as a bilateral agreement with the Republic of Ecuador and a
General Agreement of Cooperation between the Order and
the United Nations.

The Permanent Observer, sometimes accompanied by mem-
bers of the Mission, attended 102 events during 2001 and
2002. Receptions have also been organised at the Mission
for Ambassadors and diplomatic personnel, representatives
of the International Committee of the Red Cross and the
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies, the
European Union and officials of the United Nations.

The Mission has contributed to fighting the activities of
unrecognised associations in the United States and, when
requested, in Latin America.

To coordinate matters of mutual interest, the Mission has
also initiated, established and maintained official and per-
sonal contacts with Permanent Representatives and Perma-
nent Observers to the United Nations.

Priorities include the fostering of preventive diplomacy 
and the development of the Order’s humanitarian aid in
various countries.

United Nations

Ambassador 
Fra’ Jose Antonio Linati-Bosch
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Diplomacy in the Order: 
an Ambassador’s view
Pierre Yves Simonin, the Order’s Ambassador to the United Nations in Geneva,
describes the diplomatic activities of the Order and its status as an independent
sovereign entity subject to international public law, with the right to make its own laws.

The sovereignty of the Order was recog-

nised by the Papal Bull of Pascal II in 1113

and despite the loss of its territory and sub-

jects in Malta during the French Revolution,

its sovereignty and independence has been

maintained. It is now recognised by 93

states. Thus, the Order sends and receives

diplomatic relations, and exchanges ambas-

sadors with other sovereign states.

This diplomatic activity is carried out on two

levels – bilaterally and multilaterally.

The bilateral relationships are conducted

through direct links between the Order and

each of the 93 states with which it has diplo-

matic relations. Often, the Order’s Ambas-

sador is resident in the country to which he

or she is accredited. But the Ambassador

may live elsewhere, making numerous visits

each year to the country of accreditation. 

The Order also has links with other govern-

ments through delegates or representa-

tives: Germany, France, Belgium and

Switzerland all fall within this category.

Multilateral relationships are maintained with

inter-government organisations such as the

United Nations, the World Health Organisa-

tion, the United Nations High Commission

for Refugees and the United Nations High

Commission for the Rights of Man.

The Order was granted the status of Perma-

nent Observer by the United Nations in a

resolution on 24 August 1994. It is repre-

sented in New York, Geneva and Vienna,

and by Permanent Delegates to the United

Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization (UNESCO) in Paris, and the

UN Food and Agriculture Organization

(FAO) and the UN World Food Programme

(WFP) in Rome. It also has an Ambassador

and Permanent Representative to the Euro-

pean Commission in Brussels.

Through its observer status with the United

Nations in Geneva, the Order works closely

with the Commission for Human Rights, the

World Food Programme, the Red Cross, the

International Organization for Migrations and

many non-governmental organisations in-

volved in humanitarian work.

Both bilateral and multilateral diplomatic

activities create a considerable advantage

in carrying out the Order’s charitable mis-

sion around the world. They are the frame-

work that enables the Order to organise its

global humanitarian works, to co-ordinate

emergency relief and to implement long-

term projects. 

In countries where the Order does not

have a National Association, the presence

of an Ambassador with an intimate know-

ledge of the country’s needs means any

hospitaller or relief work can be carried

out effectively.

The Order’s diplomatic corps must also

assess international humanitarian prob-

lems and keep informed the Grand Master

and government of the Order. 

In all these ways, the Order’s diplomatic

activity is contributing to the common

good of all humankind.

Ambassador Pierre Yves Simonin
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The Order concentrates its interests in development aid and
humanitarian aid, for both of which the European Union is a
major world player.

Development aid is managed by a branch of the Commis-
sion, EuropeAid, which co-finances programmes in all parts
of the developing world. In the past both the German and
French Associations have participated in such co-financing
activities through their foreign aid departments. 

Due to stringent administrative conditions imposed by the
Commission and the great increase in the number of co-
financing requests, co-financing has become more difficult.
Nevertheless, the Order’s Representative follows the Com-
mission’s policy closely in this respect.

In the humanitarian field, the Commission operates through
the European Community Humanitarian Office (ECHO),
which is the world’s single most important donor of humani-
tarian aid. The Order’s Representative takes part in the
annual ECHO-partners conference, where the problems of
implementing ECHO’s humanitarian mission through its 400
Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) partners are
reviewed. The Order’s Associations are ECHO partners, and
the Representative oversees the projects they submit.

The Representative takes part in working groups and confer-
ences organised by the very large Brussels-based non-gov-
ernmental organisation (NGO) platform, the Voluntary
Organisations in Cooperation in Emergency (VOICE). 

This platform for lobbying and reflection is currently working on
challenges facing NGOs working in humanitarian aid, including: 

- Responding to disasters created by terrorists.
- The risk of politicisation within the fields of development

aid and humanitarian aid.
- The relationship of both of these aids with the emerging

EU Common Foreign and Security Policy.
- The need to introduce a democracy-building component

not only in development, but also in humanitarian actions. 
- The need to help promote the enforcement of Humanitar-

ian International Law in cooperation with the European
governments, the United Nations and the International
Committee of the Red Cross.

The Order’s Representative closely follows developments in
the European Convention dealing with institutional reform.
Some aspects are particularly relevant for the Order, such as
the debate on the proposal to introduce in the European
Constitution a reference to religious values and the Christian
heritage of Europe. 

The Representative also attends meetings called by the Group
of Policy Advisors of the European Commission in which rep-
resentatives of churches and religious bodies are briefed on
current developments and invited to comment on them. 

European Commission

Ambassador Philippe de Schoutheete 
and the President of the 
European Commission, 

Romano Prodi

The Order’s Representative to the European Commission remains informed
on the trend of decision-making within the European institutional framework,
and when appropriate, draws the attention of European leaders to points of
importance for the Order.



Government
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Government of the Order
composition and operation
_____________________________________

In accordance with the Constitutional Charter, the purpose of the Sovereign Order of Malta is “the
promotion of… the Christian virtues of charity and brotherhood. The Order carries out its charitable
works for the sick, the needy and refugees without distinction of religion, race, origin or age.

The Order fulfils its institutional tasks especially by carrying out hospitaller works, including health
and social assistance, as well as aiding victims of exceptional disasters and war…”
(Extracts from Article 2 of the Constitutional Charter)

Governance of the Sovereign Order of Malta is similar to the
structures for state governments. However, it also includes
specific features associated with its nature as both a lay and
religious order, as well as particular terminology evolved from
nine centuries of history.
The Order’s system of governance is divided into three pow-
ers: legislative power, which resides with the Chapter General,
the representative body for the knights, and the Grand Master
with the Sovereign Council; executive power, which also
resides with the Sovereign Council; and judicial power, which
is in the hands of the Courts of the Order. The Grand Master is
the Order’s Supreme Leader, elected for life by the full Coun-
cil of State. Members of the Chapter General and the full
Council of State are drawn from representatives of the Grand
Priories, the Sub-Priories, the National Associations and the
Order’s organisations established around the world.
The Grand Master governs the Order, assisted by the Sover-
eign Council, which he chairs. It is made up of the four
Senior Offices of: Grand Commander, the religious superior
of the Order’s religious members, who stands in for the
Grand Master in his absence; Grand Chancellor (Minister for

Foreign Affairs and Minister of the Interior); Grand Hospi-
taller (Minister for Health and Social Affairs, Humanitarian
Action and International Co-operation); Receiver of the Com-
mon Treasure (Minister for Finance and Budget), together
with six other members, all elected by the Chapter General
from among the Professed Knights or Knights in Obedience.
The Sovereign Council is elected for a term of five years.
The Constitutional Charter and Code governs the life and
activities of the Order. 
The Chapter General of 1999 instituted an Advisory Board
to the Order’s government – the Government Council. The
Board of Auditors is responsible for economic and financial
control. Every five years, the members of these two bodies
are elected by the Chapter General.
The Order’s Courts are Courts of First Instance and of
Appeal, with the President, Judges, Judicial Auditors and
Auxiliaries appointed by the Grand Master, with voting rights
for the Chapter General. Legal questions of extraordinary
importance are submitted for advice to a technical body, the
Juridical Advisory Council.
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GOVERNMENT OF THE SOVEREIGN MILITARY HOSPITALLER ORDER 
OF SAINT JOHN OF JERUSALEM, OF RHODES AND OF MALTA

JUNE 1999 – JUNE 2004

JUNE 2004 – JUNE 2009

SOVEREIGN COUNCIL - GOVERNMENT 

78th Prince and Grand Master His Most Eminent Highness Fra’ Andrew Bertie

SENIOR OFFICES

MEMBERS

GOVERNMENT COUNCIL BOARD OF AUDITORS

Grand Commander
Fra’ Ludwig Hoffman von Rumerstein

Grand Chancellor
Jacques de Liedekerke

Grand Hospitaller
Albrecht Boeselager

Receiver of the Common Treasure
Gian Luca Chiavari

Fra’ Carl E.Paar

Fra’ Carlo Arditi di Castelvetere

Fra’ John MacPherson

Fra’ Giacomo Dalla Torre del Tempio di  Sanguinetto

Richard J.Dunn

Jean-Pierre Mazery

Fra’ Jose Antonio Linati-Bosch

Fra’ Elie de Comminges

Winfried Henckel von Donnersmarck

Thomas Francis Carney, Jr. 

Antonio Carlos de Silva Coelho

Don Prospero Colonna, Prince de Avella

President: Francesco Lechi

Councillors: Franz Harnoncourt-Unverzagt

Thierry de Beaumont-Beynac

Ernst von Freyberg-Eisenberg

Charles J.Wolf, Jr. 

Alternate Councillor:
Carlo Eyrl di Waldgries e Liebenaich

SOVEREIGN COUNCIL - GOVERNMENT 

78th Prince and Grand Master His Most Eminent Highness Fra’ Andrew Bertie

SENIOR OFFICES

MEMBERS

GOVERNMENT COUNCIL BOARD OF AUDITORS

Grand Commander
Fra’ Giacomo Dalla Torre del Tempio di Sanguinetto

Grand Chancellor
Jacques de Liedekerke

Grand Hospitaller
Albrecht Boeselager

Receiver of the Common Treasure
Gian Luca Chiavari

Fra’ Carlo Arditi di Castelvetere 

Fra’ John A.MacPherson

Fra’ Elie de Comminges

Fra' Filippo Maria Ferretti di Castelferretto 

Jean-Pierre Mazery

Antonio Sanchez-Corea, Jr.

Winfried Henckel von Donnersmarck

Don Prospero Colonna, Prince de Avella

Don Pedro Merry del Val y Diez de Rivera

Antonio Carlos da Silva Coelho

Thomas Francis Carney, Jr. 

Raphaël Georges Debbane

President: Francesco Lechi

Councillors: Franz Harnoncourt-Unverzagt

Carlo Eyrl di Waldgries e Liebenaich

Charles J.Wolf, Jr.

Bruno de Pazzis

Alternate Councillors:
Carlo d'Ippolito

Joseph Murray Cianciolo
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Official visits of the Grand Master 

Argentina - H.E. Eduardo Duhalde Czech Republic - H.E. Vaclav Havel

Slovakia - H.E. Rudolf Schuster

Guatemala - H.E. Alfonso Portillo Cabrera Hungary - H.E. Ferenc Madl

Nicaragua - H.E. Enrique Bolaños Geyer

Holy See - His Holiness Pope John Paul II
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2001 

22.06 The Grand Master and members of the Sovereign
Council are received in audience by His Holiness,
Pope John Paul II 

04.11 The Grand Master receives the President of the Slo-
vakian Republic, H.E. Rudolf Schuster, in Rome.

NB: all official visits arranged for the weeks immediately

after 11 September cancelled. 

2002 

22.03 The Grand Master makes an official visit to Roma-
nia, meeting with HE the President Ion Iliescu.

06.04 The Grand Master receives the President of the
Czech Republic, H.E. Vaclav Havel, in Rome. 

16.04 The Grand Master receives in Rome the President 
of the Republic of Nicaragua, H.E. Enrique 
Bonanos Geyer.

03.06 In Rome, the Grand Master receives the President of
the Republic of Bolivia, H.E. Jorge Quiroga.

12.06 The Grand Master receives in Rome the Vice Presi-
dent of the Republic of Guatemala, H.E. Juan Fran-
cisco Reyes Lopez

13.06 The Grand Master receives the King of Swaziland,
Mswati III, at the Magistral Palace in Rome.

19.06 The Grand Master receives in Rome the President of
the Republic of Hungary, H.E. Ferenc Madl.

21.06 The Grand Master and members of the Sovereign
Council are received in audience by His Holiness, Pope
John Paul II.

28.10 A private meeting takes place in Rome between the
Grand Master and the President of the Republic of
Slovakia, H.E. Rudolf Schuster.

08.11 On a State Visit to Bolivia, the Grand Master meets
with the President of the Republic, H.E. Gonzalo
Sánchez de Lozada.

26.11 In Rome, the Grand Master receives the President of the
Republic of Guatemala, H.E. Alfonso Portillo Cabrera.

11.12 Official Visit of the Grand Master to the Quirinale
Palace to meet with the President of the Republic of
Italy, H.E. Carlo Azeglio Ciampi.

2003

07.04 Official Visit by the Grand Master to the Kingdom of
Morocco.

27.05 In Rome, the Grand Master receives the President of
the Republic of Argentina, H.E. Eduardo Dualde.

28.06 The Grand Master and members of the Sovereign
Council are received in audience by His Holiness
Pope John Paul II.
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Official cooperation agreements

23.11.2000 Spain
23.11.2001 Italy (2003: Ratified)

15.09.2001 Ecuador
04.03.2002 Costa Rica
11.03.2002 Romania
08.11.2002 Bolivia (2003: Ratified)

Cooperation Agreements signed during 2001-2002

The Order signed six Cooperation Agreements in 2001 and
2002 to offer humanitarian assistance and cooperation to
countries requesting various kinds of support, ranging from
humanitarian aid programmes in the form of first aid, social
services, or care for the elderly and disabled, to advice and
support for State health and hospitaller structures. 

The Order’s Ambassador to Costa Rica signs a
Cooperation Agreement with the Minister for
Health, Costa Rica, March 2002  

Official visit of the Grand Master to the President of the Republic of Italy, Carlo Azeglio Ciampi
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The Order’s diplomatic relations worldwide

European Commission - Brussels

Council of Europe - Strasbourg

International Organisation for Migration - IOM - Geneva

International Institute for the Unification of Private Law - 

UNIDROIT - Rome

International Committee of Military Medicine - ICMM - Brussels

International Committee of the Red Cross - ICRC - Geneva

International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies –

Geneva 

International Institute of Humanitarian Law - Sanremo, Geneva

THE ORDER OF MALTA HAS DELEGATIONS OR REPRESENTATIONS TO INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS:

Belgium
France
Germany

Luxembourg
Principality of Monaco
Switzerland

THE ORDER OF MALTA HAS OFFICIAL RELATIONS WITH:

United Nations - New York

United Nations - Geneva

United Nations - Vienna

UNESCO - United Nations Education, 

Science and Culture Organisation - Paris

Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations 
FAO - Rome

World Food Programme of the United Nations - WFP - Rome

World Health Organisation - WHO - Geneva

United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees - 
UNHCR - Geneva

United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights -
OHCHR - Geneva

THE ORDER OF MALTA HAS PERMANENT MISSIONS TO THE UNITED NATIONS AND ITS SPECIALISED AGENCIES:

THE ORDER OF MALTA HAS DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS WITH 93 COUNTRIES:

EUROPE 

Albania, Austria, Belarus, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech

Republic, Holy See, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Mace-

donia, Malta, Moldova, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russian Federation*,

San Marino, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Serbia and Montenegro.

THE AMERICAS 

Argentina, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba,

Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Guyana, Haiti,

Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent

and the Grenadines, Suriname, Uruguay, Venezuela.

ASIA 

Afghanistan, Armenia, Cambodia, Georgia, Jordan, Kazakhstan,

Lebanon, Philippines, Tajikistan, Thailand

AFRICA 

Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Cap Verde, Central African Republic,

Chad, Comoros, Congo (Democratic Republic of -), Congo (Republic of- ),

Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Gabon, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau,

Ivory Coast, Liberia, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, Mauritius, Morocco,

Mozambique, Niger, Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, Seychelles,

Somalia, Sudan, Togo.

OCEANIA 

Micronesia, Marshall Islands, Kiribati

* Relations with the Russian Federation are maintained through 

a diplomatic special mission.
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Ambassadors of the Sovereign Order appointed in 2001, 2002, 2003

Date of credentials
2001

Holy See Alberto Léoncini Bartoli 12 January
Egypt Oliviero Rossi 13 Februari
Argentina Antonio Caselli 14 February
Guyana Silvano Pedrollo 14 February
Afghanistan Peter Canisius von Canisius 27 February
El Salvador Juan M Bracete 01 March
Bolivia William Walsh 07 March
Russian Federation Andre Gutzwiller 13 March
Malta Giampietro Nattino 22 March
Nicaragua Ernesto Kelly Morice 24 April
Kazakhstan Peter Canisius von Canisius 26 April
Poland Roger de Giorgio 11 June
Guinea Guy Jaulin du Seutre 28 June
Lebanon Jacques Guerrier de Dumast 24 July
Morocco Pierre Marie Guisolphe 25 July
Democratic Republic of Congo Geoffroy de Liedekerke 04 September
Belize Thomas Francis Carney 18 September
San Marino Franco Ferretti 29 September
Moldava Peter Canisius von Canisius 16 October
Mauritius Bernard Dorin 05 December

2002
Ethiopia Oliviero Rossi 28 January
Sudan Oliviero Rossi 19 March
Benin Gerard Dutheil de la Rochère 22 March
Honduras Jacques de Mandat-Grancey 19 June
Burkina Faso Alain de Parcevaux 30 July
Equatorial Guinea Jordi Mas Capo 10 October
United Nations Organisations 
Rome (FAO, WFP) Prince Giuseppe Bonanno di Linguaglossa 23 April

2003
Uruguay Pierre den Baas 13 February
Portugal Prince d’Arenberg 09 May
Serbia and Montenegro Stefan Falez 20 May
Marshall Islands William H Weiss 17 June
Spain Jean-Marie Musy 19 September
Liechtenstein Maximilien Turnauer 03 October
Niger Bertrand de Pesquidoux 14 October
Central African Republic Antoine Foulhiac de Padirac 17 October
Chad Alain Cadix 23 October
Slovakia Prince Mariano Windisch-Graetz 23 October

Janvier - juin 2004
Czech Republic Yves-Jean Du Monceau 10 January
Egypt Ugo Leone 09 February                                 
Belarus Paul Friedrich von Fuhrherr 18 February
Jordan Bo Theutenberg 08 March
Mozambique Adalberto de Fonseca Neiva de Oliveira 18 June
Poland Vincenzo Manno 22 June
Cap-Vert Miguel Igrejas Horta e Costa 09 July
Guyana Gaetano di Mase 01 September
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Permanent Observer to the United Nations
United Nations (UN) New York Fra' Jose Antonio Linati-Bosch 2001 - June 2004

Robert LeRoy Shafer June 2004 -
United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)

Maximilian Turnauer March 2004

Ambassadors to the Sovereign Order appointed in 2001, 2002, 2003

Date of credentials
2001

Portugal H.E. Pedro Jose Ribeiro de Menezes 11 January
Peru H.E. Alberto Montagne Vidal 16 May
Austria H.E. Walter Greinert 17 May
Russian Federation H.E. Vitaly Litvin 18 May
Brazil H.E. Oto Agripino Maia 19 June
Dominican Republic H.E. Victor Hidalgo Justo 10 October
Chile H.E. Maximo Pacheco Gomez 07 November
Croatia H.E. Franjo Zenko 19 November

2002
Bulgaria H.E. Vladimir Nicolaev Gradev 10 May
Serbia and Montenegro H.E. Darko Tanaskovic 14 May
Niger H.E. Amadou Toure 21 May
Philippines H.E. Francisco Acevedo Alba 19 June
Poland H.E. Mme Hanna Suchocka 10 October
Ecuador H.E. Marcelo Fernandez de Cordoba 23 October
Morocco H.E. Mohamed Sbihi 29 November

2003
Hungary H.E. Gabor Erdody 09 January
Slovenia H.E. Ludvik Toplak 20 March
Gabon H.E. Desire Koumba 17 October
Slovakia H.E. Mme Dagmar Babcanova 22 October
Thailand H.E. Vara-Poj Snidvongs 28 October
Czech Republic H.E. Pavel Jajtner 28 November
Romania H.E. Mihail Dobre 04 December

Janvier - juin 2004
Italy H.E. Giuseppe Balboni Acqua 10 Janvier
Mali H.E. Mohamed Salia Sokona 09 March
Latvia H.E. Alberts Sarkanis 29 April
Argentina H.E. Carlos Luis Custer 07 May
Burkina Faso H.E. Mamadou Sissoko 11 May 
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Allard, Jean-Marie Complément sur les origines du prieuré

d’Auvergne de l’Ordre des Hospitaliers de Saint-Jean de

Jérusalem. [S. l.]: [s. n.], 2002.

Allotta di Belomonte, Gaetano Iconografia sacra ispirata al mare.

[Taranto]: Fondazione Ammiraglio Michelagnoli, 2000.

Archives Nationales de France. Correspondance des consuls de

France à Alger, 1642-1792: Inventaire analytique des articles A.E.

BI 115 à 145. Paris: Centre Historique des Archives Nationales,

2001. Includes a number of references to the Order, Knights of

the Order or Malta itself with Algiers.

Association polonaise des Chevaliers de Malte. Zyciorysy

prezydentow Zwiazku Polskich Kawalerow Maltanskich: 1920-

2002. [Krakow]: [Zwiazek Polskich Kawalerow Maltanskich], 2002.

Autengruber, Michael Bayern und Malta: das Gropriorat Bayern

der Bayerischen Zunge des Souveränen Malteser Ritterordens

und seine Insignien: (1782 - 1808): with an extensive English

summary. Brannenburg: Feder u.a.], 2002.

Autengruber, Michael Bayern und Malta: das Gropriorat Bayern

der Bayerischen Zunge des Souveränen Malteser Ritterordens

und seine Insignien (1782 - 1808). Brannenburg: Konstanz:

Feder; Phaleristischer Verl. Michael Autengruber, 2002.

Baudis, Dominique La conjuration: roman. 

Paris: Bernard Grasset, 2001.

Bertè Ferraris di Celle, Giovannella L’Icona della Panaghia tes

Philermou. Rome: Ponticifium Institutum Orientale, 2001.

Blondy, Alain L’ordre de Malte au XVIIIe siècle: des dernières

splendeurs à la ruine. Paris: Bouchene, 2002.

Bonello, Giovanni Histories of Malta. Valletta (Malta): Fondazzjoni

Patrimonju Malti, 2000-2002. 1: Deceptions and perceptions. —

2: Figments and fragments. — 3: Versions and diversions. Very

useful work on many aspects of Maltese life and personages.

Calvet, Antoine Les Légendes de l’Hôpital de Saint-Jean de

Jérusalem: textes, traductions, notes et commentaires. Paris:

Presses de l’Université de Paris-Sorbonne, c2000.

Campolunghi, Pierino Romanzo e realtà nelle vere paternità di

Giulia Beccaria e di suo figlio Alessandro Manzoni (Verri):

ritrovata la lettera del Gorani nella quale si attribuisce al Verri la

paternità di Alessandro Manzoni, allegata nei colori originali a

perenne futura memoria: 44 illustrazioni con lettere e documenti

inediti. Milano: P. Campolunghi, 1998.

Carolus: Museo de Santa Cruz, Toledo, 6 de octubre de 2000 a 

12 de enero de 2001. [Madrid]: Sociedad Estatal para la

Conmemoración de los Centenarios de Felipe II y Carlos V, c2000.

Carrano, Patrizia Le armi e gli amori. Milano: Rizzoli, 2003.

Cartulaire et chartes de la commanderie de l’Hôpital de Saint-

Jean de Jérusalem d’Avignon au temps de la commune B38

(1170-1250). Paris: CNRS Editions, c2001.

Cauchi, P. Mark Mattia Preti: a genius of the art and a man

generous. Malta: [s. n.], 2000.

Ceballos-Escalera y Gila, Alfonso de, Marqués de la Floresta
La Orden de Malta en España: 1802-2002. Madrid: Palafox &

Pezuela, 2002

Centro Studi Melitensi. Sacra domus hospitalis Sancti Iohannis

hierosolimitani: catalogo della mostra. Taranto: Archivio di

Stato, 2001.

Studi Melitensi: IX, 2001. Taranto: [Jonio], 2001. 1: Luoghi santi:

mussulmani e ordini monastico-militari: secc. XII-XVIII / Annibale

Ilari. — 2: Malta e gli Ottomani / Anna Masala. — 3: La commenda

dei Ss. Giovanni e Stefano di Melfi e la sua grancia di Potenza /

Antonella Pellettieri. — 4: Sull’originario ed irrinunciabile carattere

religioso dell’Ordine di Malta / Giovanni Scarabelli.

Centro Studi Melitensi. Studi Melitensi: VIII, 2000. 

Taranto: [Jonio], 2000. 1: L’Ordre de Saint-Jean de Jérusalem, dit

de Rhodes, dit de Malte, comptait-il réellement neuf siècles

d’existance en 1999? / Alain Beltjens. — 2: Dominato giovannita di

Rodi: mercatura e monete; “Regula Raymundina” e “Regula

Raymundina Bonifaciana” / Annibale Ilari. — 3: Il Mezzogiorno

d’Italia nei “Libri consiliorum” dell’Ordine gerosolimitano /

Mariarosaria Salerno. — 4: La commenda di Santa Maria di

Sovereto (Terlizzi-Bari) / Maria Schirone. — L’impresa di Algeri del

1775 nel “Giornale” di bordo di Fra’ Giovanni Battista Tommasi /

Giovanni Scarabelli.

Selected books and articles 
about the Order published in 2001 and 2002 
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Chierico, Serge L’Ordre de Malte en Provence orientale aux XVIIe

et XVIIIe siècles. Nice: Serre, 2001.

Clark, Robert M. The Evangelical Knights of Saint John: a history of

the Bailiwick of Brandenburg of the Knightly Order of St. John of

the Hospital at Jerusalem, known as the Johanniter Order. Dallas

(texas, USA): [s. n.], 2003.

Codice di Malta 1777/1784. Milano: Giuffrè Editore, 2001.

Introduzione: Le riforme giudiziarie a Malta nella seconda metà del

XVIII secolo / Claudio Carcereri de Prati — Constituzione per le

erezione del supremo magistrato di giustizia nel principato di

Malta e del Gozo / Cav. Giandonato Rogadeo.

La commanderie: institution des ordres militaires dans l’occident

médiéval. Paris: CTHS. Comité des travaux historiques et

scientifiques, 2002.

Dauber, Robert L. Ordenspfarre und kommende des Johanniter

Malteser Ordens in Ebenfurth: 1268-1748. [S. l.]: [s. n.], [s. d].

Dauber, Robert L. Sektionschef Dr. Eduard Chaloupka und der

Souverane Malteser Ritter Orden. Wien: [s. n.], 2002.

Dauber, Robert L. Cavalieri di Malta nei eserciti imperiali, alleati

con Venezia e Malta, nelle guerre contro gli Ottomani: relazione al

Convegno “Geostrategia e potere marittimo nel Mediterraneo in

età moderna: Venezia e Malta nelle guerre contro gli Ottomani” A

Venezia: [s. n.], 27 ottobre 2001.

D’Auria, Alfredo L’Ordine di Malta nel Mezzogiorno d’Italia:1734-

1913. Taranto: Centro studi melitensi, 2002.

De Lucca, Denis Giovanni Battista Vertova: Diplomacy, Warfare

and Military Engineering practice in early Seventeenth Century

Malta. Valetta: Midsea Books Ltd., 2001.

Demurger, Alain Chevaliers du Christ: les ordres religieux-militaires

au Moyen Age (XIe-XVIe siècle). Paris: Seuil, c2002.

Dictionnaire du Moyen Âge. 1re éd. Paris: Presses universitaires

de France, 2002.

Durbec, Joseph-Antoine Templiers et Hospitaliers en Provence et

dans les Alpes-Maritimes. [Grenoble]: 

Le Mercure Dauphinois, [2001].

Ecole biblique et archéologique française (Jérusalem). La Bible

de Jérusalem. Nouvelle éd. rev. et augm. Paris: Ed. Du Cerf, 2000.

Elmalan, Serge Nicolas Durand de Villegagnon ou l’utopie

tropicale. Lausanne: Favre, 2002.

Fasano nella storia dei Cavalieri di Malta in Puglia: atti del

Convegno internazionale di studi, Fasano, 14-15-16 maggio

1998: II Convegno Internazionale di Studi Melitensi. Taranto:

Centro studi melitensi, 2001.

Filomena, Enzo I Balì di S. Stefano di Monopoli ed i feudi di

Fasano e Putignano: per la storia del’Ordine di Malta in Puglia.

Bari: Regione Puglia, 2000. Includes bibliographical references

(p.203-206).

Freller, Thomas The Anglo-Bavarian Langue of the Order of Malta.

Pietà: PublikazzjonijietIndipendenza, 2001.

Freller, Thomas The Epitome of Europe: das Bild Maltas und der

Ordenstaats de Johanniter in der Reiseliteratur der Frühen

Neuzeit. Frankfurt am Main: Lang, 2000.

Freller, ThomasThe Rise and Fall of Abate Giuseppe Vella. Pietà:

Pubblikazzjonijiet Indipendenza, 2001.

Fundación Duques de Soria. Memoria de actividades: 2000.

[Soria]: Fundación Duques de Soria, 2001.

“Gentilhuomini Christiani e Religiosi Cavalieri”: nove secoli

dell’Ordine di Malta in Piemonte. Milano: Electa, c2000.

Goineaud-Bérard, André Templiers et hospitaliers en Périgord.

Périgueux: Pilote 24, c2002.

Gori, Nicola La santa e il cavaliere: le lettere di Santa Caterina de’

Ricci al fratello Fra Ridolfo, Cavaliere di Giustizia del Sovrano

Militare Ordine di Malta. [Pistoia]: Provincia Romana dei Frati

Predicatori, [2000].

Le grandi navi del rinascimento. Genoa: Tormena Editore, 2000.

Heers, Jacques Les Barbaresques: la course et la guerre en

Méditerranée, XIVe- XVIe siècle. [Paris]: Perrin, 2001.

Holy Year and Jubilee Pilgrimage of the Order of Malta to the City

of Rome: 16-19 October 2000. Washington, DC: Federal

Association of the Order of Malta, 2000.

Ilari, Annibale I Gran Priori di Roma del Sovrano Ordine di Malta.

[Roma]: [TipoGrafica L. Palazzotti], 2001.

Johnston, Shirley Jackewicz Malte. 

Paris: Citadelles & Mazenod, 2001.

Krethlow, Carl Alexander Der Malteserorden: Wandel,

Internationalität und soziale Vernetzung im 19. Jahrhundert. Bern:

Peter Lang, c2001.

Kunsthistorisches Museum [Wien]. Der Kriegszug Kaiser Karls

V.gegen Tunis: Kartons und Tapisserien. Milano: Skira, 2000.

Kurrild-Klitgaard, Peter Knights of fantasy: an overview, history,

and critique of the self- styled “Order” called “of Saint John” or “of

Malta”, in Denmark and other nordic countries. [Turku]: 

[Digipaino], [2002].
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Liger, Christian Il se mit à courir le long du rivage: roman. [Paris]:

R. Laffont, 2001.

Lungo il cammino della Filermosa: monete, medaglie, decorazioni,

memorie melitensi = coins, medals, decorations, memorie

melitensi = monedas, medallas, condecoraciones, memorias

melitenses: Palermo, Villa Niscemi, 7 aprile-7 maggio 2001.

[Roma]: Sovrano militare ordine di Malta, Fondazione Donna

Marullo di Condojanni, [2001].

Lungo il tragitto crociato della vita. Venezia: Marsilio: 

Generali, 2000.

Luppé du Garrané, Jean-Bertrand de Mémoires d’un chevalier de

Malte au XVIIe siècle: Suivi des Mémoires de son neveu Jean-

Bertrand de Larrocan d’Aiguebère. Nouv. éd. annotée. Paris:

Paris-Méditerranée, 2001. 

Malta and Russia: journey through the centuries: historical

discoveries in russo-maltese relations. [Malta]: [Progress Press],

[2002]. 

Malte. [Paris]: [Hachette Livre], [2002].

Mesqui, Jean Châteaux d’Orient: Liban, Syrie. [Paris]: 

Hazan, c 2001.

Milites pacis: military and peace services in the history of chivalric

orders: proceedings of the Conference… Turku, 25-26.05.2001.

Turku: University of Turku - Finland, 2003. 

Missel et lectionnaire de l’Ordre de Saint-Jean de Jérusalem de

Rhodes et de Malte: supplément au missel romain et extraits du

rituel. Paris: Éditions typique francophone, 2002.

Montenegro 2000: manuale del collezionista di monete italiane:

con valutazioni, numero pezzi coniati e ritirati dal ‘700 ai giorni

nostri, medaglie annuali papali. 18a ed. Torino: Montenegro s.a.s.

Ed. Numismatiche, [2002].

Montes, Emmanuel Giorgio L’occupazione francese di Malta nel

1798: tesi di laurea: anno accademico 2000-2001. [Catania]:

[S. n.], [2001].

Muscat, Joseph Food and drink on maltese galleys. Pietà:

Pubblikazzjonijiet Indipendenza, 2002.

Nicholson, Helen The Knights Hospitaller. London: The Boydell

Press, 2001.

Norbert Barwing, Regis Above and beyond: recollections and

interpretations: a memoir. Warsaw: Loretan Sisters Publications,

2002.

La Orden de Malta: Mallorca y el mediterraneo. Palma (Majorca,

Spain): Sa Llonja, 2000.

Ordem Soberana e Militar de Malta. Rol dos cavaleiros de Lingua

portuguesa dos sec.s XII a XIXe registo das comendas,

governadores do hospita e das Maltesas. Fonteireira: [s. n.], 2002.

Palace of the Grand Masters in Valetta. Valetta: Patrimonju

Publishing, 2001. Artists’ imporessions of the magistral palace in

Valetta / Albert Ganado — The Grand Masters’ palace in the

making / Giovanni Bonello — The great siege fresco by Perez

d’Aleccio / Antonio Espinosa Rodriguez — Paths of power and

glory, the hospitaller Grand Master and his court in Valetta / Victor

Mallia-Milanes — Visitors to the grand masters’ palace / Petra

Bianchi — The Gogelins in the Supreme Council chamber, la

tenture des Indes / Dominic C. Cutajar — The knights’ astronomical

observatory and the palace tower / William Soler — A salad’armi in

the grand masters’ palace / Stephen C. Spiteri — Saints and

Heroes, Frescos by Filippo Paladini and Leonello Spada / Kieth

Sciberras and David M. Stone — Occasions, social events

occurences inside the palace / Nicholas de Piro — Heraldry in the

magistral palace / Adrian Strickland — Furniture and furnishings /

Joseph Galea Naudi and Denise Micallef — Portraits and other

easel paintings at the palace / Emmanuel Fiorentino.

Pedley, Martyn Geological itineraries in Malta & Gozo. [Malta]:

PEG Ltd, 2002.

Pedley, Martyn Limestone isles in a crystal sea: the geology of the

maltese islands. [Malta]: PEG Ltd, 2002.

Petiet, Claude Au temps des chevaliers de Rhodes. [Paris]:

Editions Ferdinand Lanore, c2000.

Petiet, Claude Le Bailli de Forbin Lieutenant général des galères:

un chevalier de Malte dans la marine de Louis XIII. Paris: Ed.

Lanore, 2003.

Petiet, Claude Le roi et le grand maître: l’Ordre de Malte et la

France au XVIIe siècle. Paris: Paris-Méditerranée, 2002.

Pham, John-Peter The Sovereign Military Order of Malta: its

historical, juridical and canonical profile in the light of recently-

reformed constitutional legislation. Rome: [s. n.], 2001.

Provençal, Lucien Villegagnon: un chevalier de Malte au Brésil.

[Paris]: Ed. Rive droite, 2001.

Raffaele, Antonio I beni dei palazzi baliali di S. Eufemia e Gizzeria

alla fine del sec. XVIII. [Soriano Calabro]: [s.n.], [2002].

Riviera di Levante tra Emilia e Toscana: un crocevia per l’Ordine di

San Giovanni: atti del Convegno, Genova, Chiavari, Rapallo, 9-12

settembre 1999. Genova: Istituto internazionaledi studi liguri, 2001.

Rossello, Beniamino L’Ordine di Malta nel diritto internazionale:

tesi di laurea. Roma: [s. n.], A.a.2000-2001.

Rufin, Jean-Christophe Rouge Brésil: roman. [S. l.]: 

Gallimard, [2001].

Russian State Museum. Regicide: march 11, 1801. [S. l.]: [

Palace editions], 2001.

Salerno, Mariarosaria Gli Ospedalieri di San Giovanni di

Gerusalemme nel Mezzogiorno d’Italia: secc. XII-XV. Taranto:

Centro studi melitensi, 2001.
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Scarabelli, Giovanni A espiritualidade da Ordem de Malta. Porto:

[s. n.], 2002.

Scarabelli, Giovanni Linee di spiritualità del Sovrano Militare

Ospedaliero Ordine di S. Giovanni di Gerusalemme, detto di

Rodi, detto di Malta. Milano: [s. n.], 2001.

Scarabelli, Giovanni Per una spiritualità di comunione: carità e

comunione. Roma: [s. n.], 2002.

Serricchio, Cristanziano L’islam e la croce. 1st ed. Venezia: 

Marsilio, 2002.

Sirago, Maria Gregorio Carafa: Gran Maestro dell’Ordine di Malta.

Taranto: Centro studi melitensi, 2001.

La Sostanza dell’effimero: gli abiti degli ordini religiosi in

Occidente. [Roma]: Edizioni Paoline, 2000.

Sovrano Militare Ordine di Malta. Commissione scientifica per gli

approfondimenti biografici sui santi e sui beati dell’Ordine. Atti del

Convegno Internazionale: 22 settembre 2001. Pietrabissara (Ge):

Palazzo Spinola, 2002.1: Ricordo di S.E. Mons. Donato de Bonis

Prelato dell’Ordine / Giovanni Scarabelli. - P. 17-18. — 2: Ulteriori

apporti bibliografici relativi al b. Garcia Martins / Giovanni

Scarabelli. - P. 19-23. — 3: Ricordo di Adriano Cavanna: 1938-

2002 / Ettore Dezza. - P. 25-26. — 4: L’illuminismo riformatore di

Fra’ Emmanuel de Rohan / Ettore Dezza. - P. 27-31. — 5: Teodulfo

vescovo alla corte di Carlo Magno / Adriano Cavanna. - P. 33-39.

— 6: L’agiografia melitense attraverso le espressioni artistiche di

Mattia Preti cavaliere calabrese / Luigi A. Falcone. - P. 41-62. — 7:

Un contributo alla riflessione teologica sulla santità / Danilo

Veneruso. - P. 63-77. — 8: Osservazioni circa s. Ugo Canefri / Aldo

Gorini. - P. 79-85. — 9: La scomparsa di Giorgo Costamagna /

Sebastiano Amande. - P. 87-90. — 10: Il cardinale Marco Barbo

Priore dei Giovanniti in Roma (1420-1491) e Caterina Regina

cattolica di Bosnia (1424-1478) / Lorenzo Tacchella. - P. 91-142.

Sovrano Militare Ordine di Malta. Ufficio comunicazioni. Rassegna

Stampa: Ufficio comunicazioni - SMOM. Roma: Ufficio

comunicazioni, 2001-. 1: Sett.-dic. 2001. — 2: Gen.-apr. 2002. —

3: Mag.-ago. 2002. — 4: Sept.-dec. 2002. 

Sterzi Barolo Antoniazzo, Angiolo La vocazione ospedaliera dei

Cavalieri di S. Giovanni di Gerusalemme ed i “Regolamenti della

Sacra Infermeria” di Malta (1725). Romae: [s. n.], A.a. 2000-2001.

Tacchella, Lorenzo Caterina Regina di Bosnia, Terziaria

francescana e Donata dell’Ordine gerosolimitano di S.Giovanni di

Rodi, poi di Malta (1424-1478): il cattolicesimo in Bosnia nei

secoli XIV-XV. Milano: [s. n.], 2002.

Tacchella, Lorenzo Giorgio Castriota Skanderbeg e i romani

Pontefici nel sec. XV. Paolo Angeli Arcivescovo di Durazzo e

ambasciatore di Skanderbeg a Venezia nel 1467. Il regno di

Bosnia nel sec. XV. Milano: [s. n.], 2000.

The catalogue (still in progress) of the Grand Magistry Library is

now available online. To display it, log on to the Order of Malta's

website at www.orderofmalta.org
On the lefthand menu, under About the Order, select The Magis-

tral Library and Archives, click through, then click on "catalogue". 

Tacchella, Lorenzo I Cavalieri di Malta nella storia di Voghera (sec.

XIII- Scrivia, Tortona, Pontecurone, Volpedo e Casei Gerola.

Milano: [s. n.], 2001. 1: Il palazzo di papa Sisto in Roma ed il

cavaliere gerosolimitano di Malta Fra’ Orazio Ricci di Voghera /

Fabrizio Bernini. - P. 101-109. — 2: Appendice dei documenti /

Marco Montagna. - P. 135-147. — 3: Storia del Sovrano Militare

Ordine di Malta = Historical survey = Historische übersicht = Nota

histórica. - P. 149-172. — 4: La paleografia tra “come”, “perchè” e

oltre / Giorgio Costamagna. - P. 189-194. 5: Gli altari dell’antica

cattedrale di Tortona / Giuseppe Bonavoglia. - P. 195-196. — 6:

Un problema agiografico: il “beato” Geraldo dell’Ospedale di San

Giovanni di Gerusalemme / Geo Pistarino. - P. 197-206.

Tacchella, Lorenzo Tassarolo nella storia del monachesimo, degli

Spinola, dei feudi imperiali liguri e dei Cavalieri di Malta: il

cardinale Filippo Spinola, il Beato Carlo Spinola ed Ettore Spinola

eroe a Lepanto nel 1751. Milano: Accademia Olubrense, 2001.

Testa, Carmel Romegas. [Malta]: Midsea Books Ltd, 2002.

Thiou, Eric Dictionnaire biographique et généalogique des

chevaliers de Malte de la langue d’Auvergne sous l’ancien régime:

1665-1790. Versailles: Mémoire & documents, 2002.

Troyat, Henri Paul Ier le Tsar mal aimé. Paris: B. Grasset, [2002].

Vatin, Nicolas Rhodes et l’Ordre de Saint-Jean-de-Jérusalem. Paris:

CNRS éditions, c2000.

Wettinger, Godfrey Slavery in the islands of Malta and Gozo ca.

1000-1812. [Malta]: PEG Ltd, 2002.

Wettinger, Godfrey Place-names of the Maltese Islands: ca. 1300-

1800. San Gwann (Malta): PEG, 2000.

Zwiazek Polskich Kawalerow Maltanskich Suwerennego

Rycerskiego Zakonu Szpitalnikow Swietego Jana Jerozolimskiego

zwanego Rodyjskim i Maltanskim. Pomoc Maltanska:

wspolpracujcie z nami dla dobra potrzebujacych! [Krakow]:

[Zwiazek Polskich Kawalerow Maltanskich], 2001.

Zwiazek Polskich Kawalerow Maltanskich Suwerennego

Rycerskiego Zakonu Szpitalnikow Swietego Jana Jerozolimskiego

zwanego Rodyjskim i Maltanskim. Spis czlonkow: 1920-2002.

[Krakow]: [s. n.], 2002.

Compiled by the Librarian and staff.
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GRAND PRIORIES, SUB-PRIORIES AND
NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

ARGENTINA 
ASSOCIATION ARGENTINE 
Président M. Rodolfo Tadeo Buttini
Av. Santa Fè 1379, - 1° Piso
C1059ABH Buenos Aires/Argentine
T +5411 48122882
F +5411 48123313
ordenmalta@mr.com.ar

AUSTRALIA
Président: Antony John McDermott Macken
104, Studley Park Road 
KEW, Victoria 3101
T +61 (3) 96144899
F +61 (3) 96293542
admin@smom.org.au

AUSTRIA 
GRAND PRIEURE D ‘AUTRICHE 
Grand Prieur : le Vén. Bailli Fra’ Wilhelm von und
zu Liechtenstein
Johannesgasse, 2 - A -1010 Wien/Autriche 
T +43 (1) 5127244
F +43 (1) 5139290
smom@malteser.at

BELGIUM 
ASSOCIATION BELGE 
Président le Prince Baudoin de Merode
Av. Louise 85, Bte 1 - B-1050
Bruxelles/Belgique
T +32 2 252 30 72 
F +32 2 252 59 30
malta.belgium@skynet.be

BOLIVIA 
ASSOCIATION BOLIVIENNE 
Délégué Magistral: 
Dr. Carlos Fernando Romero Moreno
Calle 7 y 8 N° 631
Obrajes, LA PAZ - Bolivia
T+591 22 787903 et +591 22 787828
F +591 28 115766 et +591 27 87898

BRAZIL 
ASSOCIATION BRESILIENNE DE RIO DE
JANEIRO 
Président Prof. Dr. Antonio Patrocinio Locoselli
Mosteiro de São Bento - Rua - Dom Gerardo, 68
RJ- 20.090-030 Rio de Janeiro / Brésil
F +55 21 22333342

ASSOCIATION DE SÃO PAULO ET DU
BRESIL MERIDIONAL
Président M. Dino Samaja 
Centro Assistential Cruz de Malta 
Rua Orlando Murgel, 161 
SP-04358-090 São Paulo/Brésil
T +55 11 5581-0944
F +55 11 5594-4780
cruzdemalta@amcham.org.br

ASSOCIATION DE BRASILIA ET DU BRESIL
SEPTENTRIONAL
Président M. Caio Cesar Tourinho Marqués 
Catedral Metropolitana Nossa Senhora
Aparecida, Brasilia, D.F. (Brésil)
Correspondance : Caixa Postal 2971, 
Brasilia, D.F.
CEP 71.609-970 (Brésil)
T / F +55 71 331-2123
cctm@ufba.br

CANADA
ASSOCIATION CANADIENNE
Président l’Amb. Theodore J. Arcand
1247, Kilborn Place - Suite 302
ON-K1H 6K9 Ottawa/Canada 
T +1 (613) 731 8897
F +1 (613) 731 1312
wgs@bellnet.ca

CHILE 
ASSOCIATION CHILIENNE 
Président l’Amb. Don Héctor Riesle Contreras
San Damian 490 - Las Condes
Santiago /Chili
T +56 (2) 215 2289
F +56 (2) 215 3510
hriesle@caramail.com

COLOMBIA 
ASSOCIATION COLOMBIENNE 
Président: Don José Roman Fernandez Gonzalez
Carrera 9a No. 80-15 Oficina 802
Apartado Aereo 4893
Bogota/Colombie
T +571.3100088 et +571.3262175
F +571.5314182 et 3490204
info@orderofmaltacolombia.org

COSTA RICA 
ASSOCIATION DE COSTA RICA 
Président la Comtesse Giuliana Fanelli 
De la Rotonda de las Garantias Sociales 
de Zapote 
150 mts. Norte Mano Izquierda 
San José/Costa Rica
T +506 225 26 77
F +506 234 71 64

CUBA 
ASSOCIATION CUBAINE 
Président Don Fernando Tomás Garcìa-Chacon
Y Chacon, Marquis de Salinas
Suite 200 Grand Bay Plaza, 
2665 South Bayshore Drive
FI-33133 Miami/Usa 
T +1 (305) 285 0800
F +1 (305) 285 0837
cmchacon@cs.com

CZECH REPUBLIC
GRAND PRIEURE DE BOHEME 
Grand Prieur : le Vén. Bailli Fra’ Norbert V. Kinski
de Wchynicz et Tetow
Lázenská 4 - Malà Strana 
CZ 11800 Praha 1/ République Tchèque
T +420 25 7530824 et +420 257530876
F +420 257535995
smom@mbox.vol.cz

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
ASSOCIATION DOMINICAINE 
Président Marino A. Ginebra Hurtado
Apartado de Correos, No. 92 
Santo Domingo (République Dominicaine)
T +1 809 292 8714 et +1 809 541 1804
F +1 809 567 0422
jose.vitienes@codetel.net.do

ECUADOR
ASSOCIATION EQUATORIENNE 
Président Don Eduardo Noboa Zaldumbide
P.O. Box 17-07-9302
Quito/Equateur
T +593 (22) 239606 et +593 (22) 431704
F +593 (22) 567194
nofre@andinanet.net 

EL SALVADOR
ASSOCIATION DU SALVADOR
Président Dr. Pedro Andres Houdelot
Boulevard Orden de Malta N. 3 Urb. Santa
Elena, Antiguo Cuscatlán, 
La Libertad, El Salvador, C.A. 
Apartado Postal : 42 Santa Tecla
T + 503 (278) 2222 
F + 503 (278) 2963
maltasv@navegante.com.sv

FRANCE
ASSOCIATION FRANÇAISE
Président le Comte et Prince de La
Rochefoucauld-Montbel
92 rue du Ranelagh
F-75016 Paris/France
T +33 (1) 45 20 80 20
F +33 (1) 45 20 00 13
associationfrosm@libertysurf.fr

GERMANY
SOUS-PRIEURE ALLEMAND DE ST. MICHEL
Régent Nob. Karl von Lengerke
Lindenplatz 4 D 74206 Bad Wimpfen /
Allemagne
T +49 (0) 706 3933228
F +49 (0) 706 3933193
K.v.Lengerke@t-online.de

ASSOCIATION ALLEMANDE
Président: Dr. Leo-Ferdinand Graf Henckel von
Donnersmarck
Burgstr. 10 D 53505 Kreuzberg / Allemagne
T +49 (0) 2 643 2038
F +49 (0) 2 643 2393
malteserorden@t-online.de

GREAT BRITAIN 
GRAND PRIEURE D’ANGLETERRE 
Grand Prieur : Frà Matthew Festing
Birks Tarset, Hexham, Northumberland 
NE48 1LA /G.B.
T +44 01670 775123
F +44 01670 775468
matthew.festing@sothebys.com

ASSOCIATION BRITANNIQUE
Président le Prince Rupert Louis Ferdinand zu
Löwenstein, Count von Löwenstein-Scharffeneck
Brampton House - 60, Grove End Road
G.B. - London NW8 - 9NH/Angleterre
T +44 20 7586 3179
F +44 20 7289 3243
basmom@btconnect.com

GUATEMALA 
ASSOCIATION DU GUATEMALA
Président Doña Maria Cristina Hegel de Alejos
Finca Labor de Castilla km 19
Ciudad Guatemala
T +502 4344962 et +502 4345097
F +502 4344960
maltagua@infovia.com.gt

HONDURAS
ASSOCIATION DU HONDURAS 
Président Lic. Jacques Casanova Wolffsheim
Edificio Midence Soto, 12 piso No. 1202 -
Parque Central
Apartado Postal 657
Tegucigalpa M.D.C./ Honduras
T +504 2381456
F +504 2370822
compecas@comercialpecas.hn
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HUNGARY
ASSOCIATION HONGROISE
Président M. György de O’Svath
Fortuna utca 10 H-1014 Budapest/Hongrie
T / F +36 (1) 3755174

IRELAND 
SOUS-PRIEURE IRLANDAIS 
SAINT OLIVER PLUNKETT
Régent M. Peter B. Pearson
St. John’s House - 32, Clyde Road Dublin, 4 /
Irlande
T +353 (1) 6140030
F +353 (1) 6685288
sub-priory@orderofmalta.ie

ASSOCIATION IRLANDAISE 
Président le Juge Peter Smithwick
St. John’s House, 32, Clyde Road Dublin
4/Irlande
T +353 (1) 6140031
F +353 (1) 6685288
smom@orderofmalta.ie

ITALY
GRAND-PRIEURE DE ROME 
Grand Prieur : le Vén. Bailli Fra’ Franz von
Lobstein
Piazza dei Cavalieri di Malta, 4 
00153 Roma/Italie
T +39 06 5779193
F +39 06 5758351
granprioratodiroma@orderofmalta.org

GRAND-PRIEURE DE LOMBARDIE ET
VENISE 
Grand Prieur : Fra’ Roggero Caccia Dominioni
Palazzo Malta - Castello 3253 
30122 Venezia / Italie
T +39 041 5222452
F +39 041 5209955
smomve@smomve.org

GRAND-PRIEURE DE NAPLES ET SICILE 
Grand Prieur : Fra’ Antonio Nesci
Via del Priorato, 17 
80135 Napoli / Italie
T +39 081 5640891
F +39 081 5498540

ASSOCIATION DES CHEVALIERS ITALIENS-
ACISMOM
Commissaire Magistral : Dr. Fausto Solaro del
Borgo, Marquis de Borgo San Dalmazzo
Casa di Rodi - Piazza del Grillo, 1
00184 Roma /Italie
T +39 06 6781518 +39 06 6789261
F +39 06 6783609
presidenza@acismom.it

LEBANON 
ASSOCIATION LIBANAISE
Président M. Marwan Sehnaoui
P.O. Box : 11-4286 Beyrouth/Liban
T +961 (1) 684104
F +961 (1) 684103
marwan@sehnaoui.org

MALTA
ASSOCIATION MALTAISE
Président Dr. Jaime H. Cremona
Casa Lanfreducci - 2, Victory Square
VLT-11 Valletta /Malte
T +356 21 22 69 19
F +356 21 22 69 18
info@orderofmalta-malta.org

MEXICO
ASSOCIATION MEXICAINE 
Président Don José Barroso Chavez
Liverpool 25, 
Col. Juárez C.P. 06600 Mexico D.F.
T +52 55 5705 0350 et +52 55 5705 0380
F +52 55 5535-5857
ormalta@avantel.net

MONACO
ASSOCIATION MONEGASQUE
Président M. Jean Fissore
L’Hermitage - Square Beaumarchais
MC 98000 Monte-Carlo / 
Principauté de Monaco
T +377 93507560
F +377 93251334
jfissore@gouv.mc

NETHERLANDS
ASSOCIATION DES PAYS BAS
Président: le Baron Zweder O.H.M. van Hovell
tot Westerflier
39, Roelofsstraat, 2596 VK
La Haye - Netherlands
T: +31 (70) 3244922
F +31 (70) 3248696

NICARAGUA 
ASSOCIATION NICARAGUAYENNE 
Commissaire Magistral : 
M. Alberto J. McGregor Lopez
Apt.do 3491 - km 4 Carretera Sur Managua /
Nicaragua
T +505 (2) 660014
F +505 (2) 660015
imcgrego@ibw.com.ni

PANAMA 
ASSOCIATION DE PANAMA 
Président Av. Julio Cesar Contreras III
Apartado Postal 0816-01560 
Panama 5/Rép. du Panama
T +507 265 3411 et +507 213 0300
F +507 264 4569 et +507 263 8539
anc@anorco.com.pa

PERU
ASSOCIATION PERUVIENNE 
Président M. Augusto Felipe Wiese de Osma 
Av. Enrique Canaval y Moreyra 522 Piso 16
Lima 27 - San Isidro/Pérou
T +51(1)4412924 et +51 (1)4412933
F +51(1)4412626
awiese@wieserp.com.pe

PHILIPPINES 
ASSOCIATION DES PHILIPPINES
Président Don Leocadio de Leoz De Asis
Pope Pius XII - Catholic Center, 
1175 United Nations Avenue 
1007 Manila
P.O. Box 418 - Manila Central Post Office
1050 Manila /Philippines
T +63 (2) 536 4795
F +63 (2) 5255302
smomphil@philonline.com

POLAND
ASSOCIATION POLONAISE 
Président le Comte Juliusz Ostrowski
Ul. Karmelicka 8/7 P-31-128 Kraków /Pologne
T / F +48 (12) 4226426

PORTUGAL
ASSOCIATION PORTUGAISE
Président S.A.R. Dom Miguel de Bragança,
Infant du Portugal, Duc de Viseu
Igreja de Santa Luzia e São Brás, 
Largo de Santa Luzia
P-1100-487 Lisboa /Portugal
T +351 (21) 888 1303
F +351 (21) 888 1302

ROMANIA
ASSOCIATION ROUMAINE
Commissaire Magistral : 
l’Amb. Franz Alfred Reichsgraf von Hartig
Strada Fabrica de Glucosa 7, Pipera Platform
RO-Bucuresti / Roumanie
T +40 21 2332700
F +40 21 2332701
BrindusaTheodor@snt.ro

SCANDINAVIA 
ASSOCIATION SCANDINAVE 
Président le Baron Gustaf von Essen
Salsta Västeräng S-740392 Vattholma, Sweden
T +46 18 352315 et +46 706 715427
gustafve@hotmail.com

SENEGAL
COMITE NATIONAL DES CHEVALIERS DE
L’ORDRE SOUVERAIN MILITAIRE DE MALTE
AU SENEGAL
Président le Gén. Jean Alfred Diallo
7, Rue Jean Mermoz, Dakar (Sénégal)
T +221 (822) 3007
F +221 (822) 6221

SLOVENIA 
ASSOCIATION SLOVENIE
Président Prof. Joze Osterc
Valvazorjeva SI - 1000 Ljubljana / Slovenie
T +386 1 25 14 866

SPAIN 
SOUS-PRIEURE DE ST GEORGES
ET ST JACQUES
Régent: Don Fernando Gomez de Olea y de la
Peña, Remirez y de la Peña
Calle Villanueva, 27
E-28001 Madrid/Espagne
T +349 (1) 5765834
F +349 (1) 3461815
brooklyn@wanadoo.es

ASSOCIATION ESPAGNOLE 
Président Don Gonzalo Crespí de Valldaura y
Bosch-Labrús, Conde de Orgaz
Calle Flora, 3
E-28013 Madrid /Espagne
T +349 (1) 5417065
F +349 (1) 5417134
ordenmalta@cece.es

SWITZERLAND
ASSOCIATION HELVETIQUE
Président le Comte Johannes von Toggenburg
Technikumstrasse 6 CH-9470 Buchs /Suisse
T +41 (0) 81 7565608
F +41 (0) 81 7561209
hannes.toggenburg@bluemail.ch
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RELIEF CORPS

ALBANIA
MALTESER-NDIHMON NE SHQIPERI (MNSH)
Fondation de bienfaisance de l’Ordre en Albanie.
Président Dr. Michael Faber
Lagja Tom Kola, Rruga Gjon Buzuku nr. 53
Shkodra (Albanie)
T/F +355 224 2729
mshn@adanet.com.al

BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA
COORDINATION PERMANENTE DES
ACTIVITES DU MALTESER-HILFSDIENST
Coordinateur : M. Thomas Reuter
“Gorenje” Bldg., Jablanska bb - 77999 Bihac
(Bosnie-Herzégovine)
T +387 (77) 332194
F +387 (77) 332194
basis@malteser-bih.org

CROATIA 
HRVATSKA MALTESKA SLUZBA (HMS)
Fondation de bienfaisance de l’Ordre en Croatie.
Président le Comte Georg Eltz Vukovarski
A.V. Humboldta 4b
HR-10000 Zagreb /Croatie
T+385 1 631 2883
F+385 1 615 4419
hms-croatia@net.hr

LATVIA 
Maltas Ordena Palidzibas Dienests (MOPD)
Corps de volontaires en Lettonie.
Président Mgr Gatis Bezdeliga
11. novembra krastmala, 29 - Riga
LV-1050 (Latvia)
T +371 (7) 22 27 53 et +371 9227 306
F +371 (7) 82 10 70
maltalat@parks.lv

LITHUANIA
Maltos Ordino Pagalbos Tarnyba (MOPT)
Corps de volontaires en Lituanie.
Président Doc. Dr. Stasys Gendvilis
Gedimino pr. 56 b
LT - 2010 Vilnius/Lituanie
T +370 52498604
F +370 52497463
bruzas@post.omnitel.net

LUXEMBOURG
Premier Secours de la Croix de Malte - Asbl
Président Me. Dean Spielmann
Institut Saint Jean - 110, 
avenue Gaston Diderich
L-1420 Luxembourg
Adresse postale : B.P. 2462 - L-1024
Luxembourg
T/F +352 444979
malteser@pt.lu

PARAGUAY
SERVICIO DE EMERGENCIA MALTA (SEMA)
Œuvre de l’Ambassade de l’Ordre Souverain
Militaire de Malte au Paraguay sous le patronage
du Grand Magistère.
Avenida Mariscal Lopez 2307
Asunción/Paraguay
T +595 (21) 602130
F +595 (21) 223701

SERBIA AND MONTENEGRO
MALTESKA DOBROTVORNA ORGANIZACIJA
JUGOSLAVIJE (MDOJ)
Organisme de secours fondé en collaboration
avec le UMCD en Allemagne et le MMSZ
Hongrois.
Directeur : M. Szollösy Gyorgy 
Caradusana, 38A 
23001 Zrenjanin /Serbie-Monténégro
T +381 23 65539

SLOVAKIA
MALTÉZSKA POMOC 
Service Hospitalier de l’Ordre de Malte.
Président MUDr. Zoltán Sebök de Veresmarth
Biela 2 SK - 811 01 Bratislava /Slovaquie
T +421 (7) 5443399-5
F +421 (7) 54433990
maltez@netax.sk

SOUTH AFRICA (REPUBLIC OF)
BROTHERHOOD OF BLESSED GÉRARD
Organisme de secours de l’Ordre
Président Rév. P. Gérard Tonque Lagleder 
Anderson Road - P.O. Box 440, 61 4490
Mandini / République d’Afrique du Sud
T +27 (32) 4562743
F +27 (32) 4567962
bbg@smom-za.org

UKRAINE 
MALTIJSKA SLUSHBA DOPOMOHY (MSD)
Organisme de secours fondé en collaboration
avec le MHD Allemand.
Directeur : M. Pavlo Titko
Wul.Akad.Bogomolza 8/2
UA-79005 Lwiw /Ukraine
T +380 (322) 751200 et +380 (322) 978660
F +380 (322) 978660
malteser@lviv.gu.net

URUGUAY 
ASSOCIATION URUGUAYENNE
Président Dr. Eduardo Rocca Couture
Sarandi, 123 - 11000 Montevideo / Uruguay
T +598 (2) 9162629 et +598 (2) 9162630
F +598 (2) 9162264
info@ordendemaltauruguay.org.uy

USA 
SOUS-PRIEURE DE NOTRE DAME DE
PHILERMOS
Régent M. Antonio R. Sanchez-Corea, Jr.
465 California Street, Suite 818 San Francisco
CA 94104-1820 /USA
T +1 415 788 4550
F +1 415 291 0422
office@orderofmaltawest.com

ASSOCIATION AMERICAINE
Président: M. Daniel J. Kelly
1011 First Avenue - (Room 1350) - New York
N.Y. 10022-4112 /USA
T +1 (212) 371 15 22
F +1 (212) 486 94 27
jshine@maltausa.org

ASSOCIATION DES ETATS-UNIS
D’AMERIQUE (OCCIDENTALE)
Président M. Richard B. Madden 
465 California Street - Suite 818 - 
San Francisco
CA. 94104-1820 /USA
T +1 (415) 788-4550
F +1 (415) 291 0422
office@orderofmaltawest.com

ASSOCIATION FEDERALE DES ETATS-UNIS
D’AMERIQUE
Président M. G. Patrick Clancy
1730 M Street, N.W. - Suite 403 - Washington
D.C. 20036 /USA
T +1 (202) 331 2494
F +1 (202) 331 1149
info@smom.org

VENEZUELA 
ASSOCIATION VENEZUELIENNE 
Président M. Rafael Gallegos Santaella
Avenida Río Manapire, Oficina Sótano 3 de las
Residencias Palmira, Terrazas del Club Hípico -
1080A Caracas / Venezuela
T +58 (212) 9793646 et 9793575
F +58 (212) 9793575
ordmalven@cantv.net
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STATES WITH WHICH THE ORDER HAS
DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS

AFGHANISTAN 
S. Exc. M. Peter Canisius von Canisius
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Ul. Vavilova 85/69-70, 117335 Moscou / Russie
Adresse postale : B.P 340, 
A-1015 Vienne - Autriche
T +7 (095) 134 84 49 
F +7 (095) 938 20 12
canisius@co.ru

ALBANIA
S. Exc. M. Günther A. Granser
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Rogner Europapark, App. No.
420, Boulevard Deshmoret e Kombit - Tirana
/Albanie
T +355 42 23636
F +355 42 35012
stratcom@t-online.de

ARGENTINA
S. Exc. M. Antonio Manuel Caselli
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Av. da Alicia Moreau de Justo
1930, P 1°
1107 AFN Buenos Aires/Argentine 
T +5411 4516 0034/5 
F +5411 4516 0037
embajada@embamalta.org.ar

ARMENIA
S. Exc. M. André Gutzwillër
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Hôtel Armenia 1
Erevan /Arménie
T +3741 599000
F +3742 599256
maltamba@datacomm.ch 

AUSTRIA
S. Exc. le Baron Gioacchino Malfatti 
di Montetretto
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire 
Chancellerie : 2, Johannesgasse 
A-1010 Wien/Autriche
T+43 1 512 72 44
F+43 1 513 92 90
ambassade.vienne@malteser.at

BELIZE
S. Exc. M. Thomas Francis Carney
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
811 George Bush Boulevard - Delray Beach 
33483 FI - USA 
T +1 561 330 8140 +1 561 330 2480
F +1 561 330 8233
tfcarneyjr@hotmail.com

BENIN
S. Exc. le Comte Gérard Dutheil de La Rochère 
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire 
Chancellerie : 01 B.P. 192 - RP Cotonou
T +229 312 373
F +229 313 593
international.ohfom@libertysurf.fr

BELARUS
S. Exc. M. Paul Friedrich von Fuhrherr
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Seklaska, 5
SK 81101 Bratislava/Belarus
T +421 7 5314346
F +421 7 5314342

BOLIVIA
S. Exc. M. William D. Walsh
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Calle Reyes Ortiz, 73-Ed. Torres
Gundlach, piso 15 c
La Paz - B.P 5725
T +591 2330022
F +591 8112383
malta@ceibo.entelnet.bo

BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA
S. Exc. M. Lorenzo Tacchella 
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Mula Mustafe-Baseskije Street, 12
Sarajevo/Bosnie Erzegovine
T / F +387 33 668632
smomsarajevo@libero.it

BRAZIL
S. Exc. Dr. Wolfang Franz Josef Sauer
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Avenida W-3 Norte-Quadra 507-
Bloco 
C-70740-535 Brasilia DF/Brésil
T+55 612 72 04 02
F+55 613 47 49 40
wsauer@wsconsult.com.br

BULGARIA
S. Exc. M. Rodolfo Rinaldi
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie: 7, Petar Parchevich Str., fl 7, app. 6
- BG 1000 Sofia
T +359.89746766
Email: ormalta@abv.bg

BURKINA FASO
S. Exc. le Comte Alain de Parcevaux
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
36 rue Scheffer 
F - 75016 Paris/France
T +331 47 55 93 86
F +331 47 55 94 86

CAMBODIA
S. Exc. M. Michael Mann
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : N° 10, Street 370, Sangkat
Bocung Keng Kang I, Khan Chamcar Mon -
Phnom Penh / Cambodge
T / F +855 23 368184
ciomal@forum.org.kh

CAMEROON
S. Exc. M. Jean-Christophe Heidsieck
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Villa de la Grotte - Mont-Febe 
Yaoundé B.R 4084/Cameroun
T +237-201 816
F +237-210 925

CAP VERT
S. Exc. M. Miguel Antonio Igrejas Horta e Costa 
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Avenida da Holanda, 497
P-2765-228 Estoril /Portugal
T +351 21 4672239 et 
(prof) +351 21 5001003
F +351 21-5001049 
m.h.c@telecom.pt

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
S. Exc. le Comte Antoine de Foulhiac de Padirac
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire 
Chancellerie : P.O. Box : BP 798
CF Bangui - Centrafrique
T +236 61 79 81 / M +236 04 10 60
antoinedepadirac@hotmail.com

CHAD
S. Exc. M. Alain Cadix
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Rue du Havre B.P. 1208
N’Djamena
T +235 512 603
F +235 512 604
acadix@ccip.fr

CHILE
S. Exc. M. Mariano Vidal Tornes
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Catedral 1009, Piso 18 
1801-1803
Santiago de Chile/Chili
T +562 6969209 
F +562 6992524

COLOMBIA
S. Exc. M. Francesco del Sordo
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Transversal 19 A No. 96-17
Santafé de Bogotà / Colombia
T +571 218 89 85 et 218 89 97
F +571 237 28 86
Smombogota_@hotmail.com

COMOROS
S. Exc. le Comte Hervé Court de Fontmichel
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Mission Catholique, 
B.P 46 - Moroni
Grande Comore/République des Comores 
T / F +269 730 570

CONGO (DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF)
S. Exc. le Comte Geoffrey de Liedekerke
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Avenue Bandundu, 20
B.P. 1800 - Kinshasa 1
T: +243.813330128 et +243.81.8800970
F: +322.7065580
aosmrdc@ic.cd

CONGO (REPUBLIC OF)
S. Exc. M. Jean-Pierre Pasquier 
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
59, rue d’Auteuil
F 75016 Paris/France
T +331 45 25 37 29
F +331 45 20 00 13

COSTA RICA
S. Exc. la Comtesse Giuliana Fanelli
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : De la Rotonda de las Garantias
Sociales de Zapote
150 mts. Norte - Mano izquierda - 
San José /Costa Rica
T +506-225 26 77
F +506-234 71 64

CROATIA
S. Exc. le Baron Nikola Adamovich de Csepin
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : A.V. Humboldta 4b
HR 10000 Zagreb
T +385 1 631 2883
F +385 1 615 4419
hms-croatia@net.hr

CUBA
S. Exc. M. Enrico Tuccillo
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Via S. Lucia, 29 - I 80132 Napoli / Italie
T +39 081/7645405
F +39 0817648352
enricotuccillo@tin.it
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CZECH REPUBLIC
S. Exc. le Comte Yves-Jean du Monceau de
Bergendal
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Làzenskà 4 - 11800 Prague 1 /
Republique Tchéque
T +420 2 575-31874/575-32375
F +420 2 57535995
Email smom@mbox.vol.cz

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
S. Exc. M. José Luis Rodriguez Villacañas
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Agustin Lara, n. 45 Serrallés /
Santo Domingo
T + 1 809 545-55 76
F + 1 809 549-57 74
emb.ordenmalta@codetel.net.do

EGYPT
S. Exc. M. Ugo Leone
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire 
Chancellerie : 18 Hoda Shaarawi
11111 Le Caire/Egypte
T +202 392 25 83
F +202 393 98 27
power4@menow.com

EL SALVADOR
S. Exc. M. Juan M. Bracete
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Edif. Gran Plaza, local 308, 
Blvd. del Hipodromo
San Salvador/El Salvador
T +503 245 4985
F +503 279 1623
juan.bracete@salnet.net

ECUADOR
S. Exc. M. Andres Cardenas Monge
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : P.O. Box 17-01-1229 - 
Av. da juan de Ascaray 355
Quito/Equateur
T +593 (2) 447-015/016
F +593 2 449 454 
ancarmon@waccon.net.ec

EQUATORIAL GUINEA
S. Exc. M. Jordi Mas Capó
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Ed. Ryesa, Autopiste Aeropuerto
Malabo (Biokonorte)/GuinéeEquatoriale
T /F +240 93156
mtropic@medicina.ub.es

ERITREA
S. Exc. M. …
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire

ETHIOPIA
S. Exc. M. …
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire

GABON
S. Exc. M. Jean-Pierre Pasquier
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Boîte Postal 1197 
Libreville/Gabon 
T +241 73 30 99 et +241.44.53.47
F +241 73 33 42 et +241.44.53.48

GEORGIA
S. Exc. M. Manfred Girtler
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Zhgenti, Nutsubidze Plateau, II
380083 Tbilisi/Georgie
T +995 32 942-073 et 32 328116 et 328116
F +995 32 251387
girtler@internetpiu.com

GUATEMALA
S. Exc. M. Max Heurtematte Arias
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Calle 2-04, Zona 9 - 
Edificio Plaza del Sol
Ciudad de Guatemala / Guatemala
T +502 339 4349
F +502 331 2979

GUINEA
S. Exc. M. Guy Jaulin du Seutre
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Immeuble PZ., 
Boulevard du Commerce 
B.P. 1335 Conakry
T +224-412 421
F +224-414 671

GUINEA-BISSAU
S. Exc. M. Pedro Rego Costa De Oliveira
Cymbron
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Av. de Tervuren 138/8
B 1150 Bruxelles / Belgique
T +322 7323922
F +322 2969665
Pedro.Cymbron@cec.eu.int

GUYANA
S. Exc. M. Gaetano Di Mase
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Catholic Life Centre - 28
Brickdam - Stabroek
Georgetown/Guyana
T +592 223 5398
F +592 223 5399
esmom@networksgy.com

HAITI
S. Exc. M. Hans-Walther Rothe
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Apartado Postal 452
Santo Domingo / République Dominicane
T + 1 809 472 19 95
F + 1 809 472 18 80
rothe@codetel.net.do

HOLY SEE
S. Exc. M. Alberto Leoncini Bartoli
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Piazza dei Cavalieri di Malta, 4/1
I-00153 Roma / Italie
T +39 06 578 07 78
F +39 06-578 36 13
amb.santasede@orderofmalta.org

HONDURAS
S. Exc. le Baron Jacques de Mandat-Grancey
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Edificio Midence Soto No. 1202,
Parque Central, Apartado Postal 657 M.D.C.
Tegucigalpa /Honduras
T +504-238 1456
F +504-237 0822
peyrecave@123.hn

HUNGARY
S. Exc. le Comte Alexander Mensdorff-Pouilly
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Fortuna Utca, 10 / H 1014
Budapest / Hongrie
T +36 1 201 5777 et +36 1 225 8514
F +36 1 201 5777
emb.hung.smom@axelero.hu

ITALY
S. Exc. le Baron Giulio di Lorenzo Badia
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Piazza dei Cavalieri di Malta, 4
00153 Roma/Italie
T +39 065780779 et 06 5754371
F +39 065757947
ambasciataitalia@orderofmalta.org

IVORY COAST
S. Exc. M. Gérard Blohorn
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : 01 B.P. 46 Abidjan 01/RCI -
Avenue Joseph Blohorn - Cocody
T +225-22446 362
F +225-22441 978
elaeis@aviso.ci

JORDAN
S. Exc. M. Bo F J. Theutenberg
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Brantingsgatan 25 S 115 35 Stockholm
T +46 8 660 1918
F / M +46 70 265 2526
bo@theutenberg.com

KAZAKHSTAN
S. Exc. M. Peter Canisius von Canisius
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Diplomatitcheskij Gorodog, C-15
KZ-473000 Astana / Kazakhstan
T +7 (3172) 242 700
F +7 (3172) 242 701
smom_emb_astana@mail.ru 

KIRIBATI (REPUBLIC OF)
S. Exc. M. …
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire

LATVIA
S. Exc. le Baron Dr. Peter von Fürstenberg
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Maltas Ordena Palidzibas
Dienests (MOPD) - 11. Novembra Krastmala 29
- LV 1050 Riga /Latvia
T +371 922 7306
F +371 7 821070
maltalat@parks.lv

LEBANON
S. Exc. le Baron Jacques Guerrier de Dumast
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire 
Chancellerie : Chyah, Rue Joseph Tayar
RL Beyrouth/Liban
T / F +961 1 559984

LIBERIA
S. Exc. le Baron Rosario Mirone Musmeci
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
V.le Principe Amedeo, 8 - 1 95024
Acireale / Italie
T +39 095 891 204 
F +39 095 764 9865
scrovegni@pacific.net.sg
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LIECHTENSTEIN
S. Exc. M. Maximilian Turnauer
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie: Sonnblickstrafse 4
9490 Vaduz - Liechtenstein
T +43.6641302058

LITHUANIA
S. Exc. le Baron Dr. Peter von Fürstenberg
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Maltos Ordino Pagalbos Tarnyba
(MOPT) Gedimino pr. 56B
LT 2010 Vilnius/Lituanie
T +370 52498604
F +370 52497463
bruzas@post.omnitel.net

MACEDONIA
S. Exc. M. Günther A. Granser
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire 
Chancellerie : Bul. Aleksandar Makedonski. bb,
MK-91000 Skopje / Macedoine
T +389 211 118348
F +389 211 230975
stratcom@t-online.de

MADAGASCAR
S. Exc. le Comte Charles de Talhouët
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Villa Record, 407 Route Circulaire
Antananarivo/Madagascar
T / F +262 20 22 317 42
record@simicro.mg

MALI
S. Exc. le Vicomte Guy Panon Desbassayns de
Richemont
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Badalabougoul Sema 1 - 
Bloc 45-216
Bamako / Mali
T / F +223.222.37.96

MALTA
S. Exc. M. Giampietro Nattino
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : ST John’s Cavalier, Ordnance
Street, Valletta,
VLT 11 Malta
T +356 21 223 670 
F +356 21 237 795
maltaembassy@orderofmalta.org

MARSHALL ISLANDS
S. Exc. M. William Hans Weiss
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
28817 - NE 124th - Duvall - WA 98019 USA
P.O. Box : 1104
T +425 788 3120
F +425 696 9374
wweiss2206@aol.com

MAURITANIA
S. Exc. M. Alain Cadix
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
32, Ville de Lourcine
F 75014 Paris
T +336 85 41 12 92
F +331 43 05 38 15
acadix@ccip.fr

MAURITIUS
S. Exc. M. Bernard Dorin
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
39, Avenue de Saxe
F 75007 Paris
T +331 44 49 95 95
F +331 44 49 09 54

MICRONESIA
S. Exc. M. Enrique P. Syquia
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
127 Cambridge Circle - North Forbes Park
Makati / Philippines
T +63 (2) 817 1095 et 817 1096
F +63 (2) 817 1089 et 817 1724
syquia@entlaw.com.ph

MOLDOVA 
S. Exc. M. Peter Canisius von Canisius
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire 
Ul. Vavilova 85/69-70, 117335 Moscou / Russie
Adresse postale : B.P 340, A-1015 Vienne /
Autriche
T +7 (095) 134 84 49 
F +7 (095) 938 20 12
canisius@co.ru

MOROCCO
S. Exc. M. Pierre-Marie Guisolphe
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire 
Chancellerie : 12, Rue Ghomara 
Rabat - Souissi 
T / F +212 37. 750897 
ambaosmaltemaroc@yahoo.fr

MOZAMBIQUE
S. Exc. M. Adalberto da Fonseca Neiva de
Oliveira
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire 
Chancellerie : Avenida Samora Machel, 47
Maputo / Mozambique
T +258 1 420123
F +258 1 420129

NICARAGUA
S. Exc. M. Ernesto M. Kelly Morice
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Apartado 566 - Managua - Km. 7
1/2 Carretera Sur
Managua/Nicaragua
T +505 2 651-510
F +505 2 652-170
skasa@ibw.com.ni

NIGER
S. Exc. le Comte Bertrand de Pesquidoux
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : 31, Rue des Oasis
Niamey /Niger
T / F +227-722-331

PANAMA
S. Exc. M. Giovanni Fiorentino
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Calle 54, N. 8 - Nuevo Obarrio -
P.O. Box 8668
Panama 5
T+507 2649 538
F +507 2694 708
embajadasmompanama@yahoo.es

PARAGUAY
S. Exc. M. Dino Samaja
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire 
Chancellerie : Avenida Mariscal Lopez 2307 -
Asunción
T +595 21 602-130 et +55 11 5081-8555
F +55 11 5572-6231
dsamaja@farmasa.com.br

PERU
S. Exc. M. …
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Manuel Almenara 265 - Miraflores
Lima 18 P.O.Box 18-0715 / Perou
T +511 4472454 & +511 4461668 &
+511 4457633
F +511 2416859
ordendemalta@pierola.com.pe

PHILIPPINES
S. Exc. M. Enrique P. Syquia
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire 
Chancellerie : 6th Floor, Cattleya Bldg. - 235
Salcedo ST, Legaspi Vill. - 1229 Makati, Metro -
Manila /Philippines
T +63 2 817 1095 et +63 2 817 1098
F +63 2 817 1089 et +63 2 817 1724
syquia@intlaw.com.ph

POLAND
S. Exc. Vincenzo Manno 
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Ambasada ZaKonu Maltanskiego
Skrytka Pocztowa 12 - 
00950 Warszawa 1/Pologne
T +48 22 622 8189
F +48 22 628 0119

PORTUGAL
SAS le Prince d’Arenberg
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : 10, rua das Duques de Bragança
- P 1200-169 Lisboa / Portugal
Arenberg@bluewin.ch

ROMANIA
S. Exc. Franz Alfred Reichsgraf von Hartig
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire 
Chancellerie : Str. Fabrica Glucoza 7, et 3
RO Bucarest, sec. 2 / Roumanie
T +40 21 2332700
F +40 21 2332701
brindusa.theodor@snt.ro

SAINT LUCIA
S. Exc. le Baron Carlo Amato Chiaramonte
Bordonaro
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
1 Grove Isle Dr., S 1002
Miami, FI 33133-USA 
T +1 305 8540983
F +1 305 8541630
casmom@bellsouth.net

SAN MARINO
S. Exc. M. Franco Ferretti, Comte Val d’Era
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Via Contrada delle Mura 18 
San Marino Città / Saint-Marin
T +378 0549 991 358 et 0549 998 046 et
0549 998 008
F +378 0549 998008

SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES
S. Exc. le Baron Carlo Amato Chiaramonte
Bordonaro
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
1 Grove Isle Dr., S 1002, Miami
FI. 33133-USA
T+ 1 305 854 09 83
F + 1 305 854 1630
casmom@bellsouth.net
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SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE
S. Exc. M. Pedro Rego Costa De Oliveira
Cymbron
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Quinta de Santo Antonio -
Travessa da Imprensa 
C.P. 438 -Sào Tomé and Principe 
T +239 12 24566
F +239 12 22565
pedro.cymbron@cec.eu.int

SENEGAL
S. Exc. M. Alan Furness
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : COTOA, Km 2,5 Bld du
Centenaire de la Commune de Dakar
B.P. 2020 – Dakar / Sénégal
T +221.8324040
F +221.8324030 (Attn. M. M. Theron)
Email: cotoamt@telecomplus.sn

SERBIA AND MONTENEGRO
S. Exc. M. Stefan Falez
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : c/o I.C.M.C. Boulevard Mira, 6
YU 11000 Belgrade
T / F +381 306 58 59
a.falez@flashnet.it

SEYCHELLES
S. Exc. M. Antonio Benedetto Spada
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Clarence House - Vista Bay
Estate - Glacis
P.O. Box : 642 - Victoria - Mahé Island /
Seychelles
T / F +248 261137
azais@seychelles.net

SLOVAKIA
S.A.S. le Prince Mariano Ugo Windisch-Graetz
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Na Vrsku 8
SK 81 101 Bratislava /Slovaquie
T +421 2 59305125 
F +421 2 59305146
Slovakembassy@orderofmalta.org

SLOVENIA
S. Exc. M. Carmine Marzoli
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Glavarieva, 112
Komenda (Ljublijana)/Slovenie
T +339 348 302 6107

SOMALIA
S. Exc. M. …
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire 

SPAIN
S. Exc. M. Jean-Marie Musy
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Calle del Prado, 26 - 28014
Madrid
T +34 91 420 18 57
F +34 91 420 19 42
embordenmalta@terra.es

SUDAN
S. Exc. M. …
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire

SURINAME
S. Exc. M. Gustavo Adolfo De Hostos Moreau
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : 12747 Kerksplein 1
Paramaribo, Suriname
T +1 809 5438008
g.dehostos@codetel.net.do

TAJIKISTAN
S. Exc. M. …
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire

THAILAND
S. Exc. M….
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : 9th Floor, Dr. Gerhard Link
Building
33 Soi Lertnava, Krungthepkreetha Road - Hua
Mark, Bangkapi
Bangkok 10240 / Thaïlande
T +662 3794298
F +662 3794224
assuntalink@bgrimmgroup.com

TOGO
S. Exc. le Comte Charles Louis de Rochechouart
de Mortemart
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : B.P. 10 054 Lomé
T +228 216 411 et 212 517
F +228 212 206

URUGUAY
S. Exc. M. Pierre Den Baas
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Calle Sarandi 123
11000 Montevideo/Uruguay
T+598 2 9162629 et 598 2 9162630
F +598 2 9162264
sarandi123@hotmail.com

VENEZUELA
S. Exc. M. Silvio A. Ulivi
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Urbanizacion Valle-Arriba - Calle
Jaguar - Qta Escampadero Caracas/Venezuela
T +58 212 782 3631
F +58 212 782 5087
sulivi@cinesunidos.com

SPECIAL MISSIONS

RUSSIAN FEDERATION
S. Exc. M. André Gutzwiller
Ambassadeur Extraordinaire et Plénipotentiaire
Chancellerie : Ulitsa Vavilova, 85/68
RU-117335 Moscou
T +7 095 134 25 11
F +7 095 9382012
smom@co.ru

THE ORDER OF MALTA ALSO
HAS OFFICIAL RELATIONS WITH:

BELGIUM
M. Jacques G. Jonet
Réprésentant
Domaine du Fuji, 21
B 1970 Wezembeek - Oppem
T+322 731 30 60
F+322 782 16 00
jacques.jonet@skynet.be

FRANCE 
M. John Bellingham, 
des Baronets de Castle Bellingham
Représentant Officiel
19 Avenue Rapp - F 75008 Paris
T+33(0)1 47 05 54 43
fondohfom@wanadoo.fr

GERMANY
Le Baron Augustin d’Aboville
Délégué Officiel
Chancellerie : Lüdtgeweg 1 - 
D 10587 Berlin / Allemagne
T+49 30 343 59 721 - F +49 30 343 59 727
augustindaboville@free.fr

LUXEMBOURG
M. Jonkheer Thomas C. van Rijckevorsel
Représentant
16, Rue de Uebersyren
6930 Mensdorf/Luxembourg 
T / F+352 770436

PRINCIPALITY OF MONACO
M. Ercole Canali
Délégué
Chancellerie : 22, Bd. Princesse Charlotte -
Monte-Carlo - B.P. 174
MC 98003 Monaco Cedex
T+377 93 506 341 et +377 93 505 952
F+377 93 500 959

SWITZERLAND
M. Pierre Blanchard
Représentant 
Via di Porta Cavalleggeri, 107
I-00165 Roma
T+39 06 39378327
F+39 06 689 23 32
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THE ORDER OF MALTA HAS PERMANENT
MISSIONS TO THE UNITED NATIONS AND
ITS SPECIALISED AGENCIES :

ORGANISATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS -
NEW YORK
S. Exc. l’Ambassadeur Comm. Fra’ José Antonio
Linati-Bosch (2001 - June 2004)
S. Exc. l’Ambassadeur Robert LeRoy Shafer
(June 2004 - )
Observateur Permanent
Chancellerie :
216 East 47th Street - 8 Fl - 10017 New York, N.Y.
T+1 212 355 62 13
F+1 212 355 40 14
un.mission.ny@orderofmalta.org

OFFICE OF THE UNITED NATIONS AND
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS -
GENEVA
S. Exc. l’Ambassadeur Pierre-Yves Simonin
Observateur Permanent
Chancellerie : 3, Place Claparède - CH 1205
Genève
T +41 22 346 86 87
F +41 22 347 08 61
mission.order-malta@ties.itu.int

OFFICE OF THE UNITED NATIONS AND
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS - VIENNA
S. Exc. l’Ambassadeur Helmut Liedermann
Observateur Permanent
Chancellerie : 2, Fasangasse 36/4 - A 1030
Wien/Autriche
T / F +43 1 798 95 16

FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION
OF THE UNITED NATIONS - FAO - AND
WORLD FOOD PROGRAMME - WFP - ROME
S. Exc. l’Ambassadeur Giuseppe Bonanno,
Prince de Linguaglossa
Observateur Permanent
Chancellerie : Via Ludovico di Savoia, 10/C
I-00185 Roma
T / F +39 06 70 45 46 12
dilinguaglossa@tin.it

UNESCO - UNITED NATIONS EDUCATION,
SCIENCE AND CULTURE ORGANISATION -
PARIS
S. Exc. le Comte de Waresquiel
Observateur Permanent
Chancellerie : 33, rue de Naples - F 75008 Paris
T +331 63 04 30 63
F +331 45 22 04 27

THE ORDER OF MALTA HAS DELEGATIONS
OR REPRESENTATIONS TO
INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS :

EUROPEAN COMMISSION - BRUSSELS
S. Exc. l’Ambassadeur Baron Philippe de
Schoutheete de Tervarent
Représentant Officiel
Chancellerie : Schaarbeeklei 201
B 1800 Vilvoorde/Belgique
T +322 253 58 05
F +322 252 59 30
maltarep.eu@skynet.be

COUNCIL OF EUROPE - STRASBOURG
S. Exc. l’Ambassadeur Baron Bernard Guerrier
de Dumast
Représentant
Chancellerie : c\o Mme Danielle Chatel - 12,
Terrasses De Montaigu
F 54140 Jarville/France
F +33 383 57 98 77

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
HUMANITARIAN LAW - SANREMO
Duc Guido Orazio Borea d’Olmo
Représentant
Palazzo Borea - 18038 San Remo - (Prof.) 143,
Via G. Matteotti
18038 San Remo/Italie
T +39 0184 530 342
F +39 0184 531 933

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE 
FOR THE UNIFICATION OF PRIVATE 
LAW - UNIDROIT - ROME
S. Exc. l’Ambassadeur Marquis Aldo Pezzana
Capranica del Grillo
Observateur
Via Monti Parioli, 39 - I 00197 Roma et (Prof.)
Largo Teatro Valle, 6
00186 Roma/Italie
T +39 06 687 17 48
F +39 06 68 13 41 76
apezzana@yahoo.it

COMITÉ INTERNATIONAL DE MÉDECINE
MILITAIRE (CIMM) - BRUXELLES
M. …
Délégué 
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The mission of 
the Order of Malta

The origins of the Sovereign, Military and Hospitaller Order of St John
of Jerusalem, of Rhodes and of Malta – better known as the Order of
Malta – go back to the eleventh century.
When the crusaders arrived in Jerusalem in AD 1099, the Hospitallers were
administering the Hospital of St John the Baptist, which had been estab-
lished around 1048 to care for pilgrims coming to the Holy Land and for the
indigenous Christian, Jewish and Muslim population. Made a religious
Order by a bull issued by Pope Pascal II in 1113, the Order had to defend
the sick and Christian territory. Today, its mission is an exclusively humani-
tarian one, as its military role ended with the loss of its territory in 1798.

In accordance with the Constitutional Charter, the purpose of the Sovereign
Order of Malta is ‘the promotion of… the Christian virtues of charity and
brotherhood. The Order carries out its charitable works for the sick, the
needy and refugees without distinction of religion, race, origin or age.
The Order fulfils its institutional tasks especially by carrying out hospitaller
works, including health and social assistance, as well as aiding victims of
exceptional disasters and war…’ 

- The Order has a permanent presence in most countries in the world, both
developed and developing. This presence has been built up over nine cen-
turies of colourful history, in which it took part in the great exchanges
between Europe and the Mediterranean basin and the rest of the world,
gradually extending its scope to cover most of the geographical areas in
which its charitable mission could usefully be conducted

Because of its centuries-old experience and its members’ active involve-
ment in the major trends in society, the Order has been able to adapt its
resources and methods rapidly, keeping constantly up to date, to be in a
position to tackle the new and ever-growing needs for medical aid, emer-
gency relief and humanitarian mission. 
Today the Order is a major global, professional organisation in terms of the
humanitarian aid, medical care and emergency medicine it provides, in its
management of hospitals, specialised homes for dependent elderly people,
socio-medical care centres, the collection and transporting of medicines
and the training of workers and ambulance staff.

History: key dates 

1048: Jerusalem
The foundation of the Hospitallers of St.

John of Jerusalem as a monastic communi-

ty by the Blessed Gerard.

Knights of the Order care for pilgrims, the sick

and the needy, as they have done ever since.

By virtue of the Papal Bull of 1113 issued

by Pope Paschall II, the hospital of St John

is placed under the aegis of the Church,

and granted exemptions.

With the responsibilities of military defence

of the sick and the Christian territories, the

Order evolves into both a religious and mil-

itary chivalric Order.

1310: Rhodes
In 1291, with the fall of St. John of Acre,

the last bastion of Christianity in the Holy

Land, the Order is forced to leave the

island and settle in Cyprus.

It acquires territorial sovereignty on taking

possession of the Island of Rhodes in 1310.

To defend the Christian world, the Order

assembles a powerful military fleet, patrolling

the eastern seas and engaging in several

celebrated battles.

Governed by a Grand Master as Sovereign

Prince of Rhodes, together with a Sovereign

Council, it mints its own currency and estab-

lishes diplomatic relations with other States.

The Order’s knights are victorious over

numerous Ottoman attacks until, overrun by

Sultan Suliman the Magnificent with his pow-

erful fleet and large army, they are forced to

surrender on January 1st 1523 and, with the

Sultan’s recognition of their bravery, leave

the island with full military honours.

1530: Malta
The next seven years see the Order without

territory, but retaining its sovereignty, a situ-

ation which prevailed until Emperor Charles

V granted the knights the islands of Malta,

Gozo and Comino, and the city of Tripoli, as

a sovereign fiefdom. On October 26th

1530, the Order takes possession of Malta

with the approval of Pope Clement VII.

During the Great Siege between May and

September 1565, the knights rout the

Ottomans under the leadership of Grand

Master Frà’ de la Valette (who gave his

name to the capital of Malta). The fleet of

the Order of St. John (or of Malta, as they

are now known) is one of the mightiest in

the Mediterranean and plays its part in the

final destruction of the Ottomans at the

battle of Lepanto in 1571.

1798: Exile
In 1798, Napoleon Bonaparte occupies

Malta en route to his campaign in Egypt.

He meets with no resistance from the

knights, as their regulations forbid them to

fight other Christians, and thus the Order is

forced to leave the island.

By 1801, Malta is occupied by the British,

and despite the recognition of the Order of

Malta’s rights of sovereignty as enshrined

in the Treaty of Amiens (1802), it is unable

to retake possession of the island.

1834: Rome
Having resided temporarily in Messina,

Catania and then Ferrara, the Order settles in

Rome in 1834, in properties with extraterrito-

rial status: the Grand Magistry in via Condotti

and the Villa Malta on the Aventine Hill.

From this time, the Order’s original mission

of service to the poor and the sick again

becomes its main activity.

The Order carries out hospitaller and chari-

table activities during both World Wars, and

these activities are developed and intensi-

fied under the stewardship of Grand Master

Frà’ Angelo de Mojana (1962-1988) and

continue today under his successor, the

78th Grand Master, Frà’ Andrew Bertie.

21st Century
Spanning a history of almost nine cen-

turies, the Sovereign Order of Malta can

proudly claim to be the sole successor to

the Hospitaller Order of St John of

Jerusalem, recognised by the Catholic

Church in 1113.

The Order has the unique characteristic of

being both a religious and a chivalric Order

of the Catholic Church. It is the sole organ-

isation with an uninterrupted sovereignty to

have professed knights, the direct succes-

sors of its founders.
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